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Chapter 1 Major SectionsChapter 1 Major Sections
Section 1, reasons to study international financeSection 1, reasons to study international finance

Section 2, primary goal of MNC and function of Section 2, primary goal of MNC and function of 
financial managerfinancial manager

Section 3, analysis Section 3, analysis MNCMNC’’ss and their performanceand their performance

Section 4, principle of global financeSection 4, principle of global finance

Section 5, two major constraints that impede an Section 5, two major constraints that impede an 
MNCMNC’’ss a) cost  and b) environmental differencesa) cost  and b) environmental differences

Last section, gives overview of the book.Last section, gives overview of the book.



GLOBAL FINANCEGLOBAL FINANCE
Opening Case 1Opening Case 1

TIAATIAA--CREF CREF ((TTeachers eachers IInsurance and nsurance and AAnnuity nnuity AAssociation ssociation –– CCollege ollege RRetirement etirement EEquity quity 

FFund)und) Goes with Corporate GovernanceGoes with Corporate Governance
Net Assets $200 BillionNet Assets $200 Billion
Stock of international companies Stock of international companies 
Western Europe (30 countries)Western Europe (30 countries)
Corporate Governance Corporate Governance (Executive incentives , Accounting and Audits, (Executive incentives , Accounting and Audits, 
Board of directors, Investment banks, Financial Analysis, CreditBoard of directors, Investment banks, Financial Analysis, Credit Rating Agencies, Rating Agencies, 
The Security and Exchange Commission (SEC), and Shareholder ActiThe Security and Exchange Commission (SEC), and Shareholder Activism)vism)

GlobalizationGlobalization
Global Finance in Action 1.1 (Global Finance in Action 1.1 (Have the September 11, 2001, Attacks Ended Have the September 11, 2001, Attacks Ended 
Globalization?)Globalization?)

Globalization Globalization stands for the idea of integrating the world market place, creatstands for the idea of integrating the world market place, creating a so ing a so 
called called ““borderless worldborderless world”” for goods and services.for goods and services.

CommunicationCommunication; mail, telephone, Internet, airline, and ocean shipping; mail, telephone, Internet, airline, and ocean shipping
EntertainmentEntertainment; film, TV, music, news, and sport; film, TV, music, news, and sport
Economic and bossiness exchangeEconomic and bossiness exchange; banking, insurance, foreign exchange, stock markets, and recip; banking, insurance, foreign exchange, stock markets, and reciprocal rocal 
tradetrade
Idea and competing spiritual valuesIdea and competing spiritual values through Evangelical Christianity, Islam and Othersthrough Evangelical Christianity, Islam and Others



REASONS TO STUDY INTERNATIONAL REASONS TO STUDY INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCE FINANCE 

To understand a global economy in terms of:To understand a global economy in terms of:
The end of cold warThe end of cold war (1991 break up of Soviet Union to 15 independent States)(1991 break up of Soviet Union to 15 independent States)
Emerging of growing Industrialization and market among the develEmerging of growing Industrialization and market among the developing countriesoping countries of:of:

East Asia (Hong Kong, Singapore, S. Korea, and Taiwan) and East Asia (Hong Kong, Singapore, S. Korea, and Taiwan) and 
Latin America (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Venezuela) Latin America (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Venezuela) 

-- China and others will followChina and others will follow
Mexico and S. Korea member of OECD Mexico and S. Korea member of OECD ““the rich manthe rich man’’s clubs club””

-- OECD = Organization for Economic Corporation and developmentOECD = Organization for Economic Corporation and development
Increased globalizationIncreased globalization of the international economyof the international economy

Coca Cola, Dow Chemical, Exxon Mobile, Daimler Chrysler, HewlettCoca Cola, Dow Chemical, Exxon Mobile, Daimler Chrysler, Hewlett Packard, IBM, Johnson Packard, IBM, Johnson 
and Johnson, and McDonald's earn more than 50% of operating profand Johnson, and McDonald's earn more than 50% of operating profits through international its through international 
operationsoperations

To understand the effect of global finance on businessTo understand the effect of global finance on business
Action 1.1 / 9/11 attack /Survey showed that companies commitmenAction 1.1 / 9/11 attack /Survey showed that companies commitments to international ts to international 
expansion roseexpansion rose

To make intelligent personal decisionsTo make intelligent personal decisions
Job, Buying car, Vacation, Retirement (stock and exchange rate) Job, Buying car, Vacation, Retirement (stock and exchange rate) {Domestic vs. international}{Domestic vs. international}



COMPANY GOALS AND FUNCTIONS  COMPANY GOALS AND FUNCTIONS  
OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTOF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Multinational company goalsMultinational company goals
To maximize stockholder wealth (stock price) on a global basisTo maximize stockholder wealth (stock price) on a global basis

-- MNC Constitutes: stockholders, employee, customers, creditors, MNC Constitutes: stockholders, employee, customers, creditors, 
suppliers and local communitysuppliers and local community

-- Mangers focus on stockholder wealth because; stockholders are Mangers focus on stockholder wealth because; stockholders are 
the owners, stockholders provide the risk capital that protect tthe owners, stockholders provide the risk capital that protect the he 
welfare of other constitutes, and enhance shareholders value, welfare of other constitutes, and enhance shareholders value, 
attract additional equity capitalattract additional equity capital

-- Corporate wealth is stockholder, marketing, technical and humanCorporate wealth is stockholder, marketing, technical and human
recourses wealth.recourses wealth.

Functions of international financial manager:Functions of international financial manager:
Financial planning and control (Performa vs. actual Balance Financial planning and control (Performa vs. actual Balance 
Sheet, Income Statement and Cash flow)Sheet, Income Statement and Cash flow)
Allocation of funds (investment or where to invest)Allocation of funds (investment or where to invest)
Acquisition of funds (financing) (If CF Acquisition of funds (financing) (If CF outflowoutflow > CF > CF inflowinflow manager manager 
must obtain additional funds)must obtain additional funds)



PRIMARY GOAL OF A FIRMPRIMARY GOAL OF A FIRM

Risk ReduceRisk Reduce

Increase ProfitIncrease Profit

Maximize Firm Maximize Firm 
Value (Stock Price)Value (Stock Price)



MULTINATIONALCOMPANIESMULTINATIONALCOMPANIES
AND THEIR PERFORMANCEAND THEIR PERFORMANCE

What is a multinational corporation (MNC)?What is a multinational corporation (MNC)?
The world book Encyclopedia: a business organization that producThe world book Encyclopedia: a business organization that produces a es a 
products, sells a product, and provides a services in two or morproducts, sells a product, and provides a services in two or more e 
countriescountries

From multinational company to global companyFrom multinational company to global company
1) Have a world wide presence in its market, 2) Integrate its op1) Have a world wide presence in its market, 2) Integrate its operation eration 
world wide and 3) Standardize operations in one or more of the world wide and 3) Standardize operations in one or more of the 
companycompany’’s functional areas functional area

-- Global Finance in Action 1.2 ( Is Globalization Myth or Reality?Global Finance in Action 1.2 ( Is Globalization Myth or Reality? ))
-- Ability to transfer information and knowledge globallyAbility to transfer information and knowledge globally

-- Globalization exists because bits and bytes Globalization exists because bits and bytes –– that is,  process knowledge that is,  process knowledge 
and other intangible assets and other intangible assets –– can be transferred globally at minimal can be transferred globally at minimal 
costs. The results is greater integrated trade flows.costs. The results is greater integrated trade flows.

The performance of multinational companiesThe performance of multinational companies
MNCsMNCs have performed better than domestic performs due to: Higher have performed better than domestic performs due to: Higher 
riskrisk--return tradeoff , Market imperfections, Portfolio effect, Comparreturn tradeoff , Market imperfections, Portfolio effect, Comparative ative 
advantage, Internationalization advantages, Larger economies of advantage, Internationalization advantages, Larger economies of scale scale 
and Larger valuationand Larger valuation



PRINCIPLES of GLOBAL PRINCIPLES of GLOBAL 
FINANCEFINANCE

The Financial Manager Major Function The Financial Manager Major Function 

1.1.Foreign Investment: direct and portfolioForeign Investment: direct and portfolio

2.2.Foreign Trade: exports and importsForeign Trade: exports and imports

3.3.Foreign LoanForeign Loan



PRINCIPLES of GLOBAL PRINCIPLES of GLOBAL 
FINANCEFINANCE

SevenSeven important principles of global financeimportant principles of global finance

1. The risk1. The risk--return tradereturn trade--off (maximizing of stockholder wealth off (maximizing of stockholder wealth 
depends on)depends on)



PRINCIPLES of GLOBAL FINANCEPRINCIPLES of GLOBAL FINANCE
2. Market imperfections 2. Market imperfections (The real world has imperfect market conditions, (The real world has imperfect market conditions, 

where the recourses (land, capital and technology) available forwhere the recourses (land, capital and technology) available for production of goods production of goods 
are some what immobile, example Toyota plants in US to avoid traare some what immobile, example Toyota plants in US to avoid trade restriction)de restriction)

3. The portfolio effect 3. The portfolio effect (diversify their operation not only across industries (diversify their operation not only across industries 
but also across counties and currencies)but also across counties and currencies)

4. Comparative advantage 4. Comparative advantage ( trade between the two counties ( trade between the two counties –– The USA The USA 
exporting software and China exporting shoes exporting software and China exporting shoes –– can boost living standards in both)can boost living standards in both)

5.The internationalization advantage 5.The internationalization advantage (MNC advantages (MNC advantages 
depends on location, ownership and internationalization. Internadepends on location, ownership and internationalization. Internationalization like tionalization like 
Exxon Mobile uses its technology to build oil refineries in VeneExxon Mobile uses its technology to build oil refineries in Venezuela. These zuela. These 
refineries magnified booth wages of workers in Venezuela and prorefineries magnified booth wages of workers in Venezuela and profits of Exxon fits of Exxon 
Mobil)Mobil)

6. Economies6. Economies of scaleof scale (a reduction in average cost per unite as sales (a reduction in average cost per unite as sales 
volume or output increases)volume or output increases)

7. Valuation 7. Valuation (The value of an asset is equal to the present value of its expe(The value of an asset is equal to the present value of its expected cted 
earnings. The value of MNC is higher than the value of Domestic earnings. The value of MNC is higher than the value of Domestic company for: company for: 
MNCMNC’’ss earns more profits and earring of larger company are capitalizeearns more profits and earring of larger company are capitalized at lower rate d at lower rate 
{The securities of MNC have better marketability than domestic}){The securities of MNC have better marketability than domestic})



AGENCY THEORY         AGENCY THEORY         
•• Agency theory: deals with the conflict of interest Agency theory: deals with the conflict of interest 

between managers and stockholdersbetween managers and stockholders

•• MNC'sMNC's value is subject to larger agency costvalue is subject to larger agency cost

•• Agency costs (include incentives and monitoring Agency costs (include incentives and monitoring 
costs)costs)

•• Incentives (could include stock options, Incentives (could include stock options, 
bonuses and perquisites {privilege})bonuses and perquisites {privilege})

•• Monitoring (Reviewing management Monitoring (Reviewing management 
perquisites, auditing financial statements and perquisites, auditing financial statements and 
limiting management decisions) limiting management decisions) 

•• Agency costs are larger for MNC than purely Agency costs are larger for MNC than purely 
Domestic companiesDomestic companies



CORPORATE GOVERNANCECORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Corporate governance refers to the way in which major stakeholdeCorporate governance refers to the way in which major stakeholders rs 
exerts control over operations of a companyexerts control over operations of a company

Shareholder activism (shareholders proposal for Proxy fight, dirShareholder activism (shareholders proposal for Proxy fight, direct ect 
negotiation with management and public targeting of a corporationegotiation with management and public targeting of a corporation)n)

Changes in the US corporate governance (the threat of hostile taChanges in the US corporate governance (the threat of hostile take ke 
over, stock options for managers, increase in shareholder activiover, stock options for managers, increase in shareholder activism and sm and 
recent accounting scandals)recent accounting scandals)

National Differences in corporate governance laws for corporate National Differences in corporate governance laws for corporate 
governance have notable differences (UK and USA) model vs. governance have notable differences (UK and USA) model vs. 
(Continental Europe {France and Germany} and Japan model).(Continental Europe {France and Germany} and Japan model).
(market oriented financial system vs. representative of ban(market oriented financial system vs. representative of bank or k or 
relationshiprelationship--based system. based system. i.ei.e institutional investors vs. banks in institutional investors vs. banks in 
finical system)finical system)



ENVIRONMENTAL DIFFERENCESENVIRONMENTAL DIFFERENCES

Types of risk (politic, financial, and regulatory)Types of risk (politic, financial, and regulatory)

Conflicts of interest (employee, supplier and Conflicts of interest (employee, supplier and 
customers may have different national identities)customers may have different national identities)

Multiple environments (Multiple environments (MNCsMNCs can have can have 
operational problems because they operate in operational problems because they operate in 
several international environment)several international environment)



THE STRUCTURE of THIS BOOKTHE STRUCTURE of THIS BOOK

Function of financial managements is to maximize the stoke Function of financial managements is to maximize the stoke 
•• Financial Planning and Control: Supportive Tools and Reporting &Financial Planning and Control: Supportive Tools and Reporting &

Controlling Controlling 
•• FinancingFinancing
•• InvestmentInvestment

FinancingFinancing
((ChsChs. 11. 11--1414) InvestmentInvestment

((ChsChs. 15. 15--19)19)

Reporting & Reporting & 
ControllingControlling

((ChsChs. 20). 20)

Supportive Supportive 
ToolsTools

((ChsChs. 1. 1--10)10)



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the website of Corporate Governance 
<http://www.corpgov.net> to view recent developments on the 
relationship between a corporation’s management and its 
stakeholders. In light of recent accounting scandals in 
corporate America, list three proposed solutions to fix 
corporate governance practices. 

Visit the website of the European Corporate Governance 
Institute <http://www.ecgi.org> to view codes and principals of 
corporate governance for European countries. Choose a 
country or region and list five principals and /or 
recommendations on corporate governance. Explain how 
these European practices are similar to or different from 
existing practices in the US.

Select one country of your choice from the “County At-A-
Glance” table of the World Bank <http://www.worldbank.org> 
to answer the following questions: What is the population? 
What is the currency? What is the GNI per capita? How has 
the GDP changed in the past three years?  Is this country a 
net importer or exporter? How much is the trade in goods as a 
share of GDP?  What is the amount of foreign direct 
investment?

http://www.ecgi.org/
http://www.worldbank.org/
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Chapter 2 Major SectionsChapter 2 Major Sections

Section 1, motive for foreign TradeSection 1, motive for foreign Trade

Section 2, economic integrationSection 2, economic integration

Section 3, motive for foreign investmentSection 3, motive for foreign investment

Section 4, a synthesis of foreign trade and investment Section 4, a synthesis of foreign trade and investment 
theoriestheories



GLOBAL FINANCEGLOBAL FINANCE

Opening Case 2;The Effect of Foreign Investment Opening Case 2;The Effect of Foreign Investment 
on Exports on Exports 

1994 North1994 North--AmericaAmerica--FreeFree--Trade Agreement (NAFTA) extends the Trade Agreement (NAFTA) extends the 
areas of FDI (Foreign Direct Investment)areas of FDI (Foreign Direct Investment)
Mexico in 1989 liberalized its foreign investment Mexico in 1989 liberalized its foreign investment 
regulations to allow 100% foreign ownershipregulations to allow 100% foreign ownership
International investment flows can boost efficiency International investment flows can boost efficiency 
and the flow of information across boardersand the flow of information across boarders



GLOBALIZATIONGLOBALIZATION
Global Finance in Action 2.1 (Economic Freedom and Global Finance in Action 2.1 (Economic Freedom and 
Consumption)Consumption)
Two research group, the Heritage Foundation in Two research group, the Heritage Foundation in 
Washington DC and Fraser Institute in Canada relates Washington DC and Fraser Institute in Canada relates 
the consumption to freedom. the consumption to freedom. ““Per capita consumption Per capita consumption 
in the economically freest fifth counties is 8 t0 9 times in the economically freest fifth counties is 8 t0 9 times 
that of the least free fifth. Figure 2.1that of the least free fifth. Figure 2.1””



MOTIVES FOR WORLD TRADE AND FOREIGN MOTIVES FOR WORLD TRADE AND FOREIGN 
INVESTMENTINVESTMENT

TRADE THEORIES INVESTMENT THEORIES
x. Product Life Cycle
y. Portfolio Theory
z. Oligopoly

u. Comparative Advantage
v. Factor Endowment
w. Product Life Cycle

Eclectic Theory



MOTIVE FOR FOREIGN TRADEMOTIVE FOR FOREIGN TRADE

Countries gain from trade by producing Countries gain from trade by producing 
products they have a products they have a (comparative (comparative 
advantage).advantage).
Countries gain from specializing in the Countries gain from specializing in the 
production and export of any good that uses production and export of any good that uses 
larger amounts of their larger amounts of their own abundant factors own abundant factors 
(factor endowments).(factor endowments).
Explain trade patterns on the basis of stages Explain trade patterns on the basis of stages 
in a in a (product's life cycle).(product's life cycle).



MOTIVE FOR FOREIGN TRADEMOTIVE FOR FOREIGN TRADE
TheThe theory of comparative advantage theory of comparative advantage 

assumes that all countries are better off if each specializes inassumes that all countries are better off if each specializes in the production of those the production of those 
goods that it can produce more efficiently and buy those goods tgoods that it can produce more efficiently and buy those goods that other countries hat other countries 
produce more efficientlyproduce more efficiently

-- Factors of production: land, labor, capital and technologyFactors of production: land, labor, capital and technology
-- Efficient production of various goods and services requires comEfficient production of various goods and services requires combinations of different binations of different 

economic recourses and different technologieseconomic recourses and different technologies

The theory of factor endowments The theory of factor endowments 
Says that countries are mutually benefited if they specialized iSays that countries are mutually benefited if they specialized in the production of n the production of 
those goods that use a large amount of abundant factors and tradthose goods that use a large amount of abundant factors and trade those goods e those goods 
among themamong them

The product life cycle theory The product life cycle theory 
attempts to explain both world trade and foreign investment pattattempts to explain both world trade and foreign investment patterns on the basis of 4 erns on the basis of 4 
stages in a product life stages in a product life {introducing new product by domestic company, begins to produce {introducing new product by domestic company, begins to produce 
product in some foreign countries (less traffic), foreign companproduct in some foreign countries (less traffic), foreign companies begin to compete in third ies begin to compete in third 
country market, and foreign companies export back to home countrcountry market, and foreign companies export back to home country}y}

Other  motive for world trade Other  motive for world trade 
economic of scale: the whole is worth more than the sum off its economic of scale: the whole is worth more than the sum off its parts parts ““ 2+2 = 52+2 = 5””, , 
different interest Japanese prefer fish, Canadian prefer meatdifferent interest Japanese prefer fish, Canadian prefer meat



BENEFITS OF OPEN TRADEBENEFITS OF OPEN TRADE
Allocation efficiencyAllocation efficiency is obtained because MNCs is obtained because MNCs 
devote more of their resources to producing those devote more of their resources to producing those 
products with a comparative advantage. (import products with a comparative advantage. (import 
goods produce more efficiency abroad, export those goods produce more efficiency abroad, export those 
goods produce more cheaply at home)goods produce more cheaply at home)

Increased competitionIncreased competition stimulates efficiency and stimulates efficiency and 
growth.growth.

Production efficiencyProduction efficiency is obtained because foreign is obtained because foreign 
trade stimulates the flow of new ideas and information trade stimulates the flow of new ideas and information 
across borders.  across borders.  

Expanded menu of goods and servicesExpanded menu of goods and services available to available to 
both producers and consumers.both producers and consumers.



FREE TRADE VERSUS PROTECTIONISMFREE TRADE VERSUS PROTECTIONISM

Reasons for protectionism include Reasons for protectionism include 
national securitynational security

If a country wishes to be a world power, it must maintain key If a country wishes to be a world power, it must maintain key 
sectorssectors

unfair competitionunfair competition
Labor Labor –– intensive industries in developed countries argue intensive industries in developed countries argue 
that low wages in foreign country constitute unfair that low wages in foreign country constitute unfair 
competition competition 

infant industry argumentinfant industry argument
Protective measure are essential for newly begun domestic Protective measure are essential for newly begun domestic 
industries to establish themselvesindustries to establish themselves

domestic employmentdomestic employment
Maintain domestic employment and living standards Maintain domestic employment and living standards 

diversificationdiversification
Highly specialized economies {Kuwait's Oil Company} need Highly specialized economies {Kuwait's Oil Company} need 
some protection to diversify economysome protection to diversify economy



FREE TRADE VERSUS ROTECTIONISMFREE TRADE VERSUS ROTECTIONISM

Forms of protectionism are: Forms of protectionism are: 
Tariffs Tariffs (Duties or taxes imposed on (Duties or taxes imposed on 
imported commodities)imported commodities)
Import quotasImport quotas (specify maximum amounts (specify maximum amounts 
of certain products to be imported during a of certain products to be imported during a 
given periods of time, usually 1 year) given periods of time, usually 1 year) 
Other trade barriersOther trade barriers

Direct government participation in tradeDirect government participation in trade
Customer and other administration proceduresCustomer and other administration procedures
Technical and health regulations or standardsTechnical and health regulations or standards



GLOBAL FINANCEGLOBAL FINANCE

Global Finance in Action 2.2 and Global Finance in Action 2.2 and 
table 2.3  (table 2.3  (The High Cost of The High Cost of 
Protectionism)Protectionism)

How much does it cost to protect a How much does it cost to protect a 
job?job?

From $1,376,435 ( From $1,376,435 ( BenzenoidBenzenoid
Chemical ) to $132,870 (Custume Chemical ) to $132,870 (Custume 
Jewelry)Jewelry)

It increases not just the cost of the It increases not just the cost of the 
protected items but downstream protected items but downstream 
products as well products as well 

Example: protecting sugar raises Example: protecting sugar raises 
candy and soft drink pricecandy and soft drink price



ECONOMIC INTEGRATIONECONOMIC INTEGRATION
World leaders have recognized that the reduction or World leaders have recognized that the reduction or 
elimination of artificial barriers to trade is necessary elimination of artificial barriers to trade is necessary 
for expanding world tradefor expanding world trade

1.1. WWorld orld TTrade rade OOrganization (WTO) replaced GATT (rganization (WTO) replaced GATT (GGeneral eneral AAgreement greement 
on on TTariffs and ariffs and TTrade) on January 1, 1995.rade) on January 1, 1995.

Most favored nation (Most favored nation (MFNMFN) clause: if a country grants a tariff ) clause: if a country grants a tariff 
reduction to one country, it must grant the same concession to reduction to one country, it must grant the same concession to 
all other WTO countries.all other WTO countries.
To join the WTO, countries must adhere to the most favored To join the WTO, countries must adhere to the most favored 
nation clausenation clause
WTOWTO’’ss 144 members, more than 97% of world trade144 members, more than 97% of world trade
The The WTO has five major functionsWTO has five major functions::

Administrating itAdministrating it’’s trade agreementss trade agreements
Acting as a forum for the trade negotiations Acting as a forum for the trade negotiations 
Monitoring rational trade policesMonitoring rational trade polices
Offering technical assistance and training for developing Offering technical assistance and training for developing 
countiescounties
Cooperating with international organizationsCooperating with international organizations



ECONOMIC INTEGRATIONECONOMIC INTEGRATION

2. 2. Trading blocsTrading blocs: Types of economic cooperation (Reduces intraregional : Types of economic cooperation (Reduces intraregional 
barriers to trade in goods, services, investment, and capital)barriers to trade in goods, services, investment, and capital)

Free trade areaFree trade area: no internal tariffs (NAFTA = North American : no internal tariffs (NAFTA = North American 
Free Trade Agreement, USA, Canada and Mexico)Free Trade Agreement, USA, Canada and Mexico)
Customs unionCustoms union: no internal tariffs and common external tariffs : no internal tariffs and common external tariffs 
((MercosurMercosur Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay)Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay)
Common marketCommon market: customs: customs--union features + free flow of union features + free flow of 
production factors (Central American common market Cost production factors (Central American common market Cost 
Rica, Rica, ElsalvadorElsalvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua), Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua)
Economic unionEconomic union: common: common--market features with harmonization market features with harmonization 
of economic policy (EEC European Economic Community, of economic policy (EEC European Economic Community, 
member nations are required to purse common monetary and member nations are required to purse common monetary and 
fiscal polices)fiscal polices)
Political unionPolitical union: economic: economic--union features with political harmony union features with political harmony 
(Essentially, countries merge with each other to create a new (Essentially, countries merge with each other to create a new 
nation {Soviet Union})nation {Soviet Union})



ECONOMIC INTEGRATIONECONOMIC INTEGRATION

3. Regional economic agreements: 3. Regional economic agreements: 

European Union of 15 countriesEuropean Union of 15 countries began its operations with a single began its operations with a single 
Central European Bank on January 1, 1999. The EU accepted 10 newCentral European Bank on January 1, 1999. The EU accepted 10 new
members on Mary 1, 2004.members on Mary 1, 2004.

North American Free Trade AgreementNorth American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) of the USA, Canada, (NAFTA) of the USA, Canada, 
and Mexico on January 1, 1994.and Mexico on January 1, 1994.

Asian integration efforts consist of the Asian integration efforts consist of the Association of South East Association of South East 
Asian NationsAsian Nations (ASEAN), The Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation (ASEAN), The Asian Pacific Economic Cooperation 
(APEC), and informal  yen(APEC), and informal  yen--trading bloc.trading bloc.



ECONOMIC INTEGRATIONECONOMIC INTEGRATION

The The MercosurMercosur Trade Group (Customs Union)Trade Group (Customs Union)

WSJ June16,2003,  p.A13WSJ June16,2003,  p.A13



MOTIVE FOR FORIGN INVESTMENTMOTIVE FOR FORIGN INVESTMENT

Explain changes in the location of production on Explain changes in the location of production on 
the basis of states in a product's life.the basis of states in a product's life.

Improve its riskImprove its risk--return performance by holding return performance by holding 
an internationally diversified portfolio of assets.an internationally diversified portfolio of assets.

Invest abroad to exploit (take advantage) their Invest abroad to exploit (take advantage) their 
quasiquasi--monopoly advantages. monopoly advantages. 



INVESTMENT THEORIESINVESTMENT THEORIES
1. The product life cycle theory:1. The product life cycle theory:

a. Exporter with monopoly position.a. Exporter with monopoly position.

b. Increasing transportation and tariff cost makes it less b. Increasing transportation and tariff cost makes it less 
attractive to export the product. International production attractive to export the product. International production 
replaces homereplaces home--country production.country production.

c. Some foreign company begin to compete in third country c. Some foreign company begin to compete in third country 
market. This competition leads to a further reduction in market. This competition leads to a further reduction in 
homehome--country export.country export.

d. Foreign company export back to  homed. Foreign company export back to  home--countrycountry



INVESTMENT THEORIESINVESTMENT THEORIES

2. The portfolio theory2. The portfolio theory (indicates that a company is often (indicates that a company is often 
able to improve its risk able to improve its risk ––return performance by holding return performance by holding 
a diversified portfolio of assets)a diversified portfolio of assets)

3. The oligopoly model3. The oligopoly model (Assumes that business firms (Assumes that business firms 
make foreign investments to exploit their quasimake foreign investments to exploit their quasi--
monopoly advantages). monopoly advantages). An oligopoly exists where there An oligopoly exists where there 
are only a few firms whose productsare only a few firms whose products are usually close are usually close 
substitute for one another)substitute for one another)

4. Other studies of motives for foreign investment4. Other studies of motives for foreign investment by the by the 
strategic decision from the stand point of investor and strategic decision from the stand point of investor and 
from stand point of host countriesfrom stand point of host countries



A SYNTHESIS(A SYNTHESIS(**) OF FOREIGN TRADE ) OF FOREIGN TRADE 
AND INVESTMENT THEORIESAND INVESTMENT THEORIES

Eclectic Theory Eclectic Theory (Dunning 1981)(Dunning 1981) : An Attempt to explain a logical link : An Attempt to explain a logical link 
between the international allocation of resources and the exchanbetween the international allocation of resources and the exchange of ge of 
goods between countries. Exploit foreign markets through exportsgoods between countries. Exploit foreign markets through exports first first 
and then invest abroad at some point in the future.  and then invest abroad at some point in the future.  

Company are willing to invest in oversees facilities if theCompany are willing to invest in oversees facilities if the
company has the following three kind of advantages:company has the following three kind of advantages:

1.1.Location specific advantagesLocation specific advantages, such as natural resources and low labor , such as natural resources and low labor 
cost.cost.

2.2.Ownership specific advantagesOwnership specific advantages, such as capital funds and technology., such as capital funds and technology.
3.3.Internationalization advantagesInternationalization advantages are location and ownership advantages are location and ownership advantages 
magnified by international investment (magnified by international investment (license ownership them to license ownership them to 
foreign ownersforeign owners). ). 

(*) Combination of both(*) Combination of both



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Government subsidies in lumber production have created an unfair economic 
advantage in the trade of lumber between Canada and the United States. 
Access the websites of the BEA <http://www.bea.doc.gov>, the OECD 
<http://www.oecd.org>, and NAFTA text <http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org> to 
answer the following questions: How do these subsidies affect the lumber 
trade between Canada and the US? How big an industry is this? Which 
country had the comparative advantage before government intervention? 
Which one held the comparative advantage after the government 
intervention? Is lumber trade part of the NAFTA agreement? There are 
numerous news articles on this subject. What is the position of US 
consumers’ on lumber duties.  Refer to the following web site for your 
answer: <http://www.newswire.ca/releases/January2003/08/c827.html>?

The intent of the NAFTA is to eliminate all tariffs on goods and services 
produced in one member country and exported to another. However, that 
does not mean that all cars made in one member country can cross the 
border to another member country tariff free. What are the “Rules of Origin”
as outlined in chapter 4 of NAFTA? You may view the full text of NAFTA at 
<http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org> Volkswagen, Hyundai, and Honda are some 
of the foreign owned multinational automakers operating in NAFTA countries. 
How can these companies maintain tariff free status when exporting within 
NAFTA countries? What happens when “non-originating” materials are used 
in the product exported and how does this affect the “Regional Value 
Content” of the product? 

http://www.bea.doc.gov/
http://www.oecd.org/
http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org/
http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org/
http://www.newswire.ca/releases/January2003/08/c827.html
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Chapter 3 Major SectionsChapter 3 Major Sections

Section 1, An Overview of the Balance of PaymentsSection 1, An Overview of the Balance of Payments

Section 2, Balance of Payments AccountsSection 2, Balance of Payments Accounts

Section 3, The Actual Balance of PaymentSection 3, The Actual Balance of Payment

Section 4, How to Reduce a Trade DeficitSection 4, How to Reduce a Trade Deficit



OPENING CASE 3OPENING CASE 3



AN OVERVIEW OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTSAN OVERVIEW OF THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Accounting treatmentAccounting treatment

A country's balance of payments is the record of A country's balance of payments is the record of 
transactions between its residents and foreign transactions between its residents and foreign 
residents over a specified period.residents over a specified period.

The balance of payments is a sourcesThe balance of payments is a sources--andand--usesuses--ofof--funds funds 
statement.statement.

Transactions that earn foreign exchange are recorded as Transactions that earn foreign exchange are recorded as 
credit, plus, or cash inflows (sources), such as exports of credit, plus, or cash inflows (sources), such as exports of 
goods and services.goods and services.
Transactions that expend foreign exchange are recorded as Transactions that expend foreign exchange are recorded as 
debit, minus, and cash outflows (uses), such as imports of debit, minus, and cash outflows (uses), such as imports of 
goods and services.goods and services.



NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 3.1NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 3.1

Debits (Outflows)                    Credits (Inflows)       Debits (Outflows)                    Credits (Inflows)       
Expend Foreign Exchange     Earn Foreign ExchangeExpend Foreign Exchange     Earn Foreign Exchange

33--1a                                                              1a                                                              $30,000$30,000
33--1b                $ 5,0001b                $ 5,000
33--1c                 20,0001c                 20,000
33--1d                  5,0001d                  5,000
33--1e                1e                10,00010,000

Reserves                                                        Reserves                                                        10,00010,000

Total             $40,000                                       Total             $40,000                                       $40,000$40,000________________



THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AS A THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AS A 
WHOLEWHOLE

Country Deficit or SurplusCountry Deficit or Surplus
Surplus Surplus Debit < CreditDebit < Credit
Deficit Deficit Debit > CreditDebit > Credit

Autonomous transactions are those that occur because of selfAutonomous transactions are those that occur because of self--interests, interests, 
while compensating transactions are those that occur to eliminatwhile compensating transactions are those that occur to eliminate the e the 
balancebalance--ofof--payment imbalance.payment imbalance.

Surplus: autonomous receipts > autonomous payments.Surplus: autonomous receipts > autonomous payments.

Deficit: autonomous receipts < autonomous payments.Deficit: autonomous receipts < autonomous payments.

Balance of payments is used to:Balance of payments is used to:
predict pressures on foreign exchange rate.predict pressures on foreign exchange rate.
anticipate government policy actions.anticipate government policy actions.
assess a country's credit and political risks.assess a country's credit and political risks.
evaluate a country's economic health.evaluate a country's economic health.



THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
(IMF)(IMF)

The Balance of payments identifies transactions The Balance of payments identifies transactions 
along functional lines. along functional lines. 

The The IMFIMF classifies balance of payments classifies balance of payments 
transactions into transactions into five major groupsfive major groups::

A:  Current AccountA:  Current Account
B: Capital AccountB: Capital Account
C: Financial AccountC: Financial Account
D: Net Errors and OmissionsD: Net Errors and Omissions
E: Reserves and Related ItemsE: Reserves and Related Items



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

Current Account: Group A, Consists of:Current Account: Group A, Consists of:

Goods Goods (exports and imports)(exports and imports)
Services Services (earning and expenditures for (earning and expenditures for 
invisible trade item)invisible trade item)
Income Income (on investments)(on investments)
Current TransfersCurrent Transfers



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

Capital Account: Group B, Consists of:Capital Account: Group B, Consists of:

Capital transfers Capital transfers (transfer of title, fixed assets, etc.)(transfer of title, fixed assets, etc.)

Acquisition or disposal of nonproduced,  nonAcquisition or disposal of nonproduced,  non--
financial assets, financial assets, sale or purchase of nonsale or purchase of non--produced produced 
assets (rights to natural resources, patents, assets (rights to natural resources, patents, 
copyrights, trade marks, and leases).copyrights, trade marks, and leases).



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

Financial Account: Group C, Consists of :Financial Account: Group C, Consists of :

Foreign direct investments (Foreign direct investments (FDIsFDIs))
Foreign portfolio investmentsForeign portfolio investments
Other investments.Other investments.



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

Net Errors and Omissions: Group DNet Errors and Omissions: Group D
This is a plug item designed to keep the This is a plug item designed to keep the 
balancebalance--ofof--payments accounts in payments accounts in 
balance. balance. 



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

Reserves and Related Items: Group E, Reserves and Related Items: Group E, 
Consists of:Consists of:

Official reserve assets Official reserve assets 
Use of IMF credits and loansUse of IMF credits and loans
Exceptional financingExceptional financing



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

Reserves and Related Items: Group EReserves and Related Items: Group E
Foreign Foreign –– exchange reserveexchange reserve



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTSBALANCE OF PAYMENTS ACCOUNTS

The Balance of payment identity:The Balance of payment identity:
Flows of goods and services: current account.Flows of goods and services: current account.

Flows of financial assets (net foreign investment) = Flows of financial assets (net foreign investment) = 
capital account + financial account + net errors and capital account + financial account + net errors and 
omissions + reserves and related items.omissions + reserves and related items.

Flows of goods and services + net foreign investment = 0Flows of goods and services + net foreign investment = 0
oror

current account + capital account + financial account + net errocurrent account + capital account + financial account + net errors and omissions + reserves and related items = 0rs and omissions + reserves and related items = 0

CuACuA + + CaACaA + + FiAFiA + NEO + RR = 0           (+ NEO + RR = 0           (EqEq. 3.1). 3.1)



THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS

Major Countries on Current AccountMajor Countries on Current Account

The US incurred massive currentThe US incurred massive current--account account 
deficits during the 1990s and early 2000s.deficits during the 1990s and early 2000s.
Japan incurred massive currentJapan incurred massive current--account account 
surpluses during the 1990s and early 2000s.surpluses during the 1990s and early 2000s.



THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS



THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS

Major Country Balances in Financial AccountMajor Country Balances in Financial Account
The US incurred massive financialThe US incurred massive financial--

account surpluses during the 1990s account surpluses during the 1990s 
and early 2000s.and early 2000s.

Japan incurred massive financialJapan incurred massive financial--
account deficits during the 1990s and account deficits during the 1990s and 
early 2000s.early 2000s.



THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS



THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS

The World Balance of PaymentsThe World Balance of Payments
The expansion of world trade grew 6.4 percent The expansion of world trade grew 6.4 percent per per 
year between 1991 and 1999, 13.1 percent in year between 1991 and 1999, 13.1 percent in 

2000, 0.4 percent in 2001, and 3.0 percent in 2000, 0.4 percent in 2001, and 3.0 percent in 
2002, but it expected to grow by about 7 percent 2002, but it expected to grow by about 7 percent 
per year from 2003 to 2005.per year from 2003 to 2005.

The expansion of world output grew 2.4 percent The expansion of world output grew 2.4 percent 
per year between 1991 and 1999, 3.8 percent in per year between 1991 and 1999, 3.8 percent in 
2000, 1.2 percent in 2001, and 1.7 percent in 2000, 1.2 percent in 2001, and 1.7 percent in 
2002, but it expected to grow between 2 and 3 2002, but it expected to grow between 2 and 3 
percent per year between 2003 and 2005.percent per year between 2003 and 2005.

Those statistics in a and b indicate the relative Those statistics in a and b indicate the relative 
openness of markets and the ongoing openness of markets and the ongoing 
integration of the global economy.integration of the global economy.



THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF THE ACTUAL BALANCE OF 
PAYMENTSPAYMENTS



INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT 
POSITIONPOSITION

International investment position is a stock concept International investment position is a stock concept 
because it summarizes a countrybecause it summarizes a country’’s assets and s assets and 
liabilities on a given date.liabilities on a given date.
The US is the largest net debtor nation in the world, The US is the largest net debtor nation in the world, 
while Japan is the largest net creditor nation in the while Japan is the largest net creditor nation in the 
world. world. 
Foreign direct investment (FDI) in the US accounts Foreign direct investment (FDI) in the US accounts 
for 35 percent of foreign assets in the US, but FDI in for 35 percent of foreign assets in the US, but FDI in 
Japan accounts for 10 percent in foreign assets in Japan accounts for 10 percent in foreign assets in 
Japan.Japan.
The USThe US’’s other investment (mostly shorts other investment (mostly short--term capital term capital 
flows) accounts for 30 percent of its total foreign flows) accounts for 30 percent of its total foreign 
assets, while Japanassets, while Japan’’s other investment  amounts to s other investment  amounts to 
more than 45 percent.   more than 45 percent.   



GLOBAL FINANCE IN ACTION 3.1GLOBAL FINANCE IN ACTION 3.1



HOW TO REDUCE A TRADE DEFICITHOW TO REDUCE A TRADE DEFICIT

Deflate the economy through tight Deflate the economy through tight monetary monetary 
and fiscal policies. and fiscal policies. 

Devalue the currency.Devalue the currency.

Establish public control. Establish public control. 

JJ--CurveCurve



HOW TO REDUCE A TRADE DEFICITHOW TO REDUCE A TRADE DEFICIT

JJ--curve is a theory designed to explain why a curve is a theory designed to explain why a 
currency depreciation may not improve the currency depreciation may not improve the 
balance of trade.balance of trade.
The JThe J--curve effect holds that a country's curve effect holds that a country's 

currency depreciation causes its trade currency depreciation causes its trade 
balance to deteriorate for a short time, balance to deteriorate for a short time, 
followed by a flattering out period, and followed by a flattering out period, and 
then a significant improvement occurs for then a significant improvement occurs for 
an extended period. an extended period. 



HOW TO REDUCE A TRADE DEFICITHOW TO REDUCE A TRADE DEFICIT



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

The website of the US Census Bureau 
<http://www.census.gov> provides statistics on 
foreign trade and other economic data. Utilize this 
site to identify the trade balance trends of the 
United States and Japan over the last three years. 
You may find the most recent balance of payment 
statistics for both countries by consulting the US 
Bureau of Economic Analysis at 
<http://www.bea.doc.gov> and Japan’s Ministry of 
Finance at <http://www.mof.go.jp>. Historical data 
are also available at these sites for trend analysis.

Construct the balance-of-payment table for any 
two countries, such as Germany and Canada for 
any particular year and interpret the numerical 
data. You can access this information by visiting 
the website of the IMF 
<http://www.imf.org/external/about.htm>. 

http://www.census.gov/
http://www.bea.doc.gov/
http://www.imf.org/external/about.htm
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Chapter 4 Major SectionsChapter 4 Major Sections

Section 1, A Successful Foreign Section 1, A Successful Foreign –– Exchange SystemExchange System

Section 2, A Brief History of the International Monetary Section 2, A Brief History of the International Monetary 
SystemSystem

Section 3, The International Monetary FundSection 3, The International Monetary Fund

Section 4, The European Monetary UnionSection 4, The European Monetary Union

Section 5, Proposals for Future International Monetary Section 5, Proposals for Future International Monetary 
ReformReform



Opening Case 4Opening Case 4
The Euro The Euro –– A Story of ChangeA Story of Change

1. Euro Problems in Italy1. Euro Problems in Italy

2. Purchasing power2. Purchasing power



A SUCCESSFUL FOREIGN A SUCCESSFUL FOREIGN -- EXCHANGE EXCHANGE 
SYSTEMSYSTEM

Flexible exchange ratesFlexible exchange rates

Fixed exchange ratesFixed exchange rates

Market equilibriumMarket equilibrium



FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATEFLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATE

Flexible exchange rates are exchange rates, Flexible exchange rates are exchange rates, 
which fluctuate according to market forces.which fluctuate according to market forces.
Advantages:Advantages:

Allow countries to maintain independent economic Allow countries to maintain independent economic 
policies.policies.
Permit a smooth adjustment to external shocks.Permit a smooth adjustment to external shocks.
Don't need to maintain large international reserves. Don't need to maintain large international reserves. 

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
Flexible exchange rates are highly unstable so that flows Flexible exchange rates are highly unstable so that flows 
of foreign trade and investment may be discouraged.of foreign trade and investment may be discouraged.
They are inherently inflationary.They are inherently inflationary.



FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATEFLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATE



FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATESFLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES



FIXED EXCHANGE RATESFIXED EXCHANGE RATES

Fixed exchange rates are exchange rates which do not Fixed exchange rates are exchange rates which do not 
fluctuate or which change within a predetermine band.fluctuate or which change within a predetermine band.

Fixed exchange rates provide the stability of exchange Fixed exchange rates provide the stability of exchange 
rate, but their disadvantages include:rate, but their disadvantages include:

aa. Too rigid to take care of major upheavals (disturbances).. Too rigid to take care of major upheavals (disturbances).
b. Need large reserves to defend the fixed exchange rate.b. Need large reserves to defend the fixed exchange rate.
cc. May cause destabilizing speculations; most currency         . May cause destabilizing speculations; most currency         

crises took place under a fixed exchange system. crises took place under a fixed exchange system. 

Currency board is a monetary institution that only issues Currency board is a monetary institution that only issues 
currency to the extent if it is fully backed by foreign currency to the extent if it is fully backed by foreign 
reserves; this system is a rather rigid form of fixed reserves; this system is a rather rigid form of fixed 
exchange rates. exchange rates. 



MARKET EQUILIBRIUMMARKET EQUILIBRIUM

11.     .     The equilibrium exchange rate The equilibrium exchange rate 
and quantity are determined at the and quantity are determined at the 
point where the demand curve for point where the demand curve for 
and the supply curve of foreign and the supply curve of foreign 
exchange are exchange are intersected.intersected.



MARKET EQUILIBRIUMMARKET EQUILIBRIUM

2.  2.  Assuming that the US dollar is a domestic  Assuming that the US dollar is a domestic  
currency and the British pound is a currency and the British pound is a 
foreign currency, the demand curve for a foreign currency, the demand curve for a 
foreign currency could be shifted to the foreign currency could be shifted to the 
right because of:right because of:

a.a. A higher inflation rate in the USA higher inflation rate in the US
b.b. Lower interest rates in the USLower interest rates in the US
c.c. An increase in the US income levelAn increase in the US income level
d.d. US government purchase of British US government purchase of British 

pounds.pounds.



MARKET EQUILIBRIUMMARKET EQUILIBRIUM



MARKET EQUILIBRIUMMARKET EQUILIBRIUM

3.  3.  The supply curve for a foreign currency   The supply curve for a foreign currency   
could be shifted to the right because of:could be shifted to the right because of:

a.a. A higher inflation in BritainA higher inflation in Britain
b.b. Lower interest rates in BritainLower interest rates in Britain
c.c. An increase in the British income levelAn increase in the British income level
d.d. British government sale of US dollars.British government sale of US dollars.



MARKET EQUILIBRIUMMARKET EQUILIBRIUM



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

19141914 Breakdown of gold standard and Breakdown of gold standard and 
monetary disorder began.monetary disorder began.

19341934 US dollar pegged at $35 per ounce US dollar pegged at $35 per ounce 
of gold.of gold.

19441944 Conference of Bretton Woods, New Conference of Bretton Woods, New 
Hampshire established a fixed Hampshire established a fixed 
exchange system based on the US exchange system based on the US 
dollar. IMF and World Bank created.dollar. IMF and World Bank created.

19581958 European Economic Community European Economic Community 
established.established.



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

19631963 The US levied "Interest Equalization Tax"  The US levied "Interest Equalization Tax"  
on foreign borrowings in US capital on foreign borrowings in US capital 
markets.markets.

19631963 The US imposed voluntary controls on The US imposed voluntary controls on 
capital outflows from US banks and capital outflows from US banks and 
companies.companies.

19681968 The US imposed mandatory controls on The US imposed mandatory controls on 
foreign investment by US companies.foreign investment by US companies.

19701970 Special drawing rights (SDRs) created.Special drawing rights (SDRs) created.



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

19711971 On August 15, the US dollar floated; the On August 15, the US dollar floated; the 
convertibility of the US dollar eliminated; convertibility of the US dollar eliminated; 
an import surcharge imposed.an import surcharge imposed.
On December 17, Smithsonian Agreement On December 17, Smithsonian Agreement 
reached; the US dollar devalued from $35 reached; the US dollar devalued from $35 
per ounce of gold to $38.per ounce of gold to $38.

19721972 A snake (2.25%) within a tunnel (4.5%) A snake (2.25%) within a tunnel (4.5%) 
established.established.

19731973 The US dollar devalued from $38 to $42.22 The US dollar devalued from $38 to $42.22 in in 
March.March.

19731973 Organization for Petroleum Exporting Organization for Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) imposed oil embargo, Countries (OPEC) imposed oil embargo, 
eventually quadrupling world prices of eventually quadrupling world prices of 
oil.oil.



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

1976 1976 IMF meeting in Jamaica, known as IMF meeting in Jamaica, known as 
"Jamaica Agreement," legalized the "Jamaica Agreement," legalized the 
existing floating system.existing floating system.

19781978 The EEC established the European The EEC established the European 
Monetary System which officially Monetary System which officially 
replaced a snake within a tunnel. This is a replaced a snake within a tunnel. This is a 
joint floating system.joint floating system.

19821982 Latin American debt crisis began.Latin American debt crisis began.
19851985 Group of Five countries reached "Plaza Group of Five countries reached "Plaza 

Agreement" to reduce the value of the US Agreement" to reduce the value of the US 
dollar.dollar.



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

19871987 Major industrialized countries reached  Major industrialized countries reached  
"Louvre Accord" to support stability and "Louvre Accord" to support stability and 
exchange rates around their current exchange rates around their current levels.levels.

19921992 High German interest rates caused "the High German interest rates caused "the 
September 1992 currency crisis in September 1992 currency crisis in Europe." Europe." 
Italy and the United Kingdom Italy and the United Kingdom withdrew from withdrew from 
the European Monetary the European Monetary System.System.

19931993 The July 1993 currency crisis in Europe The July 1993 currency crisis in Europe 
forced the EEC to widen allowable forced the EEC to widen allowable deviation deviation 
band to band to ++15 percent.15 percent.

19931993 A Single European Community created. The A Single European Community created. The 
name of the EEC has changed to the European name of the EEC has changed to the European 
Union (EU).Union (EU).



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

19941994 Mexican peso suffered major devaluation Mexican peso suffered major devaluation 
(40%) and began to float.(40%) and began to float.

19971997 In July 1997, currency turmoil erupted in In July 1997, currency turmoil erupted in 
Thailand and spread to Indonesia, South Thailand and spread to Indonesia, South 
Korea, and other South Asian countries.Korea, and other South Asian countries.

19991999 On January 1, 1999, 11 European On January 1, 1999, 11 European 
countries launched a single European countries launched a single European 
currency called the euro, with a common currency called the euro, with a common 
monetary policy established by an monetary policy established by an 
independent European Central Bank.independent European Central Bank.



HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY SYSTEMMONETARY SYSTEM

20022002 On January 1, the euro began public On January 1, the euro began public 
circulation and traded alongside the national circulation and traded alongside the national 
currencies. On July 1, the euro replaced the currencies. On July 1, the euro replaced the 
national currencies of euronational currencies of euro--zone countries.zone countries.

2004  On May 1, the EU accepted 10 new 2004  On May 1, the EU accepted 10 new 
members: Cyprus, the Czech Republic, members: Cyprus, the Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, 
Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUNDINTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
(IMF)(IMF)

Created in 1944, its objectives are: Created in 1944, its objectives are: 

a. a. To promote international monetary To promote international monetary 
cooperation.cooperation.

b. To facilitate the balanced growth of b. To facilitate the balanced growth of 
world trade.world trade.

c. c. To promote exchange stability.To promote exchange stability.
d. To eliminate exchange restrictions.d. To eliminate exchange restrictions.
e.e. To create standby reserves.To create standby reserves.



SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRs)SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRs)

SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRs)SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRs)

1. 1. IMF created SDRs in 1969.IMF created SDRs in 1969.
2. 2. 19701970--1974: 1974: SDR'sSDR's value tied with the US dollar.value tied with the US dollar.
3. 3. 19741974--1981: 1981: SDR'sSDR's value tied with a basket of 16 value tied with a basket of 16 

currencies.currencies.
4. 4. Since 1999, Since 1999, SDR'sSDR's value tied with the US dollar, value tied with the US dollar, 

Japanese yen, British pound, and euro.Japanese yen, British pound, and euro.
5.5. IMF use SDRs in a variety of transactions and IMF use SDRs in a variety of transactions and 

operations. In addition, SDRs are used as means to operations. In addition, SDRs are used as means to 
determine a reference interest rate, an international determine a reference interest rate, an international 
reserve asset, and a unit of account. reserve asset, and a unit of account. 



SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRs)SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRs)



NEW INTERNATIONAL MONETARY NEW INTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
SYSTEMSYSTEM

1. 1. Exchange rates are said to be "volatile" if their Exchange rates are said to be "volatile" if their 
fluctuations are wide and unpredictable. The world fluctuations are wide and unpredictable. The world 
has experienced more volatile exchange rates since has experienced more volatile exchange rates since 
the Bretton Wood System collapsed in 1973. the Bretton Wood System collapsed in 1973. 

2. 2. Many economists recommend "crawling band"Many economists recommend "crawling band"----a a 
combination of a crawling peg and a wider band as a combination of a crawling peg and a wider band as a 
new monetary system: new monetary system: 

a.a. Crawling peg is a regular modification of par    Crawling peg is a regular modification of par    
value, and a wider band is used to mean a band value, and a wider band is used to mean a band 
which is wider than a 4.5% allowed under which is wider than a 4.5% allowed under 
Smithsonian Agreement. Smithsonian Agreement. 

3. 3. Advantages: this system will provide a discipline but Advantages: this system will provide a discipline but 
a flexibility to accommodate divergent economies.a flexibility to accommodate divergent economies.



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES
The IMF <http://www.imf.org>, World Bank 
<http://www.worldbank.org>, and United Nations 
<http://www.unsystem.org> are only a few of the major world 
organizations that track, report, and aid international economic and 
financial development. Use these websites and other sites linked to 
these websites to summarize the economic outlook for Cuba, 
Afghanistan, United Kingdom, and Canada. For example, the full 
text of Chapter 1 of the World Economic Outlook published by the 
World Bank is available through the IMF web page.  Europa (EU) 
Homepage <http://www.europa.eu.int> and the website for the Bank 
for International Settlements <http://www.bis.org> are other useful 
resources for finding this information.

The web page of Pacific Policy Analysis, an extremely valuable 
exchange rate service, <http://www.pacific.commerce.ubc.ca/xr>
can be used to determine the value of the euro before its 
introduction on January 1, 1999. The calculation of the euro’s value 
before its introduction, assuming the fixed parities established by 
the European Union on December 31, 1998, gives some insight as to 
how its value had theoretically fluctuated even prior to its official 
launch. Plot the value of the euro since its inception and comment 
on its movement in the last year. 
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Chapter 5 Major SectionsChapter 5 Major Sections

Section 1, Major Participants in Exchange MarketSection 1, Major Participants in Exchange Market

Section 2, Spot Exchange Quotation: The Spot Exchange Section 2, Spot Exchange Quotation: The Spot Exchange 
RateRate

Section 3, Forward Exchange Quotation : The Forward Section 3, Forward Exchange Quotation : The Forward 
Exchange RateExchange Rate

Section 4, International Parity ConditionsSection 4, International Parity Conditions

Section 5, ArbitragesSection 5, Arbitrages



Opening Case 5:Opening Case 5: The Volume of ForeignThe Volume of Foreign--Exchange TradingExchange Trading

The volume of trading in world 48 The volume of trading in world 48 
foreign exchange markets in April 2001 foreign exchange markets in April 2001 
was was $1.2 trillion per day$1.2 trillion per day..

The global volume of exports of goods The global volume of exports of goods 
and services for all and services for all 2001 was $6 trillion2001 was $6 trillion..

Foreign exchange markets = 73 times Global volume of exports of Foreign exchange markets = 73 times Global volume of exports of goods and servicesgoods and services

{( $1.2 trillion / day) X 365 day / year )} / $6 trillion / year{( $1.2 trillion / day) X 365 day / year )} / $6 trillion / year = 73 times= 73 times



Opening Case 5:Opening Case 5: The Volume of ForeignThe Volume of Foreign--Exchange TradingExchange Trading

*** Introduction of Euro affected the major centers for currency trading



A map of major foreignA map of major foreign--exchange markets with time zonesexchange markets with time zones

** 24 hr Currency Market

**  exchange rate may change at any time



FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET 
PARTICIPANTSPARTICIPANTS

Foreign exchange market consists of: a) Spots market and Foreign exchange market consists of: a) Spots market and 
b) Forward marketb) Forward market

1. Actual participants are:1. Actual participants are:--
Commercial banks (as intermediaries for customers), Commercial banks (as intermediaries for customers), 

Operate the payment mechanismOperate the payment mechanism
Extend creditExtend credit
Help to reduce risk (letter of credit) Help to reduce risk (letter of credit) 

Central banks (controls the growth of the money supply within Central banks (controls the growth of the money supply within 
their jurisdictions), their jurisdictions), 

Multinational companies (MNC), Multinational companies (MNC), 
National governments, National governments, 
Individual investors, and Individual investors, and 
Other financial institutions.Other financial institutions.



EXCHANGE MARKET PARTICIPANTSEXCHANGE MARKET PARTICIPANTS

2. 2. Purpose of Participation Purpose of Participation (Key reason for forward exchange transaction)(Key reason for forward exchange transaction)::

aa . . ArbitragersArbitragers: to cover the risk of loss from foreign currency proceeds in : to cover the risk of loss from foreign currency proceeds in 
taking advantages of differences of interest rates among countritaking advantages of differences of interest rates among countries.es.

b. b. TradersTraders: eliminate the risk of loss from export or import orders : eliminate the risk of loss from export or import orders 
denominated in foreign currencies (denominated in foreign currencies (use forward contractsuse forward contracts). ). 

cc . . HedgersHedgers: to protect the home: to protect the home--currency value of foreigncurrency value of foreign--currency currency 
denominated balancedenominated balance--sheet (sheet (A = L + SEA = L + SE) items () items (Assets and LiabilitiesAssets and Liabilities).).

d.  d.  SpeculatorsSpeculators: expose themselves to currency risks. : expose themselves to currency risks. 

The first three actually use foreign currency in their operationThe first three actually use foreign currency in their operations, but s, but 
speculators never use it in their operations (speculators never use it in their operations (engaging in forward contract in engaging in forward contract in 
order to make a profit from exchange rate fluctuationsorder to make a profit from exchange rate fluctuations).).

In most cases, the term "In most cases, the term "hedgershedgers" are used to mean functions of both " are used to mean functions of both 
traderstraders and and hedgershedgers..



Global Finance Action 5Global Finance Action 5--11

Is official exchange intervention effective?Is official exchange intervention effective?

In a sterilize intervention, the In a sterilize intervention, the central bankcentral bank offsetsoffsets
the the purchasepurchase or or salesale ofof foreign exchangeforeign exchange by by sellingselling
or or purchasing purchasing domestic securitiesdomestic securities to keep theto keep the
domestic domestic interest rateinterest rate at its target, at its target, because thebecause the
domestic interest rate usually is considered thedomestic interest rate usually is considered the
main determinate of the value of domestic main determinate of the value of domestic 
currencycurrency, may argue, it must change in order to, may argue, it must change in order to
influence the exchange rate.influence the exchange rate.



SPOT EXCHANGE QUOTATIONSSPOT EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS
1. Spot rate is a foreign exchange rate paid for immediate 1. Spot rate is a foreign exchange rate paid for immediate 

deliver of a currency within 2 business days after the deliver of a currency within 2 business days after the 
day of a trade.day of a trade.
(WSJ and The Financial times (London) print  a daily (WSJ and The Financial times (London) print  a daily 
list of exchange rates , table 5.1).list of exchange rates , table 5.1).

2.2. Direct quote and indirect quote (foreign exchange are Direct quote and indirect quote (foreign exchange are 
frequently given as direct quote or as indirect quote):frequently given as direct quote or as indirect quote):

Direct quote is a home currency price per unit of a Direct quote is a home currency price per unit of a 
foreign currency, such as: foreign currency, such as: 

$1.5 per $1.5 per ££1.0 for a US resident.1.0 for a US resident.
Indirect quote is a foreign currency price Indirect quote is a foreign currency price per unit of a per unit of a 
home currency, such as: home currency, such as: 

££0.67 per $1.0 for a US resident.0.67 per $1.0 for a US resident.



DAILY EXCHANGE RATESDAILY EXCHANGE RATES

(WSJ print  a daily list (WSJ print  a daily list 
of exchange rates , of exchange rates , 
table 5.1).table 5.1).



SPOT EXCHANGE QUOTATIONSSPOT EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS

3.3. Cross rateCross rate is an exchange rate between  is an exchange rate between  
two nontwo non--home currencies, such as home currencies, such as 
Mex$6.40 per Mex$6.40 per ££1.0 for a US resident1.0 for a US resident
(Mexico Peso)(Mexico Peso)

4.4. Measuring a percentage change in spot Measuring a percentage change in spot 
rates:rates:

a.a. Direct quote: Direct quote: 
% change% change in the value of foreign currency = (ending rate in the value of foreign currency = (ending rate -- beginning ratebeginning rate) / ) / beginning ratebeginning rate (5.1)(5.1)

b.b. Indirect quote:Indirect quote:
% change% change in spot rate of foreign currency = (beginning rate in spot rate of foreign currency = (beginning rate -- ending rateending rate) / ) / ending rateending rate (5.2)(5.2)



SPOT EXCHANGE QUOTATIONSSPOT EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS

5. Bid5. Bid--Ask Rates:Ask Rates:
a.a. Bid priceBid price is the price at which the bank is ready is the price at which the bank is ready 

to to buybuy a foreign currency.a foreign currency.
b. b. Ask priceAsk price is the price at which the bank is ready is the price at which the bank is ready 

to to sell sell a foreign currency.a foreign currency.
c. c. BidBid--ask spreadask spread is the difference between bid is the difference between bid 

and ask rates. and ask rates. 
d.d. Spread in direct quote = bidSpread in direct quote = bid––ask spread = (ask price ask spread = (ask price -- bid price) / ask price  (5.3) bid price) / ask price  (5.3) 



FORWARD EXCHANGE QUOTATIONFORWARD EXCHANGE QUOTATION

1.1. Forward rateForward rate is a foreign exchange rate  is a foreign exchange rate  
for a currency paid to be delivered at for a currency paid to be delivered at 
some future date some future date (30 days, 90 days or 180 days).(30 days, 90 days or 180 days).

2.2.
a.a.Quote in points:Quote in points:

One pointOne point = 0.01 percent = 0.01% = 0.0001= 0.01 percent = 0.01% = 0.0001

Forward quote in point = forward rate  Forward quote in point = forward rate  -- spot ratespot rate
= = bankbank’’s fees fee



FORWARD EXCHANGE QUOTATIONFORWARD EXCHANGE QUOTATION

3. 3. 
b. Forward premium or discountb. Forward premium or discount

Premium or discount  = (n Premium or discount  = (n –– day forward rate day forward rate –– spot rate / spot rate) X (360 / n)           (5.4)spot rate / spot rate) X (360 / n)           (5.4)

4. Table 5.1 (WSJ)4. Table 5.1 (WSJ)



Example 5.5Example 5.5

A ForwardA Forward

Premium Premium 
or or 
DiscountDiscount



FORWARD EXCHANGE QUOTATIONFORWARD EXCHANGE QUOTATION
3.3. Trader useTrader use forward exchange transactions to eliminate forward exchange transactions to eliminate 

possible exchange losses on foreignpossible exchange losses on foreign--currency currency 
denominated obligations (denominated obligations (export or import orderexport or import order).).

4.4. SpeculatingSpeculating in the in the spot marketspot market::
Speculators buy a foreign currency at today's spot rate, Speculators buy a foreign currency at today's spot rate, 
will hold it for some time, and will resell it at a higher will hold it for some time, and will resell it at a higher 
spot rate.spot rate.

5.5. SpeculatingSpeculating in the in the forward marketforward market::
Speculators buy a foreign currency forward today, will Speculators buy a foreign currency forward today, will 
hold it for some time, and will resell it at a hold it for some time, and will resell it at a higher spot higher spot 
rate.rate.



INTERNATIONAL PARITY INTERNATIONAL PARITY 
CONDITIONSCONDITIONS

There are There are fivefive major major theoriestheories of exchange rate determination:of exchange rate determination:

1. The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP)1. The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP)

2. The Fisher effect2. The Fisher effect

3. The international Fisher effect3. The international Fisher effect

4. The theory of Interest rate parity4. The theory of Interest rate parity

5. The 5. The forward ratesforward rates as an unbiased predictors of the as an unbiased predictors of the future spotfuture spot
raterate



INTERNATIONAL PARITY INTERNATIONAL PARITY 
CONDITIONSCONDITIONS

1.1. The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP):The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP):

a) PPP explains why the parity relationship exists between inflaa) PPP explains why the parity relationship exists between inflation tion 
rates and exchange rates. PPP maintains that the rates and exchange rates. PPP maintains that the equilibrium equilibrium 
exchange rate between domestic and foreign currencies equal the exchange rate between domestic and foreign currencies equal the 
ratio between domestic and foreign pricesratio between domestic and foreign prices..

b) The b) The spot ratespot rate for the currency of a country with a for the currency of a country with a higher    higher    
inflationinflation than its trading partner will than its trading partner will depreciate in the depreciate in the 
long runlong run..

eett / e/ e00 = (1+ = (1+ IIdd))tt / (1 + / (1 + IIff))tt (5.5)(5.5)
Where:Where:
eett is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period t (exchange rate),t (exchange rate),
ee00 is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period 0,0,
IId d is theis the domestic inflation ratedomestic inflation rate
IIff is theis the foreign inflation rateforeign inflation rate



INTERNATIONAL PARITY INTERNATIONAL PARITY 
CONDITIONSCONDITIONS

2.2. The FisherThe Fisher* * effect:effect: a higher inflation causes a higher nominal a higher inflation causes a higher nominal 
rate because: rate because: 

(a)   (a)   nominal rate nominal rate = real rate + = real rate + expected rate ofexpected rate of inflation inflation (5.7)(5.7)
(in each country)(in each country)

and and 

(b)   (b)   real rate is constantreal rate is constant..

a. a. Real interest ratesReal interest rates should tend toward equality everywhere in the       should tend toward equality everywhere in the       
world.world.

b. b. Real interest rateReal interest rate in each country is thought to be stable over time.in each country is thought to be stable over time.

cc . Points a and b indicate that the nominal interest rate differs. Points a and b indicate that the nominal interest rate differs from from 
country to country because of differences in country to country because of differences in inflation ratesinflation rates..

* Economist Irving Fisher* Economist Irving Fisher



INTERNATIONAL PARITY INTERNATIONAL PARITY 
CONDITIONSCONDITIONS

3. 3. The international Fisher effect: The international Fisher effect: stases that the stases that the 
future future spot ratespot rate should move in an amount equal to, should move in an amount equal to, 
but in opposite direction from, the difference in but in opposite direction from, the difference in interest interest 
raterate between two countries.between two countries.

a. The a. The spot ratespot rate for the currency of a country for the currency of a country 
with a with a higherhigher (lower)(lower) interest rate  than its interest rate  than its 
trading partner will trading partner will depreciatedepreciate (appreciate)(appreciate) in in 
the  the  long run.long run. (Risk due to fluctuation in the (Risk due to fluctuation in the 
value of the foreign currency prior to maturity).value of the foreign currency prior to maturity).

b.b. But the But the spot ratespot rate for the currency of a for the currency of a 
country with a country with a higherhigher interest rate than its interest rate than its 
trading partner will trading partner will appreciateappreciate in the in the short run.short run.



INTERNATIONAL PARITY CONDITIONSINTERNATIONAL PARITY CONDITIONS

4. 4. The theory of Interest rate parity:The theory of Interest rate parity:
states that the states that the spreadspread between a forward rate and spot rate between a forward rate and spot rate 
should be equal to, but in opposite in sign  to the difference ishould be equal to, but in opposite in sign  to the difference in n 
interest rateinterest rate between two countries.  between two countries.  

The The forward rateforward rate for the currency of a country for the currency of a country 
with a with a higher interest ratehigher interest rate than its trading partner than its trading partner 
will will fallfall, thereby resulting in a , thereby resulting in a forward discount forward discount (in (in 
free market).free market).

((nn--day Fday F –– S  / S)   X  (360 / n)   = ( S  / S)   X  (360 / n)   = ( iidd -- iiff )      (5.8) )      (5.8) 

Where nWhere n--day F  is the nday F  is the n--day forward rate, S is the spot rate, iday forward rate, S is the spot rate, idd is the domestic interest rate, and iis the domestic interest rate, and iff is the is the 
foreign interest rateforeign interest rate



INTERNATIONAL PARITY CONDITIONSINTERNATIONAL PARITY CONDITIONS

((nn--day Fday F –– S  / S)   X  (360 / n)   =  S  / S)   X  (360 / n)   =  iidd -- iiff (5.8) (5.8) 

IfIf iidd -- iiff < 0 discount< 0 discount and (and (nn--day Fday F –– S) < o S) < o 

IfIf iidd -- iiff > 0 premium   and (> 0 premium   and (nn--day Fday F –– S) > o S) > o 



INTERNATIONAL PARITY CONDITIONSINTERNATIONAL PARITY CONDITIONS

5. If the above four theories hold, then forward rates 5. If the above four theories hold, then forward rates 
will be will be unbiased (fair) predictors of future spot rateunbiased (fair) predictors of future spot rate
(means if there is no longer any incentive to buy or (means if there is no longer any incentive to buy or 
sell a sell a foreign currency forward).foreign currency forward).



Relationships among various Relationships among various 
financial ratesfinancial rates

A- The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP)
B. The Fisher effect
C. The international Fisher effect
D. The theory of Interest rate parity
E. The forward rates as an unbiased predictors of the future spot rate
F. none

Figure 5.4

Spot Rate

Inflation
Forward

Interest Rate



ARBITRAGEARBITRAGE
•• Arbitrage Arbitrage (is the purchase of something in one market (is the purchase of something in one market 

and its sale in another market to take advantage of price and its sale in another market to take advantage of price 
differential)differential)

•• Geographical Arbitrage Geographical Arbitrage (demand and Supply) (demand and Supply) 

•• Two Two –– point Arbitrage point Arbitrage (two currencies)(two currencies)

•• Three Three –– Point Arbitrage Point Arbitrage 
(three currencies, Rs60.0/$1.0,  Rs10.0/HK$1.0, HK$3.0/$1.0)(three currencies, Rs60.0/$1.0,  Rs10.0/HK$1.0, HK$3.0/$1.0)

•• Covered Covered –– interest arbitrageinterest arbitrage



COVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGECOVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGE

1. 1. DefinitionDefinition: the movement of short: the movement of short--term term 
funds between countries to take advantage funds between countries to take advantage 
of of interest differentialsinterest differentials with exchange risk with exchange risk 
covered by covered by forward contractsforward contracts. . 

2. 2. Interest parity line indicatesInterest parity line indicates that there are that there are 
no incentives for arbitrage  transactions no incentives for arbitrage  transactions 
because on this line,  the interest because on this line,  the interest 
differential is differential is equal equal to the to the forward premium forward premium 
or discount. or discount. 



COVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGECOVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGE

Interest Differential = Forward premium or discount

Point A
1) USA 5%, Japan 6% and
Forward discount = 1%

2) Foreign interest rate is 2% higher
than the domestic, in this case the 
arbitrageur could employ the so-called 
covered-interest arbitrage to make profit

Earn = 2% in Foreign Security
Loss = 1% in Foreign Currency
Profit = 1%

- Buying spot foreign currency 
with domestic currency
- investing the foreign currency
in security foreign

- selling the foreign currency 
in forward market



COVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGECOVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGE

3. Any point above the parity line such as 3. Any point above the parity line such as 
point A has the two features: point A has the two features: 

a. a. Borrow money in the home country, Borrow money in the home country, 
which is the first step in the arbitrage which is the first step in the arbitrage 
process.process.

b.b. Arbitrage outflowsArbitrage outflows, which means money , which means money 
will move from the home country to the will move from the home country to the 
foreign country foreign country (invest in foreign (invest in foreign 

country).country).



COVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGECOVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGE

4. Any 4. Any point below the paritypoint below the parity line such as point line such as point 
B has the two features:B has the two features:

a. Borrow money in the foreign country.a. Borrow money in the foreign country.

b. Arbitrage inflows b. Arbitrage inflows (funds would move (funds would move 
from the foreign country to the home from the foreign country to the home 
country)country)..



COVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGECOVERED INTEREST ARBITRAGE

Example 5Example 5--12:12:
Interest differential = 2% Interest differential = 2% 
Forward discount = 1%Forward discount = 1%

a.a. Steps 1 and 2 will increase the forward Steps 1 and 2 will increase the forward 
discount of 1% toward 2%. discount of 1% toward 2%. 

b.b. Steps 3 and 4 will reduce the interest Steps 3 and 4 will reduce the interest 
differential of 2% toward 1%.differential of 2% toward 1%.

c.c. Thus, the forward discount and the Thus, the forward discount and the 
interest differential will meet somewhere interest differential will meet somewhere 
between 1% and 2%, which will be a point between 1% and 2%, which will be a point 
on the interest parity line. on the interest parity line. 



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES
Use < http://www.onanda.com > to find the latest quotes for the US 
dollar, euro, pound, and the yen. By how much did these currencies 
rise or fall against the dollar in the last day.

Find the currency cross rates provided by Bloomberg
<http://www.bloomberg.com> for the euro/dollar and euro/yen. Use 
the above cross rates to calculate the dollar/yen rate and then 
compare your calculated dollar/yen cross rate to the one reported by 
Bloomberg. Are the two cross rates the same?

What is the euro worth?

The European Union <http://www.europa.eu.int> provides a daily 
tracking of the euro's value in terms of its constituent currencies.  
Use their web address to find out how many Spanish pesetas the 
euro is worth today. What explanations have been given for the 
decline of the euro in the first two years of existence?

Using the websites of The Wall Street Journal <http://www.wsj.com>, 
Financial Times <http://www.ft.com> and The Economist 
<http://www.economist.com>, identify two countries that are having 
currency problems. Can you explain the causes of these currency 
problems? 

http://www.onanda.com/
http://www.bloomberg.com/
http://www.wsj.com/
http://www.ft.com/
http://www.economist.com/
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Chapter 6 Major SectionsChapter 6 Major Sections

Section 1, The Currency Futures MarketSection 1, The Currency Futures Market

Section 2, The Currency Options MarketSection 2, The Currency Options Market

Section 3, Future OptionsSection 3, Future Options



GLOBAL FINANCEGLOBAL FINANCE

Opening Case 6 (Opening Case 6 (Derivatives Risks)Derivatives Risks)
How long it took a son to lose $150 million if foreign exchange How long it took a son to lose $150 million if foreign exchange 
trading?trading?
Futures, option, and swaps are supposedly hedging Futures, option, and swaps are supposedly hedging 
instruments designed to alleviates or eliminate a variety of instruments designed to alleviates or eliminate a variety of 
risks. risks. 

GlobalizationGlobalization
Global Finance in Action 6.1 Global Finance in Action 6.1 (More Bang for Your Buck in Currency Trading)(More Bang for Your Buck in Currency Trading)
Potential of CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange) foreign Potential of CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange) foreign –– currency currency 

They are volatileThey are volatile
CME currency contract trend well year after yareCME currency contract trend well year after yare
Can take advantage of opportunities in the market with limited rCan take advantage of opportunities in the market with limited riskisk



THE CURRENCY FUTURES MARKETTHE CURRENCY FUTURES MARKET

Market Operations:Market Operations:

1.1. A currency futures contractA currency futures contract is a contract to buy or sell is a contract to buy or sell 
a specified amount of a foreign currency for delivery a specified amount of a foreign currency for delivery 
at some future date at some future date (CME (CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange)(Chicago Mercantile Exchange) futures contract futures contract 
matures on only 4 days of the year ; 3matures on only 4 days of the year ; 3rdrd Wednesday of March, June, Wednesday of March, June, 
September and December)September and December)

2. Margin requirement2. Margin requirement
a.a. MarginMargin is some sort of deposit to ensure that is some sort of deposit to ensure that 

each party fulfills its commitment.each party fulfills its commitment.
b.b. Initial MarginInitial Margin is the amount market participants is the amount market participants 

must deposit at the time of a futures contract.must deposit at the time of a futures contract.
c.c. Maintenance marginMaintenance margin is a fixed minimum margin is a fixed minimum margin 

customers must maintain in their account all the customers must maintain in their account all the 
time, and it is about 70time, and it is about 70--80% of the initial margin. 80% of the initial margin. 

d.d. Margin callsMargin calls are requests for additional deposits.are requests for additional deposits.



THE CURRENCY FUTURES MARKETTHE CURRENCY FUTURES MARKET

3. Positions3. Positions
a. a. Short position: Short position: is an agreement to is an agreement to sellsell a a 
futures contract. If an American has yen futures contract. If an American has yen 
receivablesreceivables, she is likely to have a short , she is likely to have a short 
position.position.

b. b. Long position: Long position: is an agreementis an agreement to to buybuy a a 
futures contract. If an American has yen futures contract. If an American has yen 
payablespayables, he is likely to have a long , he is likely to have a long 
position. position. 



THE CURRENCY FUTURES MARKETTHE CURRENCY FUTURES MARKET

4. Three major differences between futures   4. Three major differences between futures   
and forwards and forwards (page 152 in the text book):(page 152 in the text book):

a. a. Futures Futures are available in a are available in a predetermined   predetermined   
amountamount, have , have four maturity datesfour maturity dates per per year, year, 
and are and are handled by exchanges handled by exchanges (Chicago Mercantile Exchange)(Chicago Mercantile Exchange)..

b. b. ForwardsForwards are available in are available in any amountany amount
tailored to customer needs, tailored to customer needs, mature on mature on 
any dateany date, and are , and are handled by bankshandled by banks (OTC: (OTC: 
overover--thethe--countercounter).).



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET

1.1. Currency optionCurrency option is the right to buy (call) or sell (put) a is the right to buy (call) or sell (put) a 
specified amount of a foreign currency at some future specified amount of a foreign currency at some future 
date.date.

A currency call optionA currency call option gives the buyer the right, but not the gives the buyer the right, but not the 
obligation, to obligation, to buybuy a particular foreign currency at a specified a particular foreign currency at a specified 
price at any time during the life of option.price at any time during the life of option.
A currency put optionA currency put option gives the buyer the right, but not the gives the buyer the right, but not the 
obligation, to obligation, to sell sell a particular foreign currency at a specified a particular foreign currency at a specified 
price at any time during the life of option.price at any time during the life of option.
The The strike pricestrike price, or the , or the exercise priceexercise price, is the price at which the , is the price at which the 
buyer of an option has the right to buy or sell an underlying buyer of an option has the right to buy or sell an underlying 
currencycurrency

2. 2. Total value (option premium) = purchase price = intrinsic  valueTotal value (option premium) = purchase price = intrinsic  value + time value   (6.1)+ time value   (6.1)



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET

3. 3. Intrinsic value (IV)Intrinsic value (IV) is the difference between  exchange is the difference between  exchange 
rate and  strike price but cannot be lower than zero (0).rate and  strike price but cannot be lower than zero (0).

a. a. In the moneyIn the money: If options have : If options have positive IVpositive IV from  from  
investors' viewpoints, they are in the money.investors' viewpoints, they are in the money.

b. b. At the moneyAt the money: If options have : If options have zero IVzero IV from       from       
investors' viewpoints, they are at the money. investors' viewpoints, they are at the money. 

c. c. Out of the moneyOut of the money: If options have : If options have negativenegative
(theoretical or mathematical) (theoretical or mathematical) IVIV from from investors' investors' 
viewpoints, they are out of the money viewpoints, they are out of the money 

4. 4. The time valueThe time value is the amount of money that options is the amount of money that options 
buyer are willing to pay for an option in the anticipation buyer are willing to pay for an option in the anticipation 
that over time a change in the underlying spot rate will that over time a change in the underlying spot rate will 
case the option to increase in value.case the option to increase in value.



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET

5.5. Value of Volatility :Value of Volatility : volatility measures the volatility measures the 
fluctuation in price over a given period of fluctuation in price over a given period of 
time.time.
a. Volatility affects both a. Volatility affects both time valuetime value and   and   
intrinsic valueintrinsic value..
b. Volatile currency options have higher b. Volatile currency options have higher 
premiums.premiums.

Options premiums are always higher than Options premiums are always higher than 
the intrinsic value, because of the time value the intrinsic value, because of the time value 
and value of volatility.and value of volatility.



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET
Currency CALL/PUT OptionsCurrency CALL/PUT Options

Option (premium) = total value (premium) = IV + TV              Option (premium) = total value (premium) = IV + TV              (6.2)(6.2)
Where:Where:
Intrinsic value (IV)Intrinsic value (IV) is the difference between exchange rate and strike price is the difference between exchange rate and strike price 

but cannot be lower than zero (0).but cannot be lower than zero (0).
The time value (TV)The time value (TV) is the amount of money that options buyer are willing to is the amount of money that options buyer are willing to 

pay for an option in the anticipation that over time a change inpay for an option in the anticipation that over time a change in the the 
underlying spot rate will case the option to increase in value.underlying spot rate will case the option to increase in value.

BUY (CALL), Profit (loss)= Spot Rate BUY (CALL), Profit (loss)= Spot Rate –– (Strike Price+ Premium)   (6.2)(Strike Price+ Premium)   (6.2)

SELL (PUT), Profit (loss)= Strike Price SELL (PUT), Profit (loss)= Strike Price –– (Spot Rate + Premium)  (6.3)(Spot Rate + Premium)  (6.3)



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET

Numerical ExampleNumerical Example

1. On October 23, the closing exchange 1. On October 23, the closing exchange 
rate of British pounds was rate of British pounds was $1.70. Calls$1.70. Calls
which would mature the following which would mature the following 
January with a January with a strike price of $1.75strike price of $1.75
were traded at $0.05.were traded at $0.05.



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET

2.2. If the exchange rate of British pounds rises If the exchange rate of British pounds rises 
to $1.82 prior to the January option to $1.82 prior to the January option 
expiration date, what is the percentage return expiration date, what is the percentage return 
on investment for an investor who purchased on investment for an investor who purchased 
a call on October 23?a call on October 23?
(1.82 (1.82 -- 1.75 1.75 -- 0.05) / 0.05 = 0.40 or 40%0.05) / 0.05 = 0.40 or 40%

3.3. What is the breakWhat is the break--even exchange rate for even exchange rate for 
British pounds?British pounds?
BreakBreak--even point = 1.75 + 0.05 = $1.80 per even point = 1.75 + 0.05 = $1.80 per 
pound. pound. 



THE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETTHE CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKET

1.1. Were the call options in the money, at the money, or out of the Were the call options in the money, at the money, or out of the 
money? money? 
Mathematical or theoretical value     = Mathematical or theoretical value     = 

(Difference between exchange rate and  strike price) =(Difference between exchange rate and  strike price) =
=  $1.70 =  $1.70 -- $1.75 $1.75 
= = -- $0.05$0.05

Thus, these call options were Thus, these call options were out of the moneyout of the money..

2. 2. Compute the intrinsic valueCompute the intrinsic value. Why was the premium of the call . Why was the premium of the call 
option higher than the intrinsic value?option higher than the intrinsic value?
The intrinsic value is zeroThe intrinsic value is zero because all the investor has to do for because all the investor has to do for 
the outthe out--ofof--the money options is to let them expire unexercised. the money options is to let them expire unexercised. 
The call premium ($0.05) was higher than the intrinsic value The call premium ($0.05) was higher than the intrinsic value 
($0.00) because of the time value and the value of volatility.($0.00) because of the time value and the value of volatility.



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

What currency futures contracts are currently What currency futures contracts are currently 
being traded on the CME  being traded on the CME  
<<http://http://www.cme.comwww.cme.com>? Have currency future >? Have currency future 
prices generally risen or fallen in the past day? prices generally risen or fallen in the past day? 
Is there any news today that might explain the Is there any news today that might explain the 
change in the futures prices?change in the futures prices?

Use the New York Federal Reserve website Use the New York Federal Reserve website 
<<http://http://www.ny.frb.org/pihome/statistics/vrate.swww.ny.frb.org/pihome/statistics/vrate.s
htmlhtml> to obtain the currency volatilities over the > to obtain the currency volatilities over the 
past week and month for the Canadian dollar past week and month for the Canadian dollar 
and the yen. Keep in mind that currency and the yen. Keep in mind that currency 
volatilities are the expected standard deviation volatilities are the expected standard deviation 
of the daily spot rate for the coming period of of the daily spot rate for the coming period of 
the optionthe option’’s maturity. Are these implied s maturity. Are these implied 
volatilities generally higher or lower for longer volatilities generally higher or lower for longer 
maturity contracts.maturity contracts.

http://www.cme.com/
http://www.ny.frb.org/pihome/statistics/vrate.shtml
http://www.ny.frb.org/pihome/statistics/vrate.shtml
http://www.ny.frb.org/pihome/statistics/vrate.shtml
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Chapter 7 Major SectionsChapter 7 Major Sections

Section 1, The Emergence of the Swap MarketSection 1, The Emergence of the Swap Market

Section 2, Two Major Types of Financial Swap Section 2, Two Major Types of Financial Swap 
Interest Rate Swaps and Interest Rate Swaps and 
Currency SwapsCurrency Swaps

Section 3, Evaluate Motivations for SwapsSection 3, Evaluate Motivations for Swaps



GLOBAL FINANCEGLOBAL FINANCE
Currency Derivatives Currency Derivatives (Forwards, Futures, Options, Futures (Forwards, Futures, Options, Futures 
Options and Swaps)Options and Swaps)

Opening Case 7: Opening Case 7: Why have Gillette and GE chosen a Higher Why have Gillette and GE chosen a Higher 
Cost of Funding?Cost of Funding?

GilletteGillette’’s action exemplifies the fact that companies will frequently s action exemplifies the fact that companies will frequently 
choose a costlier option to avoid government regulationschoose a costlier option to avoid government regulations
The FABS  133 standard requires companies to reports the fair maThe FABS  133 standard requires companies to reports the fair market rket 
value of their derivatives in their balance sheets and to includvalue of their derivatives in their balance sheets and to include e 
derivatives gains and losses in their income statementsderivatives gains and losses in their income statements

GlobalizationGlobalization
Global Finance in Action 7.1 Global Finance in Action 7.1 (Off Balance (Off Balance –– Sheet Operation and New Regulation; FABS 133)Sheet Operation and New Regulation; FABS 133)

Global Finance in Action 7.2 Global Finance in Action 7.2 (Companies Use Swaps to Save Money and Diversify their Funding (Companies Use Swaps to Save Money and Diversify their Funding 
Sources)Sources)
Proper risk management Proper risk management (Is derivatives safer than bonds?)(Is derivatives safer than bonds?)

Identify where the risk lieIdentify where the risk lie
Design an appropriate strategy for managing them andDesign an appropriate strategy for managing them and
Select the right tools to execute the strategySelect the right tools to execute the strategy



THE ORIGINS OF THE SWAP MARKETTHE ORIGINS OF THE SWAP MARKET

Currency swap market developed in late 1970 to evade British Currency swap market developed in late 1970 to evade British 
controls on movement of foreign currency (imposing tax)controls on movement of foreign currency (imposing tax)

1. A 1. A parallel loanparallel loan is a loan which involves an exchange of is a loan which involves an exchange of 
currencies between four parties, with a promise to recurrencies between four parties, with a promise to re--exchange exchange 
the currencies at a predetermined exchange rate at some future the currencies at a predetermined exchange rate at some future 
date.date.

2.  A 2.  A backback--toto--back loanback loan is identical with the parallel loan except the is identical with the parallel loan except the 
fact that it involves only two parties rather than four parties.fact that it involves only two parties rather than four parties.
Financial swaps are usually regarded as an outgrowth of parallelFinancial swaps are usually regarded as an outgrowth of parallel
and backand back--toto--back loans (simple modification of a parallel loan).back loans (simple modification of a parallel loan).

3. A 3. A swapswap is an agreement between two parties that exchanges is an agreement between two parties that exchanges 
sets of cash flows over a period of time in the future (natural sets of cash flows over a period of time in the future (natural 
extension of backextension of back--toto--back loan). back loan). 



THE ORIGINS OF THE SWAP MARKETTHE ORIGINS OF THE SWAP MARKET

The structure of a Parallel loanThe structure of a Parallel loan



THE ORIGINS OF THE SWAP MARKETTHE ORIGINS OF THE SWAP MARKET

Drawbacks of parallel loans:Drawbacks of parallel loans:
a.  It is difficult to find counterparties a.  It is difficult to find counterparties 

with matching needs.with matching needs.
b.b. One party is still obligated to comply One party is still obligated to comply 

with such an agreement even if with such an agreement even if 
another party fails to do so.another party fails to do so.

c.c. Such loans show up on the books of Such loans show up on the books of 
the participating parties.the participating parties.



PLAIN VANILLA SWAPSPLAIN VANILLA SWAPS

The The plain vanilla swapplain vanilla swap is the simplest kind of a is the simplest kind of a 
swap. Two forms of a plain vanilla swaps are swap. Two forms of a plain vanilla swaps are 
interest rate swapsinterest rate swaps and and currency swapscurrency swaps..

Swap banks: Swap banks: is a generic term used to describe is a generic term used to describe 
a financial institution that assist in the a financial institution that assist in the 
completion of a swap.completion of a swap.

A counterparty to both endA counterparty to both end--usersusers
Broker acts as an agent between buyers and sellersBroker acts as an agent between buyers and sellers
Dealer actually transacts for its own account to help complete Dealer actually transacts for its own account to help complete 
the swap. the swap. 



PLAIN VANILLA SWAPS FORMSPLAIN VANILLA SWAPS FORMS
1.1. Interest rate swapInterest rate swap::

•• Interest rate swap is an Interest rate swap is an agreement between two partiesagreement between two parties
to exchange interest payments.to exchange interest payments.

•• Two parties agree to Two parties agree to exchange cash flowsexchange cash flows of a fixed of a fixed 
rate for cash flows of a floating rates or rate for cash flows of a floating rates or exchangeexchange cash cash 
flowsflows of a floating rate for cash flows for a fixed rates.of a floating rate for cash flows for a fixed rates.

•• Notional principalNotional principal is the principal value on which  is the principal value on which  
interest paymentsinterest payments are based. are based. 

•• Parties A and B may agree on a swap in the Parties A and B may agree on a swap in the same same 
countrycountry with the with the same currencysame currency, in the , in the two different two different 
countriescountries with the with the two different currenciestwo different currencies, and in , and in 
other variantsother variants..



PLAIN VANILLA SWAPS FORMSPLAIN VANILLA SWAPS FORMS

Example 7.1Example 7.1

LIBOR = London Inter Bank Offer Rate



PLAIN VANILLA SWAPSPLAIN VANILLA SWAPS

2. 2. Currency swapsCurrency swaps usually involves three usually involves three 
sets of cash flows:sets of cash flows:

Spot transaction: two parties swap two Spot transaction: two parties swap two 
currencies now.currencies now.

Only net interest payments are made.Only net interest payments are made.

Forward transaction: two parties reForward transaction: two parties re--swap the two swap the two 
currencies in the future.currencies in the future.



PLAIN VANILLA SWAPSPLAIN VANILLA SWAPS

Example 7.2Example 7.2



MOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPSMOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPS

The are The are three basic motivationsthree basic motivations for swapsfor swaps

Currency risk managementCurrency risk management

Commercial needsCommercial needs

Comparative AdvantageComparative Advantage



MOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPSMOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPS
1.1. Currency risk management: companies Currency risk management: companies 

use currency swaps to use currency swaps to eliminate currency eliminate currency 
risksrisks arising from overseas commercial arising from overseas commercial 
operationsoperations

a. General Motors (GM) has yen  accounts a. General Motors (GM) has yen  accounts 
receivable (AR).receivable (AR).

b. Toyota has dollar accounts receivable.b. Toyota has dollar accounts receivable.
c. GM and Toyota swap yen and dollars c. GM and Toyota swap yen and dollars 
with each other.with each other.



MOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPSMOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPS
2.  Commercial needs (for example mortgage company):2.  Commercial needs (for example mortgage company):

a. The swap may be used to a. The swap may be used to eliminate the interest rate eliminate the interest rate 
riskrisk. Assume a company has fixed rate assets and . Assume a company has fixed rate assets and 
floating rate liabilities. If interest rates rise, this floating rate liabilities. If interest rates rise, this 
company will face the interest rate risk.  company will face the interest rate risk.  

b. The company can eliminate the interest rate risk byb. The company can eliminate the interest rate risk by
(1) transforming fixed rate assets into floating rate (1) transforming fixed rate assets into floating rate 

assets and assets and 
(2) transforming floating rate liabilities into fixed (2) transforming floating rate liabilities into fixed 

rate liabilities.rate liabilities.



MOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPS MOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPS 

3. Comparative Advantage: in many instance one 3. Comparative Advantage: in many instance one 
company may borrow money at a lower rate of company may borrow money at a lower rate of 
interestinterest in the capital market than another firm.in the capital market than another firm.

a.   GM borrows dollars at a lower rate and   transfers a.   GM borrows dollars at a lower rate and   transfers 
the funds to a British firm.the funds to a British firm.

b.   British firm borrows pounds at a lower    rate and b.   British firm borrows pounds at a lower    rate and 
transfer the funds to GM.transfer the funds to GM.

c.  This swap is possible because of market c.  This swap is possible because of market 
imperfections or different risks.imperfections or different risks.



MOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPSMOTIVATIONS FOR SWAPS
Example 7.4Example 7.4



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

The ISDA <The ISDA <http://http://www.isda.orgwww.isda.org> is the primary global > is the primary global 
organization that attempts to both standardize the organization that attempts to both standardize the 
use of interest rate and crossuse of interest rate and cross--currency swaps and currency swaps and 
track the market's size.  Use track the market's size.  Use ISDA'sISDA's web site to find web site to find 
out which type of interest rate derivative is growing out which type of interest rate derivative is growing 
the fastest, the plain vanilla interest rate swap, the the fastest, the plain vanilla interest rate swap, the 
cross currency swap, or the various types of interest cross currency swap, or the various types of interest 
rate options.rate options.

What country risk factors do MoodyWhat country risk factors do Moody’’s s 
<<http://http://www.moodys.comwww.moodys.com> and Standard and > and Standard and PoorsPoors
<<http://http://www.standardpoors.comwww.standardpoors.com> emphasize? How > emphasize? How 
can one company use risk factors when it decides can one company use risk factors when it decides 
whether to engage in a swap agreement with a whether to engage in a swap agreement with a 
foreign company?foreign company?

http://www.isda.org/
http://www.moody.com/
http://www.standardpoors.com/
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Chapter 8 Major SectionsChapter 8 Major Sections

Section 1, Measuring a change in exchange ratesSection 1, Measuring a change in exchange rates

Section 2, Forecasting the needs of a multinational Section 2, Forecasting the needs of a multinational 
company (MNC)company (MNC)

Section 3, Forecasting floating exchange ratesSection 3, Forecasting floating exchange rates

Section 4, Forecasting fixed exchange ratesSection 4, Forecasting fixed exchange rates



GLOBAL FINANCEGLOBAL FINANCE
Opening Case 8: Opening Case 8: MundellMundell Wins Nobel Prize in Economics Wins Nobel Prize in Economics 

When money can move freely across borders policyWhen money can move freely across borders policy--makers makers 
must choose between:must choose between:

exchange rate stability and exchange rate stability and 
an independent monetary policyan independent monetary policy

GlobalizationGlobalization
Global Finance in Action 8.1 (Tracking the US Dollar)Global Finance in Action 8.1 (Tracking the US Dollar)

The market consists of:The market consists of:
worldwide cast of business, worldwide cast of business, 
investors, investors, 
speculators, speculators, 
governments and governments and 
central banks central banks 

Acting and reacting on the basis of a mix of forces such as:Acting and reacting on the basis of a mix of forces such as:
trade patters, trade patters, 
interest rate differentials, interest rate differentials, 
capital flows and capital flows and 
international relationsinternational relations



MEASURING EXCHANGE RATE CHANGESMEASURING EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES

Measuring a percentage change in rates:Measuring a percentage change in rates:

a. Direct quote: a. Direct quote: 
% change = (e% change = (e11-- ee00) / e) / e00 (8.1)(8.1)

b. Indirect quote:b. Indirect quote:
% change = (e% change = (e00 –– ee11) / e) / e11 (8.2)(8.2)

Where:Where:
ee00 is the beginning rate and is the beginning rate and 
ee11 is the ending rateis the ending rate



FORECASTING NEEDS OF THE FORECASTING NEEDS OF THE 
MULTI NATIONAL COMPANYMULTI NATIONAL COMPANY

Virtually all aspects of MNCs may beVirtually all aspects of MNCs may be
influenced by changes in exchange rates.influenced by changes in exchange rates.

They include the:They include the:
hedging decision, hedging decision, 
working capital management,working capital management,
longlong--term investment analysis,term investment analysis,
longlong--term financing decision, and term financing decision, and 
other decisions. other decisions. 



FORECASTING FLOATING FORECASTING FLOATING 
EXCHANGE RATESEXCHANGE RATES

1.1. Currency forecasting and market efficiencyCurrency forecasting and market efficiency

2.2. Fundamental analysisFundamental analysis

3.3. Technical analysisTechnical analysis

4.4. Market Market –– based forecastsbased forecasts

5.5. The evaluation of exchange forecast performanceThe evaluation of exchange forecast performance



1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS

1.1. Assumptions for Assumptions for efficient exchangeefficient exchange
marketsmarkets are:are:

a.a. Very large number of sellers and  Very large number of sellers and  
buyersbuyers

b.b. Standard productStandard product
c.c. Given priceGiven price
d.d. Free entry into and exit out of the Free entry into and exit out of the 

market.market.



1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS

2.2. Consequences:Consequences:
a.a. Spot ratesSpot rates reflect all current  reflect all current  

information and will change in information and will change in 
response to "response to "random newsrandom news."."

b.b. Impossible for any market analyst to Impossible for any market analyst to 
consistently beat the market.consistently beat the market.

c.c. All currencies are fairly priced.All currencies are fairly priced.



1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS

3. Forms of Efficient Exchange Market3. Forms of Efficient Exchange Market

a. a. WeakWeak--form efficiencyform efficiency: historical data is useless.: historical data is useless.

b. b. SemiSemi--strong form efficiencystrong form efficiency: current information : current information 
is useless.is useless.

c. c. StrongStrong--form efficiencyform efficiency: inside information is : inside information is 
useless.useless.



1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS1. EFFICIENT EXCHANGE MARKETS

4. If foreign exchange markets are perfectly 4. If foreign exchange markets are perfectly 
efficient, exchange rate forecasting is efficient, exchange rate forecasting is 
impossible because:impossible because:

AllAll currenciescurrencies are fairly priced and are fairly priced and 
exchange rates will change in exchange rates will change in responseresponse to to 
""random newsrandom news."."



2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

a.a. Fundamental analysis Fundamental analysis depends ondepends on
fundamental economic conditions, fundamental economic conditions, 
such as such as inflation rateinflation rate, , interest rateinterest rate, , 
and the and the rate of growthrate of growth in money in money 
supplysupply. . 

b.b. Examples of this techniques are Examples of this techniques are PPPPPP
and and multiple regression analysismultiple regression analysis..



2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS
The Theory of Purchasing Powering Parity ( PPP)The Theory of Purchasing Powering Parity ( PPP)

eet t = e= e00 X (1+ X (1+ IIdd))tt / (1 + / (1 + IIff))tt (8.3)(8.3)
Where:Where:

eett is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period t (exchange rate),t (exchange rate),
ee00 is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period is the dollar price of one unite of foreign currency in period 0,0,
IId d is the domestic inflation rate, andis the domestic inflation rate, and
IIff is the foreign inflation rateis the foreign inflation rate



2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

Multiple Regression AnalysisMultiple Regression Analysis

PP = bPP = b00 + b+ b11 I + bI + b22 M + bM + b33 N + N + µµ (8.4)(8.4)

PP is forecast percentage change in a given currency,PP is forecast percentage change in a given currency,
I is inflation rate differentials,I is inflation rate differentials,
M is differential in the rate of growth in money supply,M is differential in the rate of growth in money supply,
N is differential in national income growth rates, andN is differential in national income growth rates, and

bb0 0 , b, b1 1 , b, b22 , b, b3 3 , are regression coefficients, and , are regression coefficients, and 
µµ is error term.is error term.



2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS2. FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

Multiple Multiple 
Regression Regression 
AnalysisAnalysis



3.  TECHNICAL ANALYSIS3.  TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

a. a. Technical analysis Technical analysis depends depends on on past past 
pricesprices and and volume movementsvolume movements..

b.b. Examples of this technique are Examples of this technique are 
chartingcharting and and mechanical rulesmechanical rules. . 



3.  TECHNICAL ANALYSIS3.  TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Charting &Charting &
Mechanical Mechanical 
rulesrules



4. MARKET4. MARKET--BASED FORECASTSBASED FORECASTS

a.   A marketa.   A market--based forecast is a forecast based forecast is a forecast 
basedbased on on market indicatorsmarket indicators such as such as 
forward ratesforward rates..

b.b. Examples of this technique are Examples of this technique are spot spot 
ratesrates,, forward ratesforward rates,, and interest and interest 
ratesrates. . 

c.c. Forecasting horizonsForecasting horizons are a are a few daysfew days
for spot rates, a for spot rates, a few monthsfew months for for 
forward rates, and a forward rates, and a few yearsfew years for for 
interest rates.interest rates.



4. MARKET4. MARKET--BASED FORECASTSBASED FORECASTS

Spot Rates and Forward RatesSpot Rates and Forward Rates



4. MARKET4. MARKET--BASED FORECASTSBASED FORECASTS



5.  5.  THE EVALUATION OF EXCHANGE FORECAST PERFORMANCETHE EVALUATION OF EXCHANGE FORECAST PERFORMANCE

Forecast performanceForecast performance can be evaluated by measuring the can be evaluated by measuring the 
forecast errorforecast error as follows:as follows:

_______________
RSE =  √√ (FV – RV ) 2 / RV

RSERSE is the is the root square errorroot square error as a percentage of realized as a percentage of realized 
value,value,

FVFV is the forecasted value, andis the forecasted value, and
RVRV is the realized valueis the realized value



5.  5.  THE EVALUATION OF EXCHANGE FORECAST PERFORMANCETHE EVALUATION OF EXCHANGE FORECAST PERFORMANCE

C$ has been forecasted 
more accurately than
Mex$, because the 
error 0.023 < 0.032



FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE 
RATESRATES

Jacque (1978) suggestsJacque (1978) suggests the following the following fourfour--step sequencestep sequence
as a general forecasting procedure under a fixedas a general forecasting procedure under a fixed--rate rate 
systemsystem

Step oneStep one: is to identify those countries whose balance of : is to identify those countries whose balance of 
payments are in fundamental disequilibrium.payments are in fundamental disequilibrium.

To identify these countries, one should look at:To identify these countries, one should look at:
International reservesInternational reserves
The balance of tradeThe balance of trade
Inflation ratesInflation rates
Money supplyMoney supply



FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE 
RATESRATES

Step twoStep two: is to measure the magnitude          : is to measure the magnitude          
of required adjustment. The degree of of required adjustment. The degree of 
required adjustment can be measured required adjustment can be measured 
by:by:

a. The application of PPPa. The application of PPP
b.b. Forward premium or discountForward premium or discount
c.c. Free market or black market rates.Free market or black market rates.



FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE 
RATESRATES

Step threeStep three: is to determine the timing of    : is to determine the timing of    
adjustment. The timing of adjustment adjustment. The timing of adjustment 
depends on:depends on:

a.a. The overall amount of international  The overall amount of international  
reservesreserves

b.b. Ability to borrow hard currencies.Ability to borrow hard currencies.



FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE 
RATESRATES

Step fourStep four: is to predict the type of corrective : is to predict the type of corrective 
policies. Corrective policies include:policies. Corrective policies include:

a. Adopt tight monetary and fiscal policiesa. Adopt tight monetary and fiscal policies

b.b. Institute strict exchange controlsInstitute strict exchange controls



FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE 
RATESRATES

5.5. A country will devalue its currencyA country will devalue its currency if  if  
various corrective policies prove various corrective policies prove 
economically ineffective or politically       economically ineffective or politically        
unacceptable. unacceptable. 



FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE FORECASTING FIXED EXCHANGE 
RATESRATES

6. Why and how 6. Why and how central backscentral backs intervene in intervene in currency marketscurrency markets? ? 

WHY?WHY?
to smooth exchange rate movement to smooth exchange rate movement 
to establish implicit exchange rate boundaries, and to establish implicit exchange rate boundaries, and 
to respond to temporary disturbance to respond to temporary disturbance 

HOW?HOW?
Coordinate its action with other central banks or do it aloneCoordinate its action with other central banks or do it alone
Enter the market aggressively to change attitudes about its viewEnter the market aggressively to change attitudes about its views and s and 
policespolices
Call for reassuring action to calm marketCall for reassuring action to calm market
Intervene to reserve, resist, or support a market trend, andIntervene to reserve, resist, or support a market trend, and
Operate openly or indirectly through brokers Operate openly or indirectly through brokers 



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES
Using OECD data <http://www.oecd.org/std/nadata.htm>, plot the 
PPP exchange rates for the Australian dollar, Mexican peso, and 
Saudi Rial. Have these PPP exchange rates gone up or down over 
time? What accounts for the changes in these PPP exchange rates 
over time?

Examine forecasts from <http://www.onada.com> for the pound, 
yen, and euro.

Which of these currencies are forecast to appreciate and which to 
depreciate?

Compare these forecasts to the forward rates for the same 
maturity. Are the predicted exchange rates greater or less than the 
corresponding forward rates?

Compare these forecasts to the actual exchange rates. How 
accurate were these forecasts.

If you had followed these forecasts (by buying forward when the 
forecasted exchange rate exceeded the forward rate and selling 
forward when it was below the forward rate), would you have 
made or lost money?

http://www.oecd.org/std/nadata.htm
http://www.onada.com/
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Chapter 9 Major SectionsChapter 9 Major Sections

Section 1, Basic Nature of Foreign ExchangeSection 1, Basic Nature of Foreign Exchange

Section 2, How Transaction Exposure can be Section 2, How Transaction Exposure can be 
Measured and HedgedMeasured and Hedged

Section 3, How Economic Exposure can be Section 3, How Economic Exposure can be 
Measured and HedgedMeasured and Hedged

Section 4, Use of Exchange risk Management Section 4, Use of Exchange risk Management 
Instruments by MNCInstruments by MNC



Opening Case 9: AvonOpening Case 9: Avon’’s Actions to Protect Against Volatile Currenciess Actions to Protect Against Volatile Currencies



Opening Case 9: AvonOpening Case 9: Avon’’s Actions to Protect Against Volatile Currenciess Actions to Protect Against Volatile Currencies

Three hedging techniques:Three hedging techniques:

The balanceThe balance--sheet hedgesheet hedge

Leads and lags andLeads and lags and

Forward contractsForward contracts



TRANSACTIONS THAT ARE SAID TO TRANSACTIONS THAT ARE SAID TO 
BE EXPOSEDBE EXPOSED

1. They are denominated in foreign currencies.1. They are denominated in foreign currencies.

2.2. They are translated at current exchange rates.They are translated at current exchange rates.



BASIC NATURE OF FOREIGN BASIC NATURE OF FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE EXPOSURESEXCHANGE EXPOSURES

1.1. Foreign exchange exposureForeign exchange exposure refers to the refers to the 
possibility that a firm will gain or lose possibility that a firm will gain or lose 
because of changes in exchange rates. because of changes in exchange rates. 

Three types of exchange exposures are:Three types of exchange exposures are:
translationtranslation, , 
transactiontransaction, and, and
economiceconomic. . 



BASIC NATURE OF FOREIGN BASIC NATURE OF FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE EXPOSURESEXCHANGE EXPOSURES

2. The 2. The exchange exposure managementexchange exposure management requires an MNC to: requires an MNC to: 

(1)  Develop exposure management strategy,   (1)  Develop exposure management strategy,   

(2)  Forecast the degree of exposure, (2)  Forecast the degree of exposure, 

(3)  Develop a reporting system to monitor exposure and   (3)  Develop a reporting system to monitor exposure and   
exchange rate movements,exchange rate movements,

(4)  Assign responsibility for hedging exposure, and (4)  Assign responsibility for hedging exposure, and 

(5) select appropriate hedging tools. (5) select appropriate hedging tools. 



TYPES OF EXPOSURESTYPES OF EXPOSURES

1. Accounting or 1. Accounting or translation exposuretranslation exposure is the is the 
effect of an exchange rate change on effect of an exchange rate change on 
financial statementfinancial statement items.items.

2.2. Transaction exposureTransaction exposure is the effect of an is the effect of an 
exchange rateexchange rate change on outstanding change on outstanding 
obligations, such as imports and exports.obligations, such as imports and exports.



TYPES OF EXPOSURESTYPES OF EXPOSURES

3. 3. Economic exposureEconomic exposure is the effect of an is the effect of an 
exchange rate change on the net present exchange rate change on the net present 
value of expected net cash flows from value of expected net cash flows from 
direct investment projects.direct investment projects.

Comparison of the three exposures:Comparison of the three exposures:
Translation exposureTranslation exposure does not involve does not involve 
actual cash flows, but actual cash flows, but transaction transaction 
exposureexposure involves actual cash outflows, involves actual cash outflows, 
and and economic exposureeconomic exposure involves potential involves potential 
cash flows.cash flows.



TRANSACTION EXPOSURE TRANSACTION EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRMMANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRM

______________________________________________________________________________________
Techniques             Pound Payables        Pound ReceivablesTechniques             Pound Payables        Pound Receivables

Futures (forward)          long position (Futures (forward)          long position (buybuy)         short position ()         short position (sellsell))
Options                    Options                    callcall putput
Futures options      Futures options      callcall putput
__________________________________________________     



TRANSACTION EXPOSURE TRANSACTION EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRMMANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRM

1. 1. Forward market hedgeForward market hedge involves the involves the 
exchange of one currency for another exchange of one currency for another 
at a fixed rate one on some future at a fixed rate one on some future 
date to hedge transaction exposure.date to hedge transaction exposure.



TRANSACTION EXPOSURE TRANSACTION EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRMMANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRM

2. 2. Money market hedgeMoney market hedge: : 

a. If a US firm has a. If a US firm has pound payablespound payables from imports, the from imports, the 
firm firm borrows dollarsborrows dollars, converts the proceeds into , converts the proceeds into 
pounds, buys pounds, buys British Treasury billsBritish Treasury bills, and pays the , and pays the 
import bill with the funds derived from the sale of import bill with the funds derived from the sale of 
the Treasury bills. The firm's dollar loan is not the Treasury bills. The firm's dollar loan is not 
subject to exchange rate risk. subject to exchange rate risk. 

b. b. If a US firm has If a US firm has pound receivablespound receivables, the firm , the firm borrows borrows 
poundspounds, converts the proceeds into dollars, and , converts the proceeds into dollars, and 
buys buys US Treasury billsUS Treasury bills. At maturity, the firm uses . At maturity, the firm uses 
pound receivables to pay off its pound loan and pound receivables to pay off its pound loan and 
redeems the Treasury bills in  dollars. redeems the Treasury bills in  dollars. 



TRANSACTION EXPOSURE TRANSACTION EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRMMANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRM

3.3. OptionsOptions--market hedge: under the market hedge: under the optionsoptions--market market 
hedgehedge, the purchase of a   call option allows a US , the purchase of a   call option allows a US 
firm to lock in a maximum dollar price for its foreign firm to lock in a maximum dollar price for its foreign 
currency payables; the purchase of a put option currency payables; the purchase of a put option 
allows a US firm to lock in a minimum dollar price for allows a US firm to lock in a minimum dollar price for 
its foreign currency receivables. its foreign currency receivables. 

4.4. Swap market hedgeSwap market hedge involves an exchange of cash involves an exchange of cash 
flows in flows in two different currenciestwo different currencies between between two two 
companiescompanies..

5.  Use 5.  Use futures or forwardsfutures or forwards when the quantity of foreign when the quantity of foreign 
currency currency cash flows is knowncash flows is known..
Use Use optionsoptions when the quantity of a foreign currency when the quantity of a foreign currency 
cash flows is unknowncash flows is unknown..



TRANSACTION EXPOSURE TRANSACTION EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRMMANAGEMENT FOR A US FIRM

6.6. Cross hedging hedges exposure in one currency by Cross hedging hedges exposure in one currency by 
the use of futures or other contracts on another the use of futures or other contracts on another 
currency that is correlated with the first currency.currency that is correlated with the first currency.

7. 7. A variety of swap agreements can be used for A variety of swap agreements can be used for 
transaction exposure management:transaction exposure management:

a.a. Currency swapCurrency swap is a simultaneous spot and   is a simultaneous spot and   
forward transaction.forward transaction.

b.b. Credit swapCredit swap is a simultaneous spot and forward is a simultaneous spot and forward 
transaction but involves a bank. transaction but involves a bank. 

c.c. Interest rate swap   Interest rate swap   
d.d. BackBack--toto--back loansback loans
e.e. Credit SwapCredit Swap



EXAMPLE 9.4EXAMPLE 9.4

(1).(1). The cost of direct loan  is  20%.The cost of direct loan  is  20%.
(2). (2). The cost of credit swap is 30%.The cost of credit swap is 30%.
(3). (3). which one to choose?which one to choose?

Direct Loan                       Direct Loan                       Credit SwapCredit Swap_____  

200,000y + (1,000,000y 200,000y + (1,000,000y -- 4,000,000) = 200,000y + 400,0004,000,000) = 200,000y + 400,000
y = 4.y = 4.44



EXAMPLE 9.4EXAMPLE 9.4

If y = 4.4, direct loan  = 1,280,000 shekelsIf y = 4.4, direct loan  = 1,280,000 shekels
credit swap = 1,280,000 shekelscredit swap = 1,280,000 shekels

Thus, both alternatives are equally costly, Thus, both alternatives are equally costly, 
but the credit swap is safer.but the credit swap is safer.

If y = 4,   direct loan =   800,000 shekelsIf y = 4,   direct loan =   800,000 shekels
credit swap = 1,200,000 shekelscredit swap = 1,200,000 shekels

Thus, the direct loan is cheaper, but riskier Thus, the direct loan is cheaper, but riskier 
than the credit swap.than the credit swap.



EXAMPLE 9.4EXAMPLE 9.4

If y = 5,  direct loan  = 2,000,000 shekelsIf y = 5,  direct loan  = 2,000,000 shekels
credit swap = 1,400,000 shekelscredit swap = 1,400,000 shekels

Rational decisionRational decision--makers should makers should 
choose the credit swap because it is choose the credit swap because it is 
cheaper and less risky.cheaper and less risky.



ECONOMIC EXPOSURE ECONOMIC EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

1. 1. Two broad hedgingTwo broad hedging techniques are techniques are financialfinancial
and and operationaloperational..

2.2. Problems of economic exposure management:Problems of economic exposure management:
a.    Economic exposure covers the life of the a.    Economic exposure covers the life of the 

project and all aspects of operations.project and all aspects of operations.
b.b. The above two factors make it very difficult   The above two factors make it very difficult   

for MNCs to find economically justifiable for MNCs to find economically justifiable 
financial hedging techniques, such as financial hedging techniques, such as 
futures, forwards, and options.futures, forwards, and options.



ECONOMIC EXPOSURE ECONOMIC EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

3. Hedging Techniques3. Hedging Techniques

a.    Most MNCs use operational hedging    a.    Most MNCs use operational hedging    
techniques known as strategic    techniques known as strategic    
((operationaloperational) methods such as ) methods such as 
diversification in diversification in productionproduction, , 
marketingmarketing, and, and financing.financing.

b.b. The biggest problem with the  The biggest problem with the  
diversification strategy is the loss of diversification strategy is the loss of 
economies of scale.economies of scale.



CURRENCY EXPOSURE CURRENCY EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICESMANAGEMENT PRACTICES

1.   The relative importance of different exchange 1.   The relative importance of different exchange 
exposures  from the amount of attention given to exposures  from the amount of attention given to 
each exposure and hedging preference for each each exposure and hedging preference for each 
exposure are:exposure are:
(1) (1) transaction exposuretransaction exposure,,
(2)(2) economic exposureeconomic exposure,,
(3)(3) translation exposuretranslation exposure..

2. 2. The most commonly used instrument to manage The most commonly used instrument to manage 
foreign exchange risks was forward contract, foreign exchange risks was forward contract, 
followed by crossfollowed by cross--currency swaps, interest rate currency swaps, interest rate 
swaps, currency swaps, and futures.swaps, currency swaps, and futures.



CURRENCY EXPOSURE CURRENCY EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICESMANAGEMENT PRACTICES

3.  3.  Financial hedging instrumentsFinancial hedging instruments,     ,     
known as derivatives, such as known as derivatives, such as 
futures, options, and swaps are futures, options, and swaps are 
generally considered safe for generally considered safe for 
shortshort--term purposes, but they term purposes, but they 
are are not risknot risk--free eitherfree either. . 



CURRENCY EXPOSURE CURRENCY EXPOSURE 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICESMANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Some have incurred largeSome have incurred large--derivative related derivative related 
losses, which include:losses, which include:

Showa Shell of Showa Shell of JapanJapan (($1.54 billion$1.54 billion in 1993), in 1993), 
Metallgesellschaft of Metallgesellschaft of GermanyGermany (($1.30 billion$1.30 billion in 1994), in 1994), 
Barings Bank of Barings Bank of BritainBritain (($1.40 billion$1.40 billion in 1995), in 1995), 
Daiwa Bank of Daiwa Bank of JapanJapan (($1.10 billion$1.10 billion in 1995), in 1995), 
Sumitomo Corp of Sumitomo Corp of JapanJapan (($1.80 billion$1.80 billion in 1996),  in 1996),  
Orange County of California, the Orange County of California, the USUS (($1.70 billion$1.70 billion in 1994),in 1994),
andand
LongLong--Term Capital Management of the Term Capital Management of the USUS (($3.00 billion$3.00 billion in 1998).in 1998).



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES
Obtain an annual report of a major company, Obtain an annual report of a major company, 
such as Sony Corporation, from  such as Sony Corporation, from  
<<http://http://www.reportgallery.comwww.reportgallery.com> to answer the > to answer the 
following questions. Are there any comments following questions. Are there any comments 
that relate to the companythat relate to the company’’s transaction s transaction 
exposure? Does it seem that the company exposure? Does it seem that the company 
hedges its transaction exposure? If so, what hedges its transaction exposure? If so, what 
are the methods it used to hedge its exposure?are the methods it used to hedge its exposure?

Visit the Web sites of GE <Visit the Web sites of GE <http://http://www.ge.comwww.ge.com> > 
and Disney <and Disney <http://http://www.disney.comwww.disney.com> to obtain > to obtain 
their annual reports. Do these annual reports their annual reports. Do these annual reports 
contain goals and objectives of their currency contain goals and objectives of their currency 
risk management activities? risk management activities? 

http://www.reportgallery.com/
http://www.ge.com/
http://www.disney.com/
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Chapter 10 Major SectionsChapter 10 Major Sections

Section 1, Translation RulesSection 1, Translation Rules

Section 2, FASB # 8 and # 52Section 2, FASB # 8 and # 52

Section 3, Hedging Translation ExposureSection 3, Hedging Translation Exposure



Opening Case 10Opening Case 10

Main features of Accounting Exposures:Main features of Accounting Exposures:
•• Based on book value onlyBased on book value only
•• DoesnDoesn’’t count for exchange rate changes t count for exchange rate changes 

effecteffect
•• Is function of method used in translatingIs function of method used in translating
•• ItIt’’s static and historically orienteds static and historically oriented



TRANSLATION RULESTRANSLATION RULES

Translation exposureTranslation exposure measures the effect of measures the effect of 
an exchange rate change on published an exchange rate change on published 
financial statements of a firm.financial statements of a firm.

•• Translation exposure affects on companies:Translation exposure affects on companies:
•• their ability to raise capitaltheir ability to raise capital
•• the cost of capitalthe cost of capital
•• earning per shareearning per share
•• stock pricestock price
•• key financial ratios key financial ratios (BUS313, MBA522)(BUS313, MBA522)



TRANSLATION RULESTRANSLATION RULES



TRANSLATION RULESTRANSLATION RULES

Differences between:Differences between:
Current / nonCurrent / non--current method, current method, 
Monetary / nonMonetary / non--monetary,monetary,
Temporal method, and Temporal method, and 
Current  Rate.Current  Rate.

______________________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________________  
Current                                     Monetary/       Current                                     Monetary/       Current/Current/

Item                          Rate              Temporal        Item                          Rate              Temporal        NonmonetaryNonmonetary NoncurrentNoncurrent
Inventory at price    exposed       Inventory at price    exposed       exposedexposed not exposed        not exposed        exposedexposed
Inventory at cost     exposed       not exposed      not exposedInventory at cost     exposed       not exposed      not exposed exposedexposed
Net fixed assets      exposed       not exposed      not exposedNet fixed assets      exposed       not exposed      not exposed not exposednot exposed
LongLong--term debt       exposed        term debt       exposed        exposedexposed exposedexposed not exposed  not exposed  

*Those items that are translated at historical rates are not exp*Those items that are translated at historical rates are not exposed.osed.
Those items that are translated at current rates are exposed. Those items that are translated at current rates are exposed. 



TRANSLATION RULESTRANSLATION RULES
Translation MethodsTranslation Methods

Current / nonCurrent / non--current ( current ( all current assets and current liabilities of foreign affiliatesall current assets and current liabilities of foreign affiliates
are translated into the parent currency at current exchange rateare translated into the parent currency at current exchange rates. All nons. All non--current current 
assets, nonassets, non--current liabilities and ownerscurrent liabilities and owners’’ equity are translated at historical equity are translated at historical 
exchange ratesexchange rates).).

Monetary / nonMonetary / non--monetary (monetary (monetary assets and monetary liabilities are translated monetary assets and monetary liabilities are translated 
at current exchange rates. Nonat current exchange rates. Non--monetary assets, nonmonetary assets, non--monetary liabilities and monetary liabilities and 
ownersowners’’ equity are translated at historical  ratesequity are translated at historical  rates). Monetary assets include cash, ). Monetary assets include cash, 
account receivable, note receivable. Nonaccount receivable, note receivable. Non--monetary assets include inventory and monetary assets include inventory and 
fixed assets. In general all liabilities are monetary liabilitiefixed assets. In general all liabilities are monetary liabilities. s. 

Temporal (Temporal (same as Monetary / nonsame as Monetary / non--monetary methodmonetary method), except under the temporal ), except under the temporal 
method inventory is usually translated at the historical rate, bmethod inventory is usually translated at the historical rate, but it could be ut it could be 
translated at the current rate if inventory is carried at markettranslated at the current rate if inventory is carried at market prices or at prices or at 
replacement costsreplacement costs

Current Rate (simplest one Current Rate (simplest one all assets and liabilities are translated at current rateall assets and liabilities are translated at current rate). ). 
Existing equity account such as common stock and paidExisting equity account such as common stock and paid--inin--capital are translated capital are translated 
at the historical rate.at the historical rate.



TRANSLATION RULESTRANSLATION RULES

C = Current rate = Exposed
H = Historical rate = Not exposed



TRANSLATION RULESTRANSLATION RULES
Example 10.2

Total Current Assets

Total Current Liabilities

1 2 3 4

FC= Functional Currency: Foreign or local currency
Parent Currency: Currency where the parent located



* FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) * FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) 
VS. VS. 

FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)

1. Two major complaints about FASB #8 1. Two major complaints about FASB #8 
(Accounting for the Translation of Foreign Currency Transactions(Accounting for the Translation of Foreign Currency Transactions and  Foreign Currency Financial Statements, and  Foreign Currency Financial Statements, 

1975)1975) include:include:
a.a. FASB #8 requires firms to show all FASB #8 requires firms to show all 

gains and losses in their current gains and losses in their current 
income statement.income statement.

b.b. FASB #8 requires firms to use FASB #8 requires firms to use 
different different rates for different balancerates for different balance--
sheet items.sheet items.

** FFinancial inancial AAccounting ccounting SStandards tandards BBoardoard



FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) 
VS. VS. 

FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)

2. Under FASB #52 2. Under FASB #52 (Foreign Currency Translation, 1981)(Foreign Currency Translation, 1981)::
a.a. All gains and losses are treated as All gains and losses are treated as 

net worth.net worth.
b.b. All items are translated at current All items are translated at current 

exchange rate except net worth.exchange rate except net worth.

net worth= stockholdersnet worth= stockholders’’ equity equity 
= common stock, paid–in-capital (capital surplus) and retained earning



FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) 
VS. VS. 

FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)

33. . In 1982, In 1982, GMGM earned $963 million and had a earned $963 million and had a 
translation translation gain of $348 milliongain of $348 million, while , while FordFord
lost $658 million and had a translation lost $658 million and had a translation loss of loss of 
$220 million$220 million. . 1982 was the year that US 1982 was the year that US 
companies were allowed to use either FASB companies were allowed to use either FASB 
#52 or #8.#52 or #8.

GM used FASB #8GM used FASB #8 to to includeinclude a translation a translation 
gaingain of $348 million in its income statement, of $348 million in its income statement, 
while while Ford used FASB #52Ford used FASB #52 to to excludeexclude a a 
translation translation lossloss of $220 million from its of $220 million from its 
income statement.income statement.



FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) VS.FASB #8 (TEMPORAL METHOD) VS.
FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)FASB #52 (CURRENT RATE METHOD)

Functional Currency: Foreign or local currency.Functional Currency: Foreign or local currency.
Parent Currency: Currency where the parent located.Parent Currency: Currency where the parent located.

Single Translating Rate

Loss of $11 will 
affect the ratios



HEDGING TRANSLATION EXPOSUREHEDGING TRANSLATION EXPOSURE

1. Under the balance sheet hedge, a company maintains the same m1. Under the balance sheet hedge, a company maintains the same mount of ount of 
exposed assets and liabilities in a particular currency. exposed assets and liabilities in a particular currency. 

2. 2. Fund adjustment techniques which are used to reduce translation Fund adjustment techniques which are used to reduce translation lossloss::
A) A) 
a1) Increase harda1) Increase hard--currency assets; for example, increase dollarcurrency assets; for example, increase dollar--denominated denominated 
receivables.receivables.
a2) Decrease harda2) Decrease hard--currency debts; for example, pay off dollarcurrency debts; for example, pay off dollar--denominated debts. denominated debts. 

B) B) 
b1) Decrease softb1) Decrease soft--currency assets; for example, reduce pesocurrency assets; for example, reduce peso--denominated receivables.denominated receivables.
b2) Increase softb2) Increase soft--currency debts; for example, increase pesocurrency debts; for example, increase peso--denominated debts. denominated debts. 

Notes:Notes:
a) Hard currencies are those currencies whose value is likely toa) Hard currencies are those currencies whose value is likely to appreciate, and appreciate, and 
b) Soft currencies are those currencies whose value is likely tob) Soft currencies are those currencies whose value is likely to depreciate.depreciate.



HEDGING TRANSLATION EXPOSUREHEDGING TRANSLATION EXPOSURE

2.  Indirect Fund Adjustment Methods2.  Indirect Fund Adjustment Methods
a.a. Expose nettingExpose netting allows a firm to net   allows a firm to net   

certain exposures from different certain exposures from different 
operations so that it may hedge only operations so that it may hedge only its its 
next exposure.next exposure.

b.b. Leading and laggingLeading and lagging allows a firm to allows a firm to pay   pay   
or collect early (leading) and to or collect early (leading) and to pay or pay or 
collect late (lagging).collect late (lagging).

c.c. Transfer pricingTransfer pricing can adjusted to can adjusted to 
avoid foreign currency exposure. avoid foreign currency exposure. 



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the Web Site <Visit the Web Site <http://http://www.nokia.comwww.nokia.com>> to find the to find the 
latest annual report of Nokia. What is Nokialatest annual report of Nokia. What is Nokia’’s s 
accumulated translation adjustment? What functional accumulated translation adjustment? What functional 
currencies does Nokia use? What was Nokiacurrencies does Nokia use? What was Nokia’’s reported s reported 
currency translation gain or loss during the year?currency translation gain or loss during the year?

Use the Web Site <Use the Web Site <http://http://www.futuresmag.comwww.futuresmag.com> to > to 
answer the following question. Based on the translation answer the following question. Based on the translation 
exposure of the MNC you assessed in the previous exposure of the MNC you assessed in the previous 
exercise, determine whether exchange rate movements exercise, determine whether exchange rate movements 
of whatever currency (or currencies) it is exposed to of whatever currency (or currencies) it is exposed to 
moved in a favorable or unfavorable direction over the moved in a favorable or unfavorable direction over the 
last few months?last few months?

http://www.futuresmag.com/
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Chapter 11 Major SectionsChapter 11 Major Sections
Three International financial MarketsThree International financial Markets

Section 1, EURO currencySection 1, EURO currency

Section 2, International BondSection 2, International Bond

Section 3, International EquitySection 3, International Equity



Opening Case 11Opening Case 11
Foreign Investors Load Up with AsiaForeign Investors Load Up with Asia’’s Shares Share



EUROCURRENCY    EUROCURRENCY    
(EURODOLLAR) MARKETS(EURODOLLAR) MARKETS

1. 1. EurocurrencyEurocurrency (Eurodollar)  market  consists of banks that  accept (Eurodollar)  market  consists of banks that  accept 
Eurodollar Eurodollar depositsdeposits and  make Eurodollar and  make Eurodollar loansloans in  foreign countries  in  foreign countries  
outside  the  country of issue.outside  the  country of issue.

2. 2. Definitions of Eurodollars:Definitions of Eurodollars:

a. Narrow definition: dollars banked in Europe.a. Narrow definition: dollars banked in Europe.

b. Broad definition: dollars banked outside of the US.b. Broad definition: dollars banked outside of the US.

c. Eurocurrency is any currency banked outside its country of c. Eurocurrency is any currency banked outside its country of origin.origin.

d. The term "Eurodollar" frequently refers to the d. The term "Eurodollar" frequently refers to the entire Eurocurrencyentire Eurocurrency
market because dollars account for most of the Eurocurrenmarket because dollars account for most of the Eurocurrency market. cy market. 



EUROCURRENCY    EUROCURRENCY    
(EURODOLLAR) MARKETS(EURODOLLAR) MARKETS

Why are deposit rates higher and lending rates Why are deposit rates higher and lending rates 
lower in the Eurodollar market than in the US?lower in the Eurodollar market than in the US?

a.a. Euro banks are free of Euro banks are free of reserve requirementsreserve requirements..

b.b. Euro banks have Euro banks have very little regulatory expensesvery little regulatory expenses..

c.c. Eurodollar loans are made to Eurodollar loans are made to well known borrowers in well known borrowers in 
high volumes. high volumes. 

d.d. Eurodollar loans are made in Eurodollar loans are made in tax haven countriestax haven countries..

e.e. Eurodollar loans are Eurodollar loans are not made atnot made at concessionary rates, concessionary rates, 
which is usually lower than prevailing market rate. which is usually lower than prevailing market rate. 



Table 11.1Table 11.1

EuroEuro--Banks usually Banks usually 
establish their lending establish their lending 
rate at some fixed % rate at some fixed % 
above the 6_month above the 6_month 
((LIBORLIBOR).).



EURONOTE ISSUE FACILITIES EURONOTE ISSUE FACILITIES 
(EIFs)(EIFs)

EIFS are notes (a recent innovation in nonEIFS are notes (a recent innovation in non--bank shortbank short--
term credits) issued outside the country in whose (their) term credits) issued outside the country in whose (their) 
currency they are denominated. currency they are denominated. 

EIFsEIFs consists of; Euro notes, Euro commercial papers, consists of; Euro notes, Euro commercial papers, 
and Euroand Euro--mediummedium--term notes (term notes (EMTNsEMTNs).).

Euro notesEuro notes are shortare short--term debt instruments underwritten by a term debt instruments underwritten by a 
group of international banks.group of international banks.

Euro commercial papersEuro commercial papers are unsecured shortare unsecured short--term promissory term promissory 
notes sold by companies.notes sold by companies.

EuroEuro--mediummedium--term notesterm notes are mediumare medium--term funds guaranteed by term funds guaranteed by 
financial institutions with the shortfinancial institutions with the short--term commitment by term commitment by 
investors. investors. 



EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK 
MARKETMARKET

1. The 1. The Interbank marketInterbank market consists of deposits consists of deposits 
and loans among banks and accounts for and loans among banks and accounts for 
most of the entire Eurocurrency market. most of the entire Eurocurrency market. 

2.2. Risks of participating Eurocurrency banks Risks of participating Eurocurrency banks 
include:include:
a.a. Credit or default riskCredit or default risk
b.b. Liquidity riskLiquidity risk
c.c. Sovereign riskSovereign risk
d.d. Foreign exchange rate riskForeign exchange rate risk
e.e. Settlement risk.Settlement risk.



EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK 
MARKETMARKET

3.   Major concerns of the interbank 3.   Major concerns of the interbank 
market by regulators and analysts:market by regulators and analysts:

a.a. Two major concerns areTwo major concerns are
(1) (1) no collateralno collateral, and , and 
(2) (2) inadequate central bank regulationsinadequate central bank regulations. . 

b.b. Above two major factors may create Above two major factors may create a a 
"contagion effect." Problems at "contagion effect." Problems at one bank one bank 
may affect other banks in may affect other banks in the market.   the market.   
Ultimately threatens the marketUltimately threatens the market’’s stability s stability 
and its function.and its function.



EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK 
MARKETMARKET

4.  4.  Minimum standards of international banksMinimum standards of international banks

a. a. Central bank governors of GCentral bank governors of G--10 countries and the 10 countries and the Bank for Bank for 
International Settlements International Settlements (is a bank in Switzerland, that (is a bank in Switzerland, that 
facilitates transactions among central banks) established a facilitates transactions among central banks) established a 
minimum standard in 1988.minimum standard in 1988.

b.   Globally active banks maintain capital b.   Globally active banks maintain capital equal to equal to at least 8 % of at least 8 % of 
their assetstheir assets..

5. The recent movement toward a highly integrated global financi5. The recent movement toward a highly integrated global financial al 
system has caused banker to develop system has caused banker to develop ““Three CsThree Cs””. . 

““Three CsThree Cs”” of central banking are:of central banking are:
Consultation,Consultation,
Cooperation, and Cooperation, and 
CoordinationCoordination



EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK EUROCURRENCY INTERBANK 
MARKETMARKET

6. The role of banks in corporate governance6. The role of banks in corporate governance

a. Traditionally,  the corporate governance of the a. Traditionally,  the corporate governance of the 
USUS used to be a used to be a marketmarket--based systembased system; the ; the 
corporate governance of corporate governance of JapanJapan used to be a used to be a 
bankbank--based systembased system..

b.b. In recent years, however, the role of banks in In recent years, however, the role of banks in 
the US corporate governance became stronger, the US corporate governance became stronger, 
while the role of banks while the role of banks in Japan's corporate in Japan's corporate 
governance became weaker. governance became weaker. 



Global Finance in Action 11.1Global Finance in Action 11.1



ASIAN CURRENCY MARKETASIAN CURRENCY MARKET

1.   In 1.   In 19681968, an  Asian  version of the , an  Asian  version of the 
Eurodollar came into existence withEurodollar came into existence with
the acceptance of dollarthe acceptance of dollar--denominated denominated 
deposits by banks in deposits by banks in SingaporeSingapore..

2.2. 150 banks have licenses from the 150 banks have licenses from the 
government of Singapore to operate government of Singapore to operate 
Asian Currency Units Asian Currency Units ((ACUsACUs).).



ASIAN CURRENCY MARKETASIAN CURRENCY MARKET

3.  An ACU is a section within a bank with 3.  An ACU is a section within a bank with 
authority and separate accountability authority and separate accountability 
for Asian currency market operations.for Asian currency market operations.

4.4. This Asian currency market rivals the This Asian currency market rivals the 
International Banking Facilities of the International Banking Facilities of the 
US and the Japan Offshore Market. US and the Japan Offshore Market. 



INTERNATIONAL BOND MARKETINTERNATIONAL BOND MARKET
1. Definition of 1. Definition of international bondsinternational bonds: : bonds, which are bonds, which are 

initially sold outside the country of the borrower.initially sold outside the country of the borrower.

2. 2. Foreign bondsForeign bonds are bonds sold in a are bonds sold in a particular particular 
country by a foreign country by a foreign borrower.borrower.

3. 3. EurobondsEurobonds are bonds sold simultaneously in many are bonds sold simultaneously in many 
countries outside the country of the borrower.countries outside the country of the borrower.

4. 4. Global bondsGlobal bonds are bonds sold inside as well as are bonds sold inside as well as 
outside the country of the borrower.outside the country of the borrower.



INTERNATIONAL BOND MARKETINTERNATIONAL BOND MARKET
5.5. Currency denominations in international bonds include currenciesCurrency denominations in international bonds include currencies

of most industrial countries.of most industrial countries.

Multiple currency bonds are:Multiple currency bonds are:

(1) (1) currency option bondscurrency option bonds that allow investors to  choose one that allow investors to  choose one 
among several predetermined currencies and among several predetermined currencies and 

(2) (2) currency cocktail bondscurrency cocktail bonds that are denominated in a standard that are denominated in a standard 
currency basket of several currencies such as currency basket of several currencies such as SDRsSDRs. . 

SDR a reserve asset created in 1967 by the IMF (international SDR a reserve asset created in 1967 by the IMF (international 
monetary organization created at monetary organization created at BrettonBretton Woods conference in Woods conference in 
1947), to make the new monetary system feasible and workable.1947), to make the new monetary system feasible and workable.



INTERNATIONAL BOND MARKETINTERNATIONAL BOND MARKET
6. 6. Other types of international bonds     Other types of international bonds     

include:include:

a.  Straight bondsa.  Straight bonds

b.  Floatingb.  Floating--rate bondsrate bonds

c.  Convertible bondsc.  Convertible bonds

d.  Bonds with warrantsd.  Bonds with warrants

e.  Zeroe.  Zero--coupon bonds.coupon bonds.



INTERNATIONAL EQUITY MARKETINTERNATIONAL EQUITY MARKET

New trends in stock markets:New trends in stock markets:

a. Stock market alliances: a. Stock market alliances: some 150 stock exchanges in some 150 stock exchanges in 
the world scramble to align with each otherthe world scramble to align with each other. . 

b. Cross listingb. Cross listing: a recent increase in cross border : a recent increase in cross border 
mergers compel firms to cross list their stocks on mergers compel firms to cross list their stocks on 
different exchanges around the world.different exchanges around the world.

c. Stock market concentration: Stock markets have c. Stock market concentration: Stock markets have 
become more integrated in recent years mainly due become more integrated in recent years mainly due 
to the to the European UnionEuropean Union, , market alliancesmarket alliances, , crosscross--
listinglisting, and , and other reasonsother reasons. . 



INTERNATIONAL EQUITY MARKETINTERNATIONAL EQUITY MARKET

PrivatizationPrivatization

a.a. Privatization is a situation in which Privatization is a situation in which 
governmentgovernment--owned assets are sold to  owned assets are sold to  
private individuals or groups.private individuals or groups.

b.b. Why privatize? To develop capital Why privatize? To develop capital 
markets, widen share ownership, markets, widen share ownership, 
raise money, and change corporate raise money, and change corporate 
governance. governance. 



INTERNATIONAL EQUITY MARKETINTERNATIONAL EQUITY MARKET
LongLong--term capital flows to developing countriesterm capital flows to developing countries

a. Long term capital flows to developing  countries have a. Long term capital flows to developing  countries have 
declined since 1998 mainly due to the declined since 1998 mainly due to the Asian financial crisis Asian financial crisis 
of 1997of 1997 and the and the recent slowdownrecent slowdown of the    global economy.of the    global economy.

b. Long term capital flows b. Long term capital flows shifted from debt to equity in shifted from debt to equity in 
recent years (Government recent years (Government Private)Private), because:, because:

Investor preferencesInvestor preferences

Preferences of developing country policy makersPreferences of developing country policy makers

It is a positive development; it puts development It is a positive development; it puts development 
finance on stable footingfinance on stable footing



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Plot the dollar value of the euro since its Plot the dollar value of the euro since its 
inception in January 1, 2002. How has the inception in January 1, 2002. How has the 
euro fared in the past year? You may use euro fared in the past year? You may use 
the website of the European Central Bank at the website of the European Central Bank at 
<<http://http://www.ecb.intwww.ecb.int>>..

What explanations have been given for the What explanations have been given for the 
decline of the euro in the first two years of decline of the euro in the first two years of 
existence? Search the Wall Street Journal existence? Search the Wall Street Journal 
<<http://http://www.wsj.comwww.wsj.com> and the Economist > and the Economist 
<<http://http://www.economist.comwww.economist.com> to formulate > to formulate 
your answer.your answer.
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Chapter 12 Major SectionsChapter 12 Major Sections

Section 1, International Banking OperationSection 1, International Banking Operation

Section 2, International LoanSection 2, International Loan

Section 3, Country Risk AnalysisSection 3, Country Risk Analysis



Opening Case 12:Opening Case 12:
ArgentinaArgentina’’s Currency Crisiss Currency Crisis

Argentina, 1999:
- Experienced tumultuous (chaotic) currency devaluation
- Sovereign debt default
- A freeze on bank account



INTERNATIONAL BANKING OPERTIONSINTERNATIONAL BANKING OPERTIONS

International banks perform International banks perform many vital taskmany vital task to help to help 
international transactions of MNC.international transactions of MNC.

Type of foreign banking offices:Type of foreign banking offices:

1. Representative offices1. Representative offices
2. Correspondent banks2. Correspondent banks
3. Brach banks3. Brach banks
4. Foreign Subsidiaries banks4. Foreign Subsidiaries banks
5. Agencies, and5. Agencies, and
6. Banking consortia6. Banking consortia



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

Differences between domestic and foreign loans: Differences between domestic and foreign loans: 

1. 1. Foreign loansForeign loans are subject to foreign exchange are subject to foreign exchange 
fluctuations and controls. fluctuations and controls. Possible solutionsPossible solutions include include 
forward and futures contracts, swaps, and backforward and futures contracts, swaps, and back--toto--back back 
loans.loans.

2. There are 2. There are no legal systemsno legal systems and and no ultimate arbitratorsno ultimate arbitrators
(authorities) for possible disputes between borrowers (authorities) for possible disputes between borrowers 
and lenders. and lenders. Possible solutionsPossible solutions include prior include prior 
agreements and insurance purchases.agreements and insurance purchases.



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

International debt crisis of the International debt crisis of the 1980s1980s::

1. The 1. The first major blowfirst major blow to the international banking system:to the international banking system:

a.a. Mexico defaulted in August 1982.Mexico defaulted in August 1982.
b.b. Brazil and Argentina followed.Brazil and Argentina followed.
c.c. 25 countries faced similar problems by 1983.25 countries faced similar problems by 1983.
d.d. $68 billion swing by OPEC$68 billion swing by OPEC** between 1980 and 1982.between 1980 and 1982.

In 1980, OPEC contributed $42 billion to In 1980, OPEC contributed $42 billion to loanableloanable
funds, but in 1982 withdrew $26 billion from loanable funds, but in 1982 withdrew $26 billion from loanable 
funds.funds.

* * OOrganization of rganization of PPetroleum etroleum EExporting xporting CCountriesountries



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS
International debt crisis of the 1980s:International debt crisis of the 1980s:

2. 2. CausesCauses of the crisis include:of the crisis include:

a.a. Global Global economic dislocationseconomic dislocations and and mismanagementmismanagement
by the debtor countries.by the debtor countries.

b.b. Growth opportunities in these countries, which Growth opportunities in these countries, which 
motivated them motivated them to borrow too much too fastto borrow too much too fast..

c.c. The 1973The 1973--74 oil shock that increased 74 oil shock that increased oil pricesoil prices by by 
four times.four times.

d.d. Large Large balance of payments deficitsbalance of payments deficits by debtor by debtor 
countries.countries.

e.e. Large capital flightsLarge capital flights, which are defined as the , which are defined as the 
transfer of capital abroad in response to fears of transfer of capital abroad in response to fears of 
political risk. political risk. 



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS
International debt crisis of the 1980s:International debt crisis of the 1980s:

3. 3. SolutionsSolutions::
a.a. LendersLenders, , borrowersborrowers, and , and international international 

organizationsorganizations worked together; they used worked together; they used 
rescheduling, refinancing, additional loans, rescheduling, refinancing, additional loans, 
forgiveness, and restrictive economic policies.forgiveness, and restrictive economic policies.

b.b. LendersLenders increased equityincreased equity--capital base, capital base, 
increased loanincreased loan--loss reserves, reduced new loss reserves, reduced new 
loans, and sold exposed assets. loans, and sold exposed assets. 

c.c. BorrowersBorrowers depended on increased exports, depended on increased exports, 
reduced imports, more foreign investment, reduced imports, more foreign investment, 
restrictive economic policies, and restrictive economic policies, and debtdebt--equity equity 
swapsswaps..

d.d. Partial debt relief was provided by creditors and Partial debt relief was provided by creditors and 
world financial institutionsworld financial institutions..



International debt crisis of the 1980s:International debt crisis of the 1980s:

4. Brady Bonds 4. Brady Bonds (US Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady)(US Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady)

a. a. The above four measures were not sufficient to The above four measures were not sufficient to 
solve the debt crisis completely. solve the debt crisis completely. 

b.  b.  In 1989, In 1989, US Treasury Secretary Brady offered to US Treasury Secretary Brady offered to 
convert the creditors' loans into new guaranteed convert the creditors' loans into new guaranteed 
loansloans with a reduced interest rate of 6.5 percent. with a reduced interest rate of 6.5 percent. 
This plan has come to be called "Brady bonds."     This plan has come to be called "Brady bonds."     

c. c. In In 19921992, 20 debtor countries had converted , 20 debtor countries had converted $100 $100 
billion in  bank debt into Brady bondsbillion in  bank debt into Brady bonds..

d. d. These Brady bonds are largely credited with These Brady bonds are largely credited with 
solving the debt crisis of the 1980ssolving the debt crisis of the 1980s

INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

The Asian financial crisis of The Asian financial crisis of 19971997::

1.   1.   Thailand faced a currency crisisThailand faced a currency crisis in July 1997 due to in July 1997 due to 
a huge foreign debt, trade deficits, and a banking a huge foreign debt, trade deficits, and a banking 
system weakened by  the heavy burden of unpaid system weakened by  the heavy burden of unpaid 
loans.loans.

2.   2.   A Thai crisis spreadA Thai crisis spread to Philippines, Malaysia, to Philippines, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, and Korea because investors and Indonesia, and Korea because investors and 
companies in these countries shared all of companies in these countries shared all of 
Thailand's problems.Thailand's problems.



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS
The Asian financial crisis of 1997:The Asian financial crisis of 1997:

3.    In the 4th quarter of 1997, the IMF arranged rescue 3.    In the 4th quarter of 1997, the IMF arranged rescue 
packages of $18 billion for Thailand, $43 billion for packages of $18 billion for Thailand, $43 billion for 
Indonesia, and $58 billion for Korea (Indonesia, and $58 billion for Korea (total of $119 
billion)..

4.    By the end of 4.    By the end of 19981998, the , the Asian crisis spreadAsian crisis spread to to 
Russia, Brazil, and many other countries. Again, Russia, Brazil, and many other countries. Again, 
the IMF arranged bailout packages of $23 billion the IMF arranged bailout packages of $23 billion 
for Russia and $42 billion for Brazil.for Russia and $42 billion for Brazil.

5.    The Asian crisis had pushed 5.    The Asian crisis had pushed oneone--third of the globethird of the globe
into into recession during 1998recession during 1998..



Global Finance in Action 12.1Global Finance in Action 12.1

IMF lent a total of $119 billion to 
Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand.
Allen Metzer believes that this policy is 
the fourth mistake, because it may 
invite a larger financial crisis in the 
future.



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

The Asian financial crisis of 1997:The Asian financial crisis of 1997:

Causes of the Asian Crisis: Causes of the Asian Crisis: 
fundamental viewfundamental view vs. vs. panic viewpanic view

a. a. The The fundamental viewfundamental view holds that the Asian crisis was holds that the Asian crisis was 
caused by the caused by the maturity mismatchmaturity mismatch and the and the currency currency 
mismatch mismatch -- the use of the use of shortshort--term debt for fixed term debt for fixed 
assetsassets by crisis countries and their by crisis countries and their unhedged unhedged 
external debt. external debt. 

b.b. The The panic viewpanic view states that problems in Thailand were states that problems in Thailand were 
turned into an Asian crisis because of turned into an Asian crisis because of international international 
investors' irrational behavior. investors' irrational behavior. 



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

The Asian financial crisis of 1997:The Asian financial crisis of 1997:

Several factors support the panic view: Several factors support the panic view: 

(1) no warning signs were visible (1) no warning signs were visible (such as increase in i, debt (such as increase in i, debt 
degrading, etc.)degrading, etc.)

(2) international banks made substantial loans to private fir(2) international banks made substantial loans to private firms ms 
prior to the crisisprior to the crisis

(3) even viable exporters with confirmed sales could not get (3) even viable exporters with confirmed sales could not get 
credit credit (irrationality on the part of lenders)(irrationality on the part of lenders)

(4) (4) the sudden withdrawal of funds from the region triggered the the sudden withdrawal of funds from the region triggered the 
crisiscrisis



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS
The Asian financial crisis of 1997:The Asian financial crisis of 1997:

Policy ResponsesPolicy Responses::

a.a. External payments were stabilized by IMFExternal payments were stabilized by IMF -- led rescue packages, the led rescue packages, the 
rescheduling of  shortrescheduling of  short--term loans, and reductions in foreign term loans, and reductions in foreign 
borrowings borrowings through increased exports and reduced imports.  through increased exports and reduced imports.  

b. b. Crisis countriesCrisis countries closed many ailing banks, cleaned up nonclosed many ailing banks, cleaned up non--performing performing 
loans, and compelled banks to meet the capital adequacy ratio seloans, and compelled banks to meet the capital adequacy ratio set by t by 
the BIS (the BIS (BBank for ank for IInternational nternational SSettlements).  ettlements).  

c.c. Corporate sectorCorporate sector reforms included debt reduction, removal of excess reforms included debt reduction, removal of excess 
capacity, reorientation of conglomerates on core capacity, reorientation of conglomerates on core businesses, and businesses, and 
enhanced corporate governance.enhanced corporate governance.



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

Syndicated Syndicated (Group)(Group) loans:loans:

A syndicated loan is a credit in which a A syndicated loan is a credit in which a 
group of banks makes funds available group of banks makes funds available 
on common terms and conditions to a on common terms and conditions to a 
particular borrower. particular borrower. 



INTERNATIONAL LOANSINTERNATIONAL LOANS

Syndicated loans:Syndicated loans:

2. 2. This type of loan is popular because ofThis type of loan is popular because of::

a.a. The increasing size of individual loansThe increasing size of individual loans
b.b. The need to spread risks in large loansThe need to spread risks in large loans
c.  The attractiveness of management feesc.  The attractiveness of management fees
d.d. The publicity for participating banksThe publicity for participating banks
e.e. The need to form profitable working   The need to form profitable working   

relationships with other banksrelationships with other banks..



Global Finance in Action 12.2Global Finance in Action 12.2

In 1999:

1. Rising more than $102.5 billion in share offering

2. Volume of bonds for Asia-Pacific rose to $98.1 billion

3. Syndicated loan totaled $88 billion 



COUNTRY RISK ANALYSISCOUNTRY RISK ANALYSIS
Country riskCountry risk: is the possibility of default on foreign loans.: is the possibility of default on foreign loans.

How to assess country riskHow to assess country risk::

a.a. Debt ratios by the Debt ratios by the World BankWorld Bank in 2003: in 2003: 

_______________________________________________________         _______________________________________________________         ___           ___           
1. Severely Indebted   2. Moderately Indebted   3. Less Ind1. Severely Indebted   2. Moderately Indebted   3. Less Indebtedebted

Countries                       Countries                       CountriesCountries CountriesCountries
Debt Ratio Debt Ratio * * Critical Value                 Critical ValCritical Value                 Critical Value                 Critical Value  ue                 Critical Value  
Debt Service to GNP             > 80%                        >Debt Service to GNP             > 80%                        > 48%                                neither48%                                neither
Debt Service to Export         > 220%                      > 1Debt Service to Export         > 220%                      > 132%                              1 nor 2 32%                              1 nor 2 

50 countries         50 countries         41 countries                   47 countries__41 countries                   47 countries__

**
Ratio of PV of total Debt Services in 01 to Av. GNP in 99, 00, 0Ratio of PV of total Debt Services in 01 to Av. GNP in 99, 00, 011
Ratio of PV of total Debt Services in 01 to Av. Export in 99, 00Ratio of PV of total Debt Services in 01 to Av. Export in 99, 00, 01, 01



COUNTRY RISK ANALYSISCOUNTRY RISK ANALYSIS

bb.     Some publications, such as .     Some publications, such as EuromoneyEuromoney,  ,  
determine overall determine overall creditworthiness of  creditworthiness of  
most countries around the worldmost countries around the world..
Overall creditworthiness depends on Overall creditworthiness depends on 
economic factors, political factors, and economic factors, political factors, and 
foreign relations foreign relations (table 12.6)(table 12.6)..

c.c. Moody's Investor ServiceMoody's Investor Service and and Standard & Standard & 
Poor'sPoor's assign letter ratings to indicate the assign letter ratings to indicate the 
quality of quality of bondsbonds issued by most issued by most 
sovereign governments sovereign governments (table 12.7)(table 12.7). . 



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Using Moody’s investor services <http://www.moodys.com> and Standard and Poor’s  
ratings <http://www.standardandpoors.com>, obtain the sovereign debt ratings for 
two countries of your choice.

To answer the following questions, visit <http://www.mich.com/~kimsuk> click IB 
Websites, and then go down to the International Information:

Use the link to the Heritage Foundation to name the five most economically free countries and 
the five least economically free countries.
Use the Internet Research for Corruption Index to name the five most corrupt countries and the 
five least corrupt countries.

International Capital Flows: Public and Private major multinational organizations 
(some of which are listed below) attempt to track the relative movements and 
magnitudes of global capital investment.  Using these web pages and others you may 
find, prepare a two-page executive briefing on the question of whether capital 
generated in the industrialized countries is finding its way to the less developed and 
emerging markets.  Is there some critical distinction between "less-developed" and 
"emerging countries"?

The World Bank http://www.worldbank.org/

OECD http://www.oecd.org/

European Bank for Reconstruction <http://www.ebrd.org/>

http://www.standardandpoors.com/
http://www.mich.com/~kimsuk
http://www.worldbank.org/
http://www.oecd.org/
http://www.ebrd.org/
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Chapter 13 Major SectionsChapter 13 Major Sections

Section 1, Basic Documents in Foreign TradeSection 1, Basic Documents in Foreign Trade

Section 2, The Payment Terms of Export TransactionsSection 2, The Payment Terms of Export Transactions

Section 3, Sources of Financing Foreign TradeSection 3, Sources of Financing Foreign Trade



Opening Case 13:Opening Case 13:
US ExportUS Export--Import Bank Seeks Private InvestorsImport Bank Seeks Private Investors

Ex-Im Bank look for
Private Investors 
For $ billion for 
American Exports



BASIC DOCUMENTS IN FORGIGN TRADEBASIC DOCUMENTS IN FORGIGN TRADE

1. A draft1. A draft

2. A bill of lading2. A bill of lading

3. A letter of credit3. A letter of credit



OBJECTIVES OF DOCUMENTATIONOBJECTIVES OF DOCUMENTATION

1. 1. Remove nonRemove non--completion riskcompletion risk such as such as 
no or delayed delivery and no or no or delayed delivery and no or 
delayed payments.delayed payments.

2.   2.   Eliminate exchange rate riskEliminate exchange rate risk through through 
forward contracts and others.forward contracts and others.

3.3. Documents Documents enable banksenable banks to finance to finance 
foreign trade foreign trade 



TYPES OF DOCUMENTSTYPES OF DOCUMENTS

1. 1. DraftDraft is an order to pay.is an order to pay.

a. a. Trade acceptance is a draft accepted byTrade acceptance is a draft accepted by
a company and it is a company and it is nonnon--negotiable.negotiable.

b.b. Bankers' acceptance is a draft Bankers' acceptance is a draft 
accepted by a bank and it is accepted by a bank and it is 
negotiablenegotiable..



TYPES OF DOCUMENTSTYPES OF DOCUMENTS

2. 2. A A bill of ladingbill of lading is a shipping document and is a shipping document and 
is simultaneously a:is simultaneously a:

a. Receipt a. Receipt 

b. Contractb. Contract

c. Document of title.c. Document of title.



TYPES OF DOCUMENTSTYPES OF DOCUMENTS

3. 3. Letters of creditLetters of credit are the bank's guarantee of are the bank's guarantee of 
payment.payment.

4. Three additional documents include:4. Three additional documents include:
-- commercial invoicecommercial invoice (description of the (description of the 
merchandise), merchandise), 
-- insurance documentsinsurance documents, and , and 
-- consular invoicesconsular invoices (documents issued by (documents issued by 
the consulate of the importing country).the consulate of the importing country).



The Process of a Typical Trade The Process of a Typical Trade 
TransactionTransaction

14 Steps Process



COUNTERTRADECOUNTERTRADE

1.   1.   Counter tradeCounter trade refers to world trade arrangements refers to world trade arrangements 
that are variations on the idea of a barter. that are variations on the idea of a barter. 

2.   2.   Simple barterSimple barter (trade)(trade) is the exchange of goods and is the exchange of goods and 
services without money.services without money.

3.3. Under a Under a clearing arrangementclearing arrangement, any account , any account 
imbalances at the end of an agreedimbalances at the end of an agreed--upon period of upon period of 
time are cleared by a time are cleared by a hard currency paymenthard currency payment or by or by 
the the transfer of additional goodstransfer of additional goods..



COUNTERTRADECOUNTERTRADE

4.  Under 4.  Under switch tradingswitch trading, a third party, , a third party, 
called "switch trader," purchases any called "switch trader," purchases any 
account imbalances between account imbalances between the two the two 
countries at the end of an agreed upon countries at the end of an agreed upon 
period of time.period of time.

5.5. Under Under counter purchasecounter purchase, the , the exporter exporter 
agrees to a return purchase, agrees to a return purchase, but with but with 
higher pricehigher price..



COUNTERTRADECOUNTERTRADE

6.  Under 6.  Under compensationcompensation,  payment is ,  payment is 
made by  products arising out of the made by  products arising out of the 
original sale.original sale.

7.7. Offset agreementOffset agreement holds that the holds that the 
seller is required to use goods and seller is required to use goods and 
services from the buyer country in services from the buyer country in 
the final product.the final product.



Global Finance in Action 13.1Global Finance in Action 13.1

Exporting the Right Way:
9 Pitfalls for Small Exporter



PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT 
FINANCINGFINANCING

1. 1. Accounts receivableAccounts receivable financingfinancing

a.a. Open account, accounts payable, is based on Open account, accounts payable, is based on 
prepre--established accounts. established accounts. 

b.b. Promissory notes, notes payable, are Promissory notes, notes payable, are 
notes that officially evidence the debt.notes that officially evidence the debt.

c.c. Trade acceptances are drafts accepted by a Trade acceptances are drafts accepted by a 
company.company.



PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT 
FINANCINGFINANCING

d. In receivable financing, pledging uses receivables as      d. In receivable financing, pledging uses receivables as      
collateral and factoring means outright sales of  collateral and factoring means outright sales of  
receivables. receivables. 

Major differences between the two are:Major differences between the two are:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PledgingPledging FactoringFactoring__________    __________    

Ownership does not change                 Ownership from borroweOwnership does not change                 Ownership from borrower to lenderr to lender

Lender  has recourse                              Lender has no Lender  has recourse                              Lender has no recourserecourse

No notification to borrower's customers     Notification to borrNo notification to borrower's customers     Notification to borrower's customersower's customers



PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT 
FINANCINGFINANCING

2. Letters of credit  (trust receipt).2. Letters of credit  (trust receipt).

3. Bankers' acceptances.3. Bankers' acceptances.

4. Short4. Short--term bank loans.term bank loans.



Bank FinancingBank Financing



PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT 
FINANCINGFINANCING

5. Export trading companies of the US:5. Export trading companies of the US:

a.a. The Export Trading Company Act of 1982 The Export Trading Company Act of 1982 
relaxed the banking holding company relaxed the banking holding company 
act and antiact and anti--trust laws for export trading trust laws for export trading 
companies.companies.

b. The Act enabled exportb. The Act enabled export--trading companies trading companies 
to provide oneto provide one--stop comprehensive   stop comprehensive   
services for exporters and buy/sell on services for exporters and buy/sell on 
their own their own accounts for exports.accounts for exports.



PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT PRIVATE SOURCES OF EXPORT 
FINANCINGFINANCING

6.   Factoring: factors, such as financial  6.   Factoring: factors, such as financial  
institutions, buy accounts receivable on a institutions, buy accounts receivable on a 
nonnon--recourse basis.recourse basis.

7.7. ForfaitingForfaiting ((transaction involves an importer that issues a transaction involves an importer that issues a 
promising notes to pay for the imported goods over a period of 3promising notes to pay for the imported goods over a period of 3 to to 
5 years5 years))**: : 

a.a. similar to factoring.similar to factoring.
b. used to finance sales of bigb. used to finance sales of big--ticket items.ticket items.
c. lender has no recourse.c. lender has no recourse.
d. involve three to five years.d. involve three to five years.

* Importer will make semi* Importer will make semi--annual payments during the period to the annual payments during the period to the forfaitingforfaiting bank.bank.



FACTORINGFACTORING

= (100 – 80) % X $10,000
= 2% X $10,000

per month



THE US GOVERNMENT SOURCES OF THE US GOVERNMENT SOURCES OF 
EXPORT FINANCINGEXPORT FINANCING

1.1. ExportExport--Import (ExImport (Ex--ImIm) Bank) Bank: triad demanded      : triad demanded      
by exporters are: by exporters are: 

a.a. Official loansOfficial loans
b. b. Loan guaranteesLoan guarantees
c. c. Insurance.Insurance.

2. 2. Private Export Funding CorporationPrivate Export Funding Corporation is is 
supported by the US Treasury Department and supported by the US Treasury Department and 
the Exthe Ex--ImIm Bank; its membership includes 54 Bank; its membership includes 54 
banks, 7 manufacturers, and one investment banks, 7 manufacturers, and one investment 
banker.banker.



THE US GOVERNMENT SOURCES OF THE US GOVERNMENT SOURCES OF 
EXPORT FINANCINGEXPORT FINANCING

3.3. Foreign Credit Insurance AssociationForeign Credit Insurance Association
insured all risks in exports,but went outinsured all risks in exports,but went out
of business in 1983; the Exof business in 1983; the Ex--ImIm Bank took Bank took 
over its functions.over its functions.



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the website of the Private Export Funding Corporation 
(PEFCO) at <http://www.pefco.com> to answer the following 
questions. 

What types of programs does PEFCO offer US exporters?
Define the three short-term facilities that PEFCO offers lenders.
What are the terms of the Short-Term Insured Loan Facility?
What are under-serviced markets and how can under-serviced market 
programs benefit from the Lender-Of-Last-Resort Program?

Visit the website of the Foreign Credit Insurance Association 
(FCIA) at <http://www.fcia.com> to answer the following questions.

What is FCIA’s special risk insurance?

Name two conditions which affect and benefit trade? 

Read the latest FCIA newsletter and Country Update. What country
or region presents a high risk for exporters and would benefit from 
the special risk insurance.

http://www.pefco.com/
http://www.fcia.com/
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Chapter 14 Major SectionsChapter 14 Major Sections

Section 1, Internal sources of fundsSection 1, Internal sources of funds

Section 2, External sources of fundsSection 2, External sources of funds

Section 3, Section 3, Sources of funds from development banksSources of funds from development banks



Opening Case 14:Opening Case 14:
Failed USFailed US--Vietnams Joint VenturesVietnams Joint Ventures



INTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSINTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

1. Internal sources of funds from parents include:1. Internal sources of funds from parents include:

a.    Equity contributions are necessary to  a.    Equity contributions are necessary to  
own and control foreign operations.own and control foreign operations.

b.b. Direct loans from parents to their Direct loans from parents to their 
subsidiaries are popular because of tax subsidiaries are popular because of tax 
considerations and easy repatriations.considerations and easy repatriations.

c.c. The parent's loan guarantees enable The parent's loan guarantees enable 
subsidiaries to borrow from local banks.subsidiaries to borrow from local banks.



INTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSINTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

2. 2. Internal sources of funds from operations include:Internal sources of funds from operations include:

a. a. Profits (Retained Earning)Profits (Retained Earning)

b.b. Depreciation or other nonDepreciation or other non--cash outlays.cash outlays.



INTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSINTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

3. Internal sources of funds from 3. Internal sources of funds from subsidiary includesubsidiary include::

a. a. LoansLoans from sister subsidiaries.from sister subsidiaries.

b. One subsidiary can increase its cash discount b. One subsidiary can increase its cash discount 
from  2/10 to 3/10from  2/10 to 3/10 to its to its sister subsidiary.sister subsidiary.

c. One subsidiary can c. One subsidiary can extend its creditextend its credit terms from  terms from  
net 30 to net 40net 30 to net 40 to its sister subsidiary.to its sister subsidiary.



Global Finance in Action 14.1Global Finance in Action 14.1

Guidelines for adequate capitalization:

a. Several ratios can be used to determine 
an optimum mix of debt and equity for 
overseas projects.

b. The investor's own resources should be 
sufficient to cover its fixed costs.

c. Equal amounts of debts and equity 
investments should be used to finance 
overseas projects 

d. The projected earnings from the 
overseas project should be a substantial 
multiple of its annual financing costs.



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

1. 1. External sources of funds from commercial banks include:External sources of funds from commercial banks include:

a.a. OverdraftsOverdrafts

b.b. Unsecured shortUnsecured short--term loansterm loans

c.c. Bridge loansBridge loans

d.d. Currency swapsCurrency swaps

e.e. Link financing.Link financing.



INTEREST RATESINTEREST RATES



EFFECTIVE RATE OF INTEREST:EFFECTIVE RATE OF INTEREST:
1. 1. Collect basisCollect basis
2. Discount Basis2. Discount Basis



COMPENSATING BALANCECOMPENSATING BALANCE



CURRENCY MOVEMENT AND INTEREST CURRENCY MOVEMENT AND INTEREST 
RATESRATES



CURRENCY MOVEMENT AND INTEREST CURRENCY MOVEMENT AND INTEREST 
RATESRATES



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

2. 2. Edge Act and Agreement Corporations of the US 1919.Edge Act and Agreement Corporations of the US 1919.

a. Located in the US but engage in offshore          a. Located in the US but engage in offshore          
banking operations. banking operations. 

b. Edge Act Corporations are chartered by the b. Edge Act Corporations are chartered by the 
Fed Reserve Board, and Agreement Fed Reserve Board, and Agreement 
Corporation are chartered by individual Corporation are chartered by individual 
states.states.



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

c. Functions are: (Edge Act and Agreement Corporations typicallyc. Functions are: (Edge Act and Agreement Corporations typically
engage in three types of activities):engage in three types of activities):

1.1. International bankingInternational banking, which includes deposits, loans, letters , which includes deposits, loans, letters 
of credits, and other normal banking operations.of credits, and other normal banking operations.

2.2. International financingInternational financing, which includes long, which includes long--term financing term financing 
such as investment in stocks of nonsuch as investment in stocks of non--bank financial institutions bank financial institutions 
and development banks.and development banks.

3.3. Holding companyHolding company, which owns shares of foreign banking , which owns shares of foreign banking 
subsidiaries and affiliates.subsidiaries and affiliates.



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

3. 3. IInternational nternational BBanking anking FFacilities (acilities (IBFIBFss) of the ) of the 
US (since December 3US (since December 3rdrd 1981) function like 1981) function like 
foreign branch office of US bank but in USA.foreign branch office of US bank but in USA.

IBFIBFss are:are:
a. a. A popular innovation in offA popular innovation in off--shore banking shore banking 
b. b. No physical facilities neededNo physical facilities needed
c. c. No permission neededNo permission needed
d. d. Free from most regulations (reserve requirement)Free from most regulations (reserve requirement)
e. e. Should not do business with US residents.Should not do business with US residents.



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS
4. 4. Strategic alliancesStrategic alliances::

a. A strategic alliance is any collaborative agreement a. A strategic alliance is any collaborative agreement 
between two companies that is designed to attain some between two companies that is designed to attain some 
strategic goal.strategic goal.

b. b. TypesTypes of strategic alliance are:of strategic alliance are:

Licensing agreements Licensing agreements (royalties, fees and other agreement)(royalties, fees and other agreement)

Marketing arrangements or management contractsMarketing arrangements or management contracts

Joint ventures Joint ventures (two or more party have equity interest)(two or more party have equity interest)



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

5.5. Project financeProject finance

a.a. Project finance refers to an arrangement where a Project finance refers to an arrangement where a 
project sponsor finances a longproject sponsor finances a long--term capital term capital project project 
(i.e., Alaska oil pipeline or Euro Disney) on a non(i.e., Alaska oil pipeline or Euro Disney) on a non--recourse     recourse     
basis basis (i.e. the project sponsor has a legal and financial (i.e. the project sponsor has a legal and financial 
responsibilities for the project).responsibilities for the project).

b.b. Project finance is either a Project finance is either a bbuilduild--ooperateperate--oown contract wn contract 
((BOOBOO) or  ) or  bbuilduild--ooperateperate--ttransfer (ransfer (BOTBOT) project.) project.
In a BOO contract, the sponsor assumes ownership of the In a BOO contract, the sponsor assumes ownership of the 
project at the end of the contract life.project at the end of the contract life.

In a BOT project, ownership of the project is transferred to In a BOT project, ownership of the project is transferred to 
the host government.the host government.



EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDSEXTERNAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

6.    Development Banks are:6.    Development Banks are:

a.a. Established to support the economic development of Established to support the economic development of 
developing countries.developing countries.

b.b. InternationalInternational: i.e., World Bank : i.e., World Bank 

RegionalRegional: i.e., Inter: i.e., Inter--American Development BankAmerican Development Bank

NationalNational : i.e., Agency for International Development.: i.e., Agency for International Development.



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the website of the World Bank Group at 
<http://www.worldbank.org> and read about the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). 

What was the amount of total lending in the last fiscal year? How 
many new operations were approved globally with this total 
amount?
Describe the share of total lending per region as a percentage of 
the total fiscal lending. Which region received the highest share of 
total lending?
What percentage of the total lending was allocated to the theme of 
Financial and Private Sector Development globally?
What percentage of the total lending was allocated to the sector of 
Industry and Trade?

Visit the website of the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) at <http://www.ebrd.com>. How does 
EBRD define large, medium, small, and micro projects in 
euros? Would an oil development in Azerbaijan qualify for a 
loan? What other services does EBRD provide?

http://www.ebrd.com/
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Chapter 15 Major SectionsChapter 15 Major Sections

Section 1, Section 1, The Basic Concepts of Working Capital ManagementThe Basic Concepts of Working Capital Management

Section 2, Cash ManagementSection 2, Cash Management

Section 3, Accounts Receivable ManagementSection 3, Accounts Receivable Management

Section 4, Inventory ManagementSection 4, Inventory Management



Opening Case 15:Opening Case 15:
An Efficient Global Treasury StructureAn Efficient Global Treasury Structure

Geo-Logistics Corp. (formed 1996), is 
an efficient global structure that would

- Reduce Debt
- Improve Settlement Practice
- Increases the Efficacy of Cash Management



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING CAPITAL BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING CAPITAL 
(current assets) MANAGEMENT(current assets) MANAGEMENT

1. Because 1. Because MNCsMNCs operate across national operate across national 
borders, they face borders, they face economic constraintseconomic constraints of of 
working capital management which include:working capital management which include:

a.a. Foreign exchange constraintsForeign exchange constraints

b.b. Regulatory constraintsRegulatory constraints

c.c. Tax constraints.Tax constraints.



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENTCAPITAL MANAGEMENT

2. a.2. a. The ability to adjust fund flowsThe ability to adjust fund flows among among 
180 countries is one of the biggest 180 countries is one of the biggest 
advantages to advantages to MNCsMNCs (profits on a global     (profits on a global     
basis).basis).

b.b. Many fund transfer techniques are Many fund transfer techniques are 
questionablequestionable and there are many conflicts and there are many conflicts 
of interest. of interest. 

3. 3. Positioning of fundsPositioning of funds involves the choice involves the choice 
of location and the choice of currency of location and the choice of currency 
denomination denomination (position working cash balance       (position working cash balance       
or excess liquidity within an NMC).or excess liquidity within an NMC).



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENTCAPITAL MANAGEMENT

4. 4. Arbitrage opportunities:Arbitrage opportunities:

a. a. Tax arbitrageTax arbitrage: different tax laws allow : different tax laws allow MNCsMNCs to reduce   to reduce   
tax burden by shifting profits from country to country.tax burden by shifting profits from country to country.

b. b. Financial market arbitrageFinancial market arbitrage: different financial markets : different financial markets 
allow MNCs to earn more from investment and to reduce allow MNCs to earn more from investment and to reduce 
costs from financing.costs from financing.

c. c. Regulatory arbitrageRegulatory arbitrage: different regulations allow    : different regulations allow    
MNCsMNCs to circumvent exchange and price controls.to circumvent exchange and price controls.



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENTCAPITAL MANAGEMENT

5. 5. Different channels to move fundsDifferent channels to move funds::

1.1. Multilateral nettingMultilateral netting is a method to reduce foreign is a method to reduce foreign 
exchange cost through consolidation of accounts exchange cost through consolidation of accounts 
payable and accounts receivable among related payable and accounts receivable among related 
entities. entities. 

2.2. Leads and lagsLeads and lags are payments of financial are payments of financial 
obligations earlier (leads) or later (lags) than are obligations earlier (leads) or later (lags) than are 
expected or required.expected or required.

3. 3. MNCsMNCs can adjust can adjust transfer pricestransfer prices up or down to up or down to 
avoid financial problems or improve financial avoid financial problems or improve financial 
conditions. conditions. 



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENTCAPITAL MANAGEMENT

4. 4. ReRe--invoicing centersinvoicing centers are established in tax are established in tax 
haven countries and take titles to all goods haven countries and take titles to all goods 
sold to one corporate unit to other affiliates sold to one corporate unit to other affiliates 
or independent customers.or independent customers.

5. 5. Intracompany loansIntracompany loans (as compared with (as compared with 
equity investments) provide equity investments) provide MNCs with tax MNCs with tax 
benefits and easy repatriation (credit swap, benefits and easy repatriation (credit swap, 
and parallel loans).and parallel loans).



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENTCAPITAL MANAGEMENT

6. 6. Payment adjustmentsPayment adjustments can be made through: can be made through: 

a.a. FeesFees are compensations for managerial are compensations for managerial 
services and technical assistance.services and technical assistance.

b.b. RoyaltiesRoyalties are paid to use certain are paid to use certain 
technologies, patents, and trademarks.technologies, patents, and trademarks.



BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING BASIC CONCEPT OF WORKING 
CAPITAL MANAGEMENTCAPITAL MANAGEMENT

7. 7. Unbundling international fundUnbundling international fund transfers:transfers:

a. a. Categorization of remittancesCategorization of remittances for each for each 
purpose makes it easier for MNCs to purpose makes it easier for MNCs to 
recover funds  from their affiliates. recover funds  from their affiliates. 

b. b. Unbundling fund transfersUnbundling fund transfers is useful for is useful for 
business operations in countries where business operations in countries where 
interest and dividend profits are interest and dividend profits are 
considered unfavorable.     considered unfavorable.     



CASH MANAGEMENTCASH MANAGEMENT

Cash gives an MNC the ability to pay bills as they come due.Cash gives an MNC the ability to pay bills as they come due.

1. Objectives are :1. Objectives are :

a. To a. To optimize cash flowoptimize cash flow movements.movements.

b. To b. To invest excessinvest excess funds.funds.



CASH MANAGEMENTCASH MANAGEMENT
2.2. FloatsFloats are used  to reduce opportunity cost and exchange are used  to reduce opportunity cost and exchange 

rate risk by shortening the following types of floats.rate risk by shortening the following types of floats.

a. a. Invoicing floatInvoicing float

b.b. Mail floatMail float

c. c. Processing floatProcessing float

d. d. Transit floatTransit float

e. e. Disbursing float.Disbursing float.



CASH MANAGEMENTCASH MANAGEMENT
3. The 3. The collect and disbursement of fundscollect and disbursement of funds to maximize to maximize 

cash availability, MNCs must accelerate collections cash availability, MNCs must accelerate collections 
and delay payments.and delay payments.

a.  a.  To accelerateTo accelerate collections, MNCs use lock collections, MNCs use lock 
boxes, cable remittances, electronic fund boxes, cable remittances, electronic fund 
transfers, and SWIFT. transfers, and SWIFT. 

b. b. To delayTo delay payments, MNCs use mail, more payments, MNCs use mail, more 
frequent requisitions, and floats.frequent requisitions, and floats.

4. 4. Cash centerCash center:  MNCs use cash centers to invest more :  MNCs use cash centers to invest more 
profitably, reduce overall financing costs, and profitably, reduce overall financing costs, and 
reduce the total pool of cash without reduce the total pool of cash without any loss in any loss in 
the level of production. the level of production. 



CASH MANAGEMENTCASH MANAGEMENT

Investing excess funds:Investing excess funds:

1. Portfolio management:1. Portfolio management:

a. Under a. Under Policy 1Policy 1,  known as zero portfolio,  access funds ,  known as zero portfolio,  access funds 
are used to pay the parent's  shortare used to pay the parent's  short--term debt because term debt because 
any portfolio investment will earn less than  the parent any portfolio investment will earn less than  the parent 
cost of shortcost of short--term loans.term loans.

b. Under b. Under Policy 2Policy 2, MNCs centralize cash management at , MNCs centralize cash management at 
headquarters.headquarters.

c. Under c. Under Policy 3Policy 3, MNCs centralize cash management in , MNCs centralize cash management in 
a few regions.a few regions.



CASH MANAGEMENTCASH MANAGEMENT

2. Portfolio guidelines include:2. Portfolio guidelines include:

a. Diversificationa. Diversification

b. Marketabilityb. Marketability

c. Maturityc. Maturity

d. Safetyd. Safety

e. Daily review.e. Daily review.



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

1. Important considerations are tradeoffs between 1. Important considerations are tradeoffs between 
currency denominationcurrency denomination and and credit termscredit terms. . 

a.  If sales are denominated in a a.  If sales are denominated in a weak currencyweak currency,   ,   
higher priceshigher prices and shorter credit terms are  and shorter credit terms are  
expected.expected.

b. If sales are denominated in a b. If sales are denominated in a strong       strong       
currencycurrency, , lower priceslower prices and longer credit and longer credit 
terms are expected.terms are expected.



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

2. 2. Credit policy:Credit policy:
a.a. Credit standards are used to determine the Credit standards are used to determine the 

acceptability of loan applications and credit limits. acceptability of loan applications and credit limits. 
Credit standards depend on  Credit standards depend on  five C's of credit factors: five C's of credit factors: 
character, capital, collateral, capacity, and economic character, capital, collateral, capacity, and economic 
condition.condition.

b.b. Credit terms have to do with cash discount and credit Credit terms have to do with cash discount and credit 
period, such as 2/10, net 30: the opportunity cost of period, such as 2/10, net 30: the opportunity cost of 
terms 2/10, net 30 =  2/(100 terms 2/10, net 30 =  2/(100 -- 2) x 360/20 =  37%. 2) x 360/20 =  37%. 

c.c. Collection policy has to do with overdue accounts.Collection policy has to do with overdue accounts.
To collect overdue accounts, MNCs use letters (fax anTo collect overdue accounts, MNCs use letters (fax and d 
cables), phone calls, personal visits, and last resorts cables), phone calls, personal visits, and last resorts 
(forgiveness, legal action, and use of collection (forgiveness, legal action, and use of collection 
agency).agency).



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

3. How to avoid currency value problems:3. How to avoid currency value problems:

a. For a. For intrafirmintrafirm (Intra(Intra--company) salescompany) sales, , 
MNCs use leading and lagging.MNCs use leading and lagging.

b. For sales to b. For sales to independent customersindependent customers,    ,    
MNCs use MNCs use currency denominationscurrency denominations
and and factorsfactors..



INVENTORY MANAGEMENTINVENTORY MANAGEMENT

1. The basic purpose is to minimize the investment on 1. The basic purpose is to minimize the investment on 
inventory.inventory.

2. 2. Advance purchasesAdvance purchases and and stockpilingstockpiling are necessary:are necessary:

a. a. From abroadFrom abroad:  if devaluation and import restrictions       :  if devaluation and import restrictions       
are imminent.are imminent.

b. b. From local sourcesFrom local sources: if inflation and termination of: if inflation and termination of
price controls are likely.price controls are likely.



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the BloombergVisit the Bloomberg’’s web site at s web site at 
<<http://http://www.bloomberg.comwww.bloomberg.com>> to answer the to answer the 
following questions:following questions:

1 .  Review the three1 .  Review the three--month interest rates of the month interest rates of the 
countries listed to determine the country with countries listed to determine the country with 
the lowest rate and the country with the highest the lowest rate and the country with the highest 
interest rate?interest rate?

2.   What is the best country to borrow short2.   What is the best country to borrow short--term term 
funds from?funds from?

3.   Search this site for news items and country 3.   Search this site for news items and country 
analysis on the countries you have chosen in analysis on the countries you have chosen in 
your answer to Questions 1 and 2 and explain your answer to Questions 1 and 2 and explain 
the possible reasons for the high and low rates.the possible reasons for the high and low rates.

http://www.bloomberg.com/
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Chapter 16 Major SectionsChapter 16 Major Sections

Section 1, Key Terminology Section 1, Key Terminology 

Section 2, The Benefits of International DiversificationSection 2, The Benefits of International Diversification

Section 3, Methods of International DiversificationSection 3, Methods of International Diversification



Opening Case 16:Opening Case 16:
LG Group Shows how Korea Inc. Might RestructureLG Group Shows how Korea Inc. Might Restructure



Opening Case 16:Opening Case 16:
LG Group Shows how Korea Inc. Might RestructureLG Group Shows how Korea Inc. Might Restructure



KEY TERMINOLOGIESKEY TERMINOLOGIES

1. RISK1. RISK
•• Systematic riskSystematic risk (undiversificible risk) (undiversificible risk) 

cannot be reduced or eliminated  cannot be reduced or eliminated  
through diversification.through diversification.

•• Unsystematic riskUnsystematic risk (diversifiable risk) (diversifiable risk) 
can be reduced or eliminated through can be reduced or eliminated through 
diversification. diversification. 



KEY TERMINOLOGIESKEY TERMINOLOGIES

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Type of Risk         Domestic                                   Type of Risk         Domestic                                   InternationalInternational
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Systematic Systematic Common to all firms:                  Common to all firms:                  Common to all countriesCommon to all countries::
Ex.Ex.---- a country's tax laws,           Ex.a country's tax laws,           Ex.---- worldwide warsworldwide wars, , energyenergy
recessions,  inflation              recessions,  inflation              situationssituations, , recessionsrecessions

UnsystematicUnsystematic To a particular firm:                     To a particular firm:                     To a particular countryTo a particular country::
ExEx---- a firm's wildcat strike,          Ex.a firm's wildcat strike,          Ex.---- a country's recessionsa country's recessions, , 
new competitor                      new competitor                      currency controlcurrency control, , inflationinflation

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



KEY TERMINOLOGIESKEY TERMINOLOGIES

2. 2. Market portfolioMarket portfolio is a fully is a fully diversified diversified 
group of risky securitiesgroup of risky securities such as Dow such as Dow 
Jones Industrial Averages,  Standard Jones Industrial Averages,  Standard 
& Poor's 500 stocks, or the Nikkei & Poor's 500 stocks, or the Nikkei 
Index of Japan.Index of Japan.



CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL 
(CAPM)(CAPM)

1. 1. If capital If capital marketsmarkets are are perfectly efficientperfectly efficient, then, then
expected rate of return  = required rate of returnexpected rate of return  = required rate of return..
a.    Security market line a.    Security market line RjRj= = kjkj == Rf + (Rm Rf + (Rm -- Rf)Rf)ββj (see  j (see  

Figure 16Figure 16--2)2)
b. b. If markets are not perfectly efficient, then we If markets are not perfectly efficient, then we 

may have undervalued stocks or overvalued may have undervalued stocks or overvalued 
stocks:stocks:
UndervaluedUndervalued stocks: If stocks: If RjRj >> Rf + (Rm Rf + (Rm -- Rf)Rf)ββj (see j (see 
Figure 16Figure 16--2)  2)  
OvervaluedOvervalued stocks:  If stocks:  If RjRj << Rf + (Rm Rf + (Rm -- Rf)Rf)ββj (see j (see 
Figure 16Figure 16--2)  2)  

c.c. Beta coefficient: Beta coefficient: ββj = [(j = [(RjRj -- Rf)/(Rm Rf)/(Rm -- RfRf)] for    )] for    
perfectly efficient market.perfectly efficient market.



SECURITY MARKET LINESECURITY MARKET LINE



CAPITAL ASSET PRICING CAPITAL ASSET PRICING 
MODEL (CAPM)MODEL (CAPM)

ββj reflects the systematic risk of stock. It j reflects the systematic risk of stock. It 
classify stock into: classify stock into: 

1) Aggressive and 1) Aggressive and 
2) Defensive stocks. 2) Defensive stocks. 

2. Aggressive vs Defensive Stocks:2. Aggressive vs Defensive Stocks:
If If ββj>1j>1: aggressive stock, their returns rise : aggressive stock, their returns rise 
(fall) more than the market index rise (fall).(fall) more than the market index rise (fall).
If If ββj<1j<1: defensive stock, their returns : defensive stock, their returns 
fluctuate less than the market index.fluctuate less than the market index.
If If ββj=1j=1: neutral stock.: neutral stock.



CAPITAL ASSET PRICING CAPITAL ASSET PRICING 
MODEL (CAPM)MODEL (CAPM)

3.3. Correlation coefficientsCorrelation coefficients::
aa Correlation coefficient is the degree of Correlation coefficient is the degree of 

correlation between two securities and correlation between two securities and 
range from range from zerozero ((no correlationno correlation or or 
independent) to independent) to ±±1 (perfect correlation).1 (perfect correlation).

bb DiversificationDiversification is most effective under is most effective under 
conditions of perfectly negative correlation conditions of perfectly negative correlation 
(correlation coefficient = (correlation coefficient = --11).).

cc Diversification does not reduce riskDiversification does not reduce risk at all at all 
under conditions of  perfectly positive under conditions of  perfectly positive 
correlation (correlation coefficient = correlation (correlation coefficient = +1+1).).



EFFICIENT FRONTIEREFFICIENT FRONTIER
1.1. Efficient portfolioEfficient portfolio is  a portfolio that gives the is  a portfolio that gives the 

highest returnhighest return for a given level of risk (see for a given level of risk (see 
point W in Figure 16point W in Figure 16--3) or the 3) or the smallest risksmallest risk for for 
a given level of return (see point A in Figure a given level of return (see point A in Figure 
1616--3). 3). 

2.2. Efficient frontierEfficient frontier is a is a locus of all efficient locus of all efficient 
portfoliosportfolios (see curve AW in Figure 16(see curve AW in Figure 16--3).3).

3.3. Optimal portfolioOptimal portfolio is  the tangency point is  the tangency point 
between the between the security market linesecurity market line and the and the 
efficient frontierefficient frontier (see point M in Figure 16(see point M in Figure 16--4).4).



AN EFFICIENT FRONTIERAN EFFICIENT FRONTIER

W, highest return

A, smallest risk

Efficient frontier



AN OPTIMAL PORTFOLIOAN OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO

efficient frontier

Security market line

OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO
Point M



BENEFITS OF INTERNATIONAL BENEFITS OF INTERNATIONAL 
DIVERSIFICATION (DIVERSIFICATION (IDID))

1.1. IntercountryIntercountry correlations are low because correlations are low because 
countries have different geographic locations, countries have different geographic locations, 
independent economic policies, and different independent economic policies, and different 
endowments of natural resources.endowments of natural resources.

2.2. Low intercountry correlationsLow intercountry correlations imply that much imply that much 
of the stock market risk in an individual of the stock market risk in an individual 
country is unsystematic and so can be country is unsystematic and so can be 
reduced by ID (see Figure 16reduced by ID (see Figure 16--5).5).

3.3. ID ID could allow investors to earn more money could allow investors to earn more money 
at lower risk because of low intercountry at lower risk because of low intercountry 
correlations (see Figure 16correlations (see Figure 16--6).6).



CORROLATIONS OF MAJOR STOCK MARKET CORROLATIONS OF MAJOR STOCK MARKET 
RETURNS FROM 1980 TO 2001RETURNS FROM 1980 TO 2001



BENEFITS OF INTERNATIONAL BENEFITS OF INTERNATIONAL 
DIVERSIFICATION (ID)DIVERSIFICATION (ID)

Systematic risk of the markets



INTERNATIONAL PORTFOLIOINTERNATIONAL PORTFOLIO

50% foreign, 50% US



METHODS OF INTERNATIONAL METHODS OF INTERNATIONAL 
DIVERSIFICATION FOR US INVESTORSDIVERSIFICATION FOR US INVESTORS

1.1. International mutual fundsInternational mutual funds are  mutual funds are  mutual funds 
that contain securities of foreign companies.that contain securities of foreign companies.

2.2. American depository receiptsAmerican depository receipts, traded in US , traded in US 
stock exchanges, are the ownership of stock exchanges, are the ownership of 
underlying foreign stocks which are held in underlying foreign stocks which are held in 
custody by the bank that issue them. custody by the bank that issue them. 

3.3. Hedge fundsHedge funds are private partnerships that bet are private partnerships that bet 
on crosson cross--border mergers and acquisitions, border mergers and acquisitions, 
securities, or currencies.securities, or currencies.



METHODS OF INTERNATIONAL METHODS OF INTERNATIONAL 
DIVERSIFICATION FOR US INVESTORSDIVERSIFICATION FOR US INVESTORS

4.4. Direct purchasesDirect purchases of foreign securities.of foreign securities.
5.5. InvestmentInvestment in US multinational in US multinational 

companies.companies.
6.6. Global investingGlobal investing: A domestic fund : A domestic fund 

manager has just one way to beat the manager has just one way to beat the 
competition, by making better stock competition, by making better stock 
picks, but an international fund manager picks, but an international fund manager 
has three ways to add value, by picking has three ways to add value, by picking 
countries, by picking currencies, and by countries, by picking currencies, and by 
picking stockspicking stocks..



EFFICIENT INTERNATIONAL EFFICIENT INTERNATIONAL 
PORTFOLIOPORTFOLIO



Global Finance in Action 16.1Global Finance in Action 16.1



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the Web site <Visit the Web site <http://http://www.adr.comwww.adr.com> and then click > and then click 
on market overview  to review the stock performance of on market overview  to review the stock performance of 
ADRsADRs of different countries. The web site provides a of different countries. The web site provides a 
table that shows information about countries that have table that shows information about countries that have 
issued issued ADRsADRs and returns every six month or per year. and returns every six month or per year. 
Click on any particular country of interest to review the Click on any particular country of interest to review the 
performance of individual performance of individual ADRsADRs from that country.from that country.

2.2. Visit the Web site <Visit the Web site <http://http://biz.yahoo.combiz.yahoo.com/funds/>, /funds/>, click click 
on top performers to review the performance of top on top performers to review the performance of top 
mutual funds, and then conduct a comparative analysis mutual funds, and then conduct a comparative analysis 
of performance for international mutual funds and purely of performance for international mutual funds and purely 
domestic portfolios.domestic portfolios.

http://www.adr.com/
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Chapter 17 Major SectionsChapter 17 Major Sections

Section 1, An Overview of Foreign Direct InvestmentSection 1, An Overview of Foreign Direct Investment

Section 2, Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Section 2, Foreign Direct Investment in Developing 
CountriesCountries

Section 3, Cross Border Mergers and AcquisitionsSection 3, Cross Border Mergers and Acquisitions



Opening Case 17: Opening Case 17: 
How Can Companies Get the Most Out of Their Foreign Investment?How Can Companies Get the Most Out of Their Foreign Investment?



BENEFITS OF FOREIGN DIRECT BENEFITS OF FOREIGN DIRECT 
INVESTMENTINVESTMENT

1.1. Company benefits include oligopolyCompany benefits include oligopoly--
created advantages, such as proprietary created advantages, such as proprietary 
technology, management knowtechnology, management know--how, how, 
international distribution network, and international distribution network, and 
access to scarce raw materials, access to scarce raw materials, 
economies of scale, and strong brand or economies of scale, and strong brand or 
trade name.trade name.



BENEFITS OF FOREIGN DIRECT BENEFITS OF FOREIGN DIRECT 
INVESTMENTINVESTMENT

2.2. Company benefits of foreign investment Company benefits of foreign investment 
classified by Ferdows include those that classified by Ferdows include those that 
are intangible (i.e., ideas from foreign are intangible (i.e., ideas from foreign 
research centers) and  tangible (i.e., low research centers) and  tangible (i.e., low 
wages).wages).

3.3. HostHost--country benefits include transfer of country benefits include transfer of 
technology, higher employment, technology, higher employment, 
learning management skills, and learning management skills, and 
increased tax revenues and exports.increased tax revenues and exports.



MODES OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTMODES OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT

1.1. Construction of new plants (internal growth)Construction of new plants (internal growth)
2.   Mergers and acquisitions (external growth)2.   Mergers and acquisitions (external growth)
3.3. Joint venturesJoint ventures
4.   Licensing agreement4.   Licensing agreement
5.   Franchising agreement5.   Franchising agreement
6.   Contract manufacturing6.   Contract manufacturing



DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE THIRD DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE THIRD 
WORLDWORLD

1. 1. Investment in the Third World fell since 2001 because of:Investment in the Third World fell since 2001 because of:

a.a. In 2003, China for the first time attracted more foreign In 2003, China for the first time attracted more foreign 
investment than the US, but the overall investment fell investment than the US, but the overall investment fell 
because of a slowdown in privatization and mergersbecause of a slowdown in privatization and mergers--
andand--acquisitions transactions.acquisitions transactions.

b.b. The dip in foreign investment flows in 2003 was almost The dip in foreign investment flows in 2003 was almost 
entirely due to the decline in the flows to Latin America entirely due to the decline in the flows to Latin America 
and the Caribbean.and the Caribbean.



DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE THIRD DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE THIRD 
WORLDWORLD

2.2. Obstacles for foreign investment:Obstacles for foreign investment:
a.a. Unavoidable obstacles include bad roads, Unavoidable obstacles include bad roads, 

poor port facilities, and lack of skilled   poor port facilities, and lack of skilled   
workers.workers.

b.b. Under inadvertent obstacles, governments Under inadvertent obstacles, governments 
permit obstacles to exist but for reasons permit obstacles to exist but for reasons 
other than their impact on foreign investment; other than their impact on foreign investment; 
an example is communism in Cuba.an example is communism in Cuba.

c.c. Unintended obstacles include excessive red Unintended obstacles include excessive red 
tape, corruptions in the courts, and different tape, corruptions in the courts, and different 
political systems. political systems. 



CROSSCROSS--BORDER MERGERS AND BORDER MERGERS AND 
ACQUISITIONSACQUISITIONS

1. 1. 
a.a. Internal growth is natural and Internal growth is natural and 

economical, but it is too slow.economical, but it is too slow.
b.   External growthb.   External growth----mergers and mergers and 

acquisitionsacquisitions----is an alternative is an alternative 
to internal growth.to internal growth.



CROSSCROSS--BORDER MERGERS AND BORDER MERGERS AND 
ACQUISITIONSACQUISITIONS

2. Mergers and corporate governance2. Mergers and corporate governance

a.  The marketa.  The market--based system of corporate based system of corporate 
governance used in the US disciplines governance used in the US disciplines 
inefficient management through either inefficient management through either 
friendly takeovers or hostile takeovers friendly takeovers or hostile takeovers 
because this system is characterized by because this system is characterized by 
a highly diversified equity ownership, a    a highly diversified equity ownership, a    
large portion of public debt and equity   large portion of public debt and equity   
capital, and an independent management capital, and an independent management 
team.team.



CROSSCROSS--BORDER MERGERS AND BORDER MERGERS AND 
ACQUISITIONSACQUISITIONS

b.b. In the bankIn the bank--based system of corporate based system of corporate 
governance used in Japan, hostile governance used in Japan, hostile 
acquisitions are almost nonacquisitions are almost non--existent due to existent due to 
the concentration of equity ownership in the the concentration of equity ownership in the 
hands of the main bank and other keiretsu hands of the main bank and other keiretsu 
members. members. 

c.c. CrossCross--holdings in Japan are weakening holdings in Japan are weakening 
because the networks of mutual because the networks of mutual 
shareholdings have turned from benefit to shareholdings have turned from benefit to 
burdenburden..



CROSSCROSS--BORDER MERGERS AND BORDER MERGERS AND 
ACQUISITIONSACQUISITIONS

3. Some accounting aspects of mergers3. Some accounting aspects of mergers

a. Under the poolinga. Under the pooling--ofof--interest method, interest method, 
the items on the balance sheets of thethe items on the balance sheets of the
two companies are added together so two companies are added together so 
that the merger would not create that the merger would not create 
goodwill.goodwill.



CROSSCROSS--BORDER MERGERS AND BORDER MERGERS AND 
ACQUISITIONSACQUISITIONS

b.  Under the purchase-of-assets method,    
the acquired assets or companies are       
recorded in the accounts of the 
acquiring company at the market values 
of assets given in exchange. Thus, this 
method could create goodwill.  

c. Because the purchase-of-assets method  
can create goodwill that may result in 
lower reported earnings, it is not popular 
in practice.



FACTORS AFFECTING ACQUISTIONS: FACTORS AFFECTING ACQUISTIONS: 
VALUE OF THE FIRMVALUE OF THE FIRM

A company's acquisition of another firm is A company's acquisition of another firm is 
economically justified only if it increases the economically justified only if it increases the 
total value of the company.total value of the company.

rate tioncapitaliza
rate)tax -(1  taxesbefore earnings   Firm theof Value =



FACTORS AFFECTING ACQUISTIONS: FACTORS AFFECTING ACQUISTIONS: 
VALUE OF THE FIRMVALUE OF THE FIRM

1.1. Acquisitions will increase  earnings before Acquisitions will increase  earnings before 
taxes because of synergistic effects and taxes because of synergistic effects and 
diversification.diversification.

2.2. Acquisitions will result in lower taxes Acquisitions will result in lower taxes 
because of tax carry forward and because of tax carry forward and 
carry backward and other tax benefits.carry backward and other tax benefits.

3.3. Acquisitions will reduce the capitalization Acquisitions will reduce the capitalization 
rate (required rate of return or the cost of rate (required rate of return or the cost of 
capital) because of better marketability for capital) because of better marketability for 
securities and better known among securities and better known among 
investors.investors.



FACTORS AFFECTING ACQUISTIONS: FACTORS AFFECTING ACQUISTIONS: 
VALUE OF THE FIRMVALUE OF THE FIRM

4.    Acquisitions will increase debt capacity without  4.    Acquisitions will increase debt capacity without  
additional risk because of greater borrowing additional risk because of greater borrowing 
ability and under use of debt by some firms.ability and under use of debt by some firms.
The appropriate mix of debt and equity reduces The appropriate mix of debt and equity reduces 
the overall cost of the overall cost of capital and thus raises the capital and thus raises the 
market value of the firm.market value of the firm.

5.5. Other considerations, such as favorable Other considerations, such as favorable 
exchange rate movements and removal of exchange rate movements and removal of 
country barriers, are likely to increase the country barriers, are likely to increase the 
value value of the acquiring company.of the acquiring company.



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Visit the Web site Visit the Web site 
<<http://http://www.export.gov/comm_svcwww.export.gov/comm_svc>, click on >, click on 
market of the month, and then check the market of the month, and then check the 
investment climate investment climate in this countryin this country. List the . List the 
factors that make the country so favorable for factors that make the country so favorable for 
foreign direct investment. foreign direct investment. 

Visit the Web site Visit the Web site 
<<http://http://www.unctad.orgwww.unctad.org/statistics/statistics>. >. Check the Check the 
top ten developing countries whose top ten developing countries whose 
economies the FDI hosts.economies the FDI hosts. What factors do What factors do 
you think account for these countries being you think account for these countries being 
large recipients of U.S FDI.large recipients of U.S FDI.

http://www.export.gov/comm_svc
http://www.unctad.org/statistics
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Chapter 18 Major SectionsChapter 18 Major Sections

Section 1, The Foreign Investment DecisionSection 1, The Foreign Investment Decision--Making Making 
ProcessProcess

Section 2, Portfolio TheorySection 2, Portfolio Theory

Section 3, Capital Budgeting Theory and PracticeSection 3, Capital Budgeting Theory and Practice

Section 4, Political Risk ManagementSection 4, Political Risk Management



Opening case 18:Opening case 18:
External Factors Affecting Foreign Project AnalysisExternal Factors Affecting Foreign Project Analysis



VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE 
FORECASTINGFORECASTING

Because the foreign investment decision 
process involves the entire process of              
planning capital expenditures for many 
years to come, MNCs need forecasts of  
many variables {10}{10} related to their foreign 
project. 

1.       Initial investment includes project cost 
and working capital to support the   
project over time.

2. Demand forecast should cover expected 
domestic and export sales.



VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE 
FORECASTINGFORECASTING

3. Prices of the product to be produced by the project   
will  depend  largely on competition and the host 
government policy.

4.      Variable cost (i.e, direct labor and material costs) 
forecast will depend on the prevailing comparative 
costs of the components and inflation rates.

5. Fixed costs are easier to forecast than variable costs  
for two reasons: their time horizon is short and  they 
are less sensitive to changes in demand. 



VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE 
FORECASTINGFORECASTING

6. Every project  has three lives: 
physical, 
economic, and 
tax. 

a. An engineer can forecast the physical life
b.  A financial manager can forecast the economic   

life (subjective).
c. The tax life of a project depends on tax laws

(objective). 
d. The economic life and the tax life are important in 

project analysis. 



VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE 
FORECASTINGFORECASTING

7. Salvage value: 
a. Salvage value is the expected value of 

an asset at the end of its life.
b. Salvage value depends on the project's 

success and the government's attitude.

8. Some governments impose restrictions
on earnings transfer from subsidiaries to 
the parent. 



VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE VARIABLES THAT REQUIRE 
FORECASTINGFORECASTING

9. Tax laws differ across countries and a 
variety of tax abatements should be 
sought.

10. Exchange rates affect every international  
project. The impact of exchange rate 
changes on a project's cash flows is 
called economic exposure, which  
covers the entire project  life and all 
aspects of operations. 



ECONOMIC EVALUATIONECONOMIC EVALUATION

1. Under an 1. Under an acceptaccept--reject decisionreject decision
criterion, criterion, 

a.a. MNCs usually  accept all MNCs usually  accept all profitableprofitable
projects. projects. 

b.b. Those Those projectsprojects under consideration under consideration 
must be must be independentindependent projects and projects and 
are not subject to are not subject to capital rationing capital rationing 
constraintsconstraints..



ECONOMIC EVALUATIONECONOMIC EVALUATION

2. Under a 2. Under a mutually exclusivemutually exclusive choice choice 
criterion, criterion, 

a. a. At most At most oneone project is accepted.project is accepted.
b. b. The project to be accepted must The project to be accepted must meet meet 

criterion 1 and have the criterion 1 and have the highest rate of highest rate of 
returnreturn among among competing projects.competing projects.

Mutually exclusive projectsMutually exclusive projects = A group of projects that compete with each = A group of projects that compete with each 
other in a way that the selection of one precludes all the otherother in a way that the selection of one precludes all the others in the s in the 
group.group.



ECONOMIC EVALUATIONECONOMIC EVALUATION

3. 3. Capital rationing constraintsCapital rationing constraints: : 

a. a. A capital rationing constraint is the upper A capital rationing constraint is the upper 
ceiling on the size of capital expenditures. ceiling on the size of capital expenditures. 
MNCs accept projects from the top of the list MNCs accept projects from the top of the list 
until the capital budget is exhausted. until the capital budget is exhausted. 

b.b. Those projects to be accepted  must meet Those projects to be accepted  must meet 
criterion 1, should be independent projects, criterion 1, should be independent projects, 
and should not exceed the capital budget.and should not exceed the capital budget.



ECONOMIC EVALUATIONECONOMIC EVALUATION
4.4. Numerical example:Numerical example:

Project            IRR            InvestmentProject            IRR            Investment
A                  25%             $1,000A                  25%             $1,000
B                  20                  1,000 B                  20                  1,000 
C                  14                  1,000C                  14                  1,000
D                    8                  1,000D                    8                  1,000

________________________________ ________________________________ 

Assumptions:  Cost of capital = K = 10%, CapitalAssumptions:  Cost of capital = K = 10%, Capital budget = $2,000budget = $2,000

a.     Under a.     Under acceptaccept--reject decisionreject decision criterion, accept projects criterion, accept projects A, B, and CA, B, and C. . 
b.b. Under Under mutually exclusivemutually exclusive--choicechoice criterion, accept project criterion, accept project AA..
c.c. Under Under capitalcapital--rationing constraintsrationing constraints, accept projects , accept projects A and BA and B..



RISK ANALYSISRISK ANALYSIS
1.    1.    Risk Assessment Techniques              Risk Adjustment TechniquRisk Assessment Techniques              Risk Adjustment Techniques    es    

Standard deviation   (Standard deviation   (σ)σ) Risk adjusted discount rateRisk adjusted discount rate
Coefficient of variation  (Coefficient of variation  (CvCv)) Certainty equivalent approachCertainty equivalent approach
Range Range Capital asset pricing model  (CAPM)Capital asset pricing model  (CAPM)

nn __
R = R = Σ Σ RiRi PiPi

i=1i=1

n            __n            __

σ = σ = [ [ Σ Σ ((RRii -- RR ))22 PPii ] ] 1/21/2

i=1i=1

CvCv = = σ / σ / RR

nn

NPV =NPV = ΣΣ CFCFtt / (1+/ (1+kk))tt -- CCoo
t=1   t=1   

KKjj = = RRff + (+ (RRmm-- RRff) ) ββjj (19.3)(19.3)



RISK ANALYSISRISK ANALYSIS

2.2. Each of pairs 1, 2, and  3 in the following table consist of twoEach of pairs 1, 2, and  3 in the following table consist of two
mutually exclusive projects:mutually exclusive projects:

Pair     Project     NPV        Standard Deviation    Pair     Project     NPV        Standard Deviation    CvCv = = σ σ / R/ R
(T)                     ((T)                     (σσ))

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1          A           $1,000        1          A           $1,000        $400$400
B             1,000               700B             1,000               700

2          C                900                4002          C                900                400
D                600                400D                600                400

3          E                500                3003          E                500                300 0.60.6
F               300                 210    F               300                 210    0.70.7

__________________________________________________________________________________________________



RISK ANALYSISRISK ANALYSIS
a.a. Project A is better because it has Project A is better because it has same NPVsame NPV, but , but lower lower 

riskrisk..
b.b. Project C is better because it has Project C is better because it has same risksame risk, but , but higher higher 

returnreturn..
c.c. If we compute the coefficient of variation (CV), we know If we compute the coefficient of variation (CV), we know 

that project E is better because it has that project E is better because it has higher return and higher return and 
lower risklower risk..

CV for E = 300/500 = 0.60CV for E = 300/500 = 0.60
CV for F = 210/300 = 0.70CV for F = 210/300 = 0.70

d.d. Unfortunately, most pairs are like projects X and Y, thus Unfortunately, most pairs are like projects X and Y, thus 
making it difficult to know which one is better.making it difficult to know which one is better.
X: NPV = $500         CV = 0.80X: NPV = $500         CV = 0.80
Y: NPV = $400         CV = 0.60Y: NPV = $400         CV = 0.60



PORTFOLIO THEORYPORTFOLIO THEORY

Portfolio theoryPortfolio theory deals with the selection deals with the selection 
of investment projects that would of investment projects that would 
minimize risk for a given rate of return, minimize risk for a given rate of return, 
or that would maximize the rate of or that would maximize the rate of 
return for a given degree of risk.return for a given degree of risk.



PORTFOLIO THEORYPORTFOLIO THEORY
1.1. Example 18.2Example 18.2

Project A: Project A: 
NPV = $152; Standard, Deviation = $1000NPV = $152; Standard, Deviation = $1000

Project B: Project B: 
NPV = NPV = --$48; Standard, Deviation = $1000$48; Standard, Deviation = $1000

B will be rejected because of its B will be rejected because of its 
negative NPVnegative NPV, and A will be rejected , and A will be rejected 
because of its because of its high riskhigh risk..



PORTFOLIO THEORYPORTFOLIO THEORY

2. Portfolio NPV = $104; Portfolio Standard   2. Portfolio NPV = $104; Portfolio Standard   
Deviation = $0Deviation = $0

a.a. This portfolio will be accepted because it This portfolio will be accepted because it 
has a positive NPV without risk.has a positive NPV without risk.

b.b. MNCsMNCs invest in many risky foreign invest in many risky foreign 
projects but still make money because projects but still make money because 
international diversificationinternational diversification can can eliminate eliminate 
or substantially reduce unsystematic riskor substantially reduce unsystematic risk..



POLITICAL RISK ANALYSISPOLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS

1. Political risks can be divided into 1. Political risks can be divided into two broad categoriestwo broad categories: : 

a.a. Operational restrictionsOperational restrictions are actions that are actions that restrict the restrict the 
freedom of a foreign company to operate in a given host freedom of a foreign company to operate in a given host 
countrycountry

b.b. ExpropriationExpropriation includes sales of business assets to local includes sales of business assets to local 
shareholders, compulsory shareholders, compulsory sales of business assets to sales of business assets to 
host governments, and confiscation of host governments, and confiscation of business business 
assets with or without  compensationassets with or without  compensation



POLITICAL RISK ANALYSISPOLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS
2. Political assessment techniques2. Political assessment techniques

a. Delphi technique a. Delphi technique (Combines the view of (Combines the view of 
independent experts in order to obtain the degree of independent experts in order to obtain the degree of 
political risk)political risk)

b. Grand tour b. Grand tour (Executive visiting the country)(Executive visiting the country)

c. Old hand c. Old hand (Depends upon the advice of an (Depends upon the advice of an 
outside consultant)outside consultant)

d. Quantitative analysis d. Quantitative analysis (Statistical techniques (Statistical techniques 
to assess political risk)to assess political risk)



POLITICAL RISK ANALYSISPOLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS
3. Defensive measures before investment3. Defensive measures before investment

a. Concession agreements a. Concession agreements (Contractual (Contractual 
obligation of the foreign investor and the host obligation of the foreign investor and the host 
government)government)

b. Planned divestment b. Planned divestment (Provides for the (Provides for the 
sale of majority ownership in foreign affiliates to sale of majority ownership in foreign affiliates to 
local nationals during a previously agreed local nationals during a previously agreed –– upon upon 
period of time)period of time)

c. Adaptation to host country goals c. Adaptation to host country goals (It (It 
is advisable for is advisable for MNCMNC’’ss to voluntarily adapt to to voluntarily adapt to 
changing hostchanging host-- country priorities when ever country priorities when ever 
possible)possible)



POLITICAL RISK ANALYSISPOLITICAL RISK ANALYSIS

4. Defensive measures after investment4. Defensive measures after investment

a. Becoming a good citizen of the host countrya. Becoming a good citizen of the host country
b. Alleviating political risksb. Alleviating political risks
c. Joint venturesc. Joint ventures

(To Diffuse political risks)(To Diffuse political risks)



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES
Go to the site <Go to the site <http://http://www.cofacerating.comwww.cofacerating.com> > 
and choose one country from each of the and choose one country from each of the 
following areas: Africa, South America , Asia, following areas: Africa, South America , Asia, 
Europe, and the Middle East.  Study the risk Europe, and the Middle East.  Study the risk 
assessments of these five countries and list assessments of these five countries and list 
types of operating strategies you will adopt to types of operating strategies you will adopt to 
cope with these political risks? cope with these political risks? 

Visit the Web site Visit the Web site 
<<http://http://www.www.globaledge.msu.edu/ibrd/ibrd.aspglobaledge.msu.edu/ibrd/ibrd.asp>>
, click on country insights, and then , click on country insights, and then select five select five 
countries and compare five statistical countries and compare five statistical 
indicatorsindicators.  What do the comparisons indicate? .  What do the comparisons indicate? 

http://www.cofacerating.com/
http://globaledge.msu.edu/ibrd/ibrd.asp
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Chapter 19 Major SectionsChapter 19 Major Sections

Section 1, The Weighted Average Cost of CapitalSection 1, The Weighted Average Cost of Capital

Section 2, The Optimum Capital StructureSection 2, The Optimum Capital Structure

Section 3, The Marginal Cost of Capital and Investment Section 3, The Marginal Cost of Capital and Investment 
DecisionsDecisions

Section 4, Cultural Values and Capital StructureSection 4, Cultural Values and Capital Structure



Opening case 19:Opening case 19:
GMGM’’s Target Debt Ratio in its Overseas Expansions Target Debt Ratio in its Overseas Expansion

Debt Ratio is 
Total Debt / Total Assets



Opening case 19:Opening case 19:
GMGM’’s Target Debt Ratio in its Overseas Expansions Target Debt Ratio in its Overseas Expansion



FACTORS AFFECTING THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE 
COST OF CAPITALCOST OF CAPITAL

1.    a. size of firm1.    a. size of firm
b. access to international capital marketsb. access to international capital markets
c. international diversification c. international diversification 
d. taxes d. taxes 
e. exchange rate risks e. exchange rate risks 
f.  country risks.f.  country risks.



FACTORS AFFECTING THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE 
COST OF CAPITALCOST OF CAPITAL

2.2. Factors a through d favor Factors a through d favor MNCsMNCs. Factors . Factors ee and and 
ff appear to favor appear to favor purely domesticpurely domestic companies, companies, 
but this is not necessarily true because but this is not necessarily true because 
international operations are less correlated international operations are less correlated 
than purely domestic operations, thus making  than purely domestic operations, thus making  
MNCsMNCs to be to be less risky than companies which less risky than companies which 
operate strictly within the boundaries of any operate strictly within the boundaries of any 
one country.one country.



THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
COST OF CAPITALCOST OF CAPITAL

Weighted average cost of capitalWeighted average cost of capital = WACC is weighted average of = WACC is weighted average of 
component costs {1) Debt, 2) Preferred stock, and 3) Common stoccomponent costs {1) Debt, 2) Preferred stock, and 3) Common stock k 
(equity)}(equity)}

WACCWACC
k = {S / (B+S)} (k = {S / (B+S)} (kkee)  + {B / (B+S)} ()  + {B / (B+S)} (kktt)   )   (19.1)(19.1)

The cost of equityThe cost of equity
keke = D= D11 / P  + g   / P  + g   (19.2)(19.2)

Price Earning RatioPrice Earning Ratio
keke = 1 / (P= 1 / (P--E ratio)            E ratio)            (19.4)(19.4)

Cost of DebtCost of Debt
kktt = = kkii (1 (1 -- t)t) (19.5)(19.5)
kkii = (= (kkff X kX kaa) + ) + kkpp (19.6)(19.6)



THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
COST OF CAPITALCOST OF CAPITAL



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE

1. 1. Optimum capital structureOptimum capital structure is the is the 
combination of debt, preferred combination of debt, preferred 
stock, and common equity that will stock, and common equity that will 
minimize the cost of capital minimize the cost of capital (or yields (or yields 
the lowest cost of capital)the lowest cost of capital)..



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE
2.      2.      Weighted average costWeighted average cost of capitalof capital is the is the 

same as the same as the cost of capitalcost of capital..

a.a. Cost of debtCost of debt, cost of preferred stock, and cost , cost of preferred stock, and cost 
of common equity are computed first and then of common equity are computed first and then 
they are weighted to determine the weighted they are weighted to determine the weighted 
average cost of capital.average cost of capital.

b.b. Once we compute the cost of each component Once we compute the cost of each component 
of the capital structure, we usually weigh them of the capital structure, we usually weigh them 
according to three weightsaccording to three weights----book valuebook value, , 
market valuemarket value, and , and target weightstarget weights..



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Book valueBook value is stated value in balance is stated value in balance 
sheet, sheet, 

Market valueMarket value is current price of bonds and is current price of bonds and 
stock, and stock, and 

Target weightsTarget weights is the proportions of is the proportions of 
additional funds which the company wants additional funds which the company wants 
to raiseto raise



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE

3. 3. Numerical Examples: AssumptionsNumerical Examples: Assumptions

a.a. BeforeBefore--tax interest = 9%; tax rate = 50%tax interest = 9%; tax rate = 50%
b.b. Preferred dividend = $2 a share; price per share = $25Preferred dividend = $2 a share; price per share = $25
c.c. Common dividend in yr 1 = $4; price = $50; Common dividend in yr 1 = $4; price = $50; 

growth  rate = 4%growth  rate = 4%

AfterAfter--tax interest = Ktax interest = Ktt = = KKii (1 (1 -- t) = 0.09 (1 t) = 0.09 (1 -- 0.50) = 0.0450.50) = 0.045
Cost of preferred stock = dividend/price = 2/25 = 0.08Cost of preferred stock = dividend/price = 2/25 = 0.08
Cost of common stock = dividend in year 1/price + Cost of common stock = dividend in year 1/price + 

growth rategrowth rate
= 4/50 + 0.04 = 0= 4/50 + 0.04 = 0.12.12



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Capital           Net Proceed   Weight     AfterCapital           Net Proceed   Weight     After--Tax Cost   Tax Cost   Weighted CostWeighted Cost
Debt Debt $ 60 million       0.3     x       $ 60 million       0.3     x       0.045 0.045 =  0.0135=  0.0135
Preferred          20                   0.1     x       0.Preferred          20                   0.1     x       0.080                   =  0.0080080                   =  0.0080
CommonCommon 120           120           0.60.6 x       x       0.1200.120 =  =  0.07200.0720
Total              $200 million      1.0                        Total              $200 million      1.0                        0.09350.0935

Normally, MNCs have a higher optimum capital Normally, MNCs have a higher optimum capital 
structure than domestic firms without added structure than domestic firms without added 
risk because MNCs have lower cost and lower risk because MNCs have lower cost and lower 
risk. risk. 



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE



OPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTUREOPTIMUM CAPITAL STRUCTURE



THE OPTIMUM CAPITAL BUDGETTHE OPTIMUM CAPITAL BUDGET
1.  1.  Definition: the amount of investment that will   Definition: the amount of investment that will   

maximize a firm's total profits.maximize a firm's total profits.

2.  2.  Optimum capital budgetOptimum capital budget is obtained at the is obtained at the 
point where the point where the marginal cost of capitalmarginal cost of capital
equalsequals the the marginal rate of returnmarginal rate of return..

3.3. The following graph shows that MNCs have a The following graph shows that MNCs have a 
higher optimum capital budget because of higher optimum capital budget because of 
their lower cost of capital and  more profitable  their lower cost of capital and  more profitable  
investment opportunities.investment opportunities.



THE MARGINAL COST OF CAPITAL AND THE MARGINAL COST OF CAPITAL AND 
INVESTMENT DECISOINSINVESTMENT DECISOINS

Figure 19.3Figure 19.3
Domestic Firm versus Domestic Firm versus 
Multinational FirmMultinational Firm

IRR is Internal Rate of Return
MCC (Marginal Costs of Capital) is the cost of additional money of new funds.



CULTURAL VALUES AND CAPITAL CULTURAL VALUES AND CAPITAL 
STRUCTURESTRUCTURE

1.1. Researchers found that cultural values (i.e., political, Researchers found that cultural values (i.e., political, 
legal, social, institutional, and tax environments) can legal, social, institutional, and tax environments) can 
be used to predict be used to predict capital structurecapital structure across countries.across countries.

2. Researchers found 2. Researchers found low debt ratioslow debt ratios in the Southeast in the Southeast 
Asia, Latin American, and AngloAsia, Latin American, and Anglo--American groups of American groups of 
countries. They found countries. They found high debt ratioshigh debt ratios in the in the 
Scandinavian, Mediterranean Europe, Indian Peninsula Scandinavian, Mediterranean Europe, Indian Peninsula 
groups.groups.

3. Countries with the cultural dimensions of 3. Countries with the cultural dimensions of 
““conservatismconservatism”” and and ““masterymastery”” tend to have tend to have low low 
corporate debt rationscorporate debt rations..



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

The two major stock exchanges in the world are The two major stock exchanges in the world are 
London Stock Exchange London Stock Exchange 
<<http://http://www.londonstockexchange.comwww.londonstockexchange.com> and the New > and the New 
York Stock Exchange York Stock Exchange 
<<http://http://www.newyorkstockexchange.comwww.newyorkstockexchange.com>. Use these >. Use these 
websites to find the current stock price of a major websites to find the current stock price of a major 
multinational company, such as Siemens. In addition, multinational company, such as Siemens. In addition, 
find out and compare their listing and disclosure find out and compare their listing and disclosure 
agreements for foreign companies.agreements for foreign companies.

Visit Visit Standard and PoorStandard and Poor’’s sites site
<<http://http://www.standardandpoors.comwww.standardandpoors.com> and > and MoodyMoody’’s s 
<<http://http://www.moodys.comwww.moodys.com> to answer the following > to answer the following 
questions: What factors do S&P and Moodyquestions: What factors do S&P and Moody’’s take into s take into 
account in rating a countryaccount in rating a country’’s debt. What are s debt. What are S&PS&P’’ss
latest sovereign risk ratings for Belgium, Mexico, latest sovereign risk ratings for Belgium, Mexico, 
Canada, Indonesia, and South Korea?Canada, Indonesia, and South Korea?

http://www.londonstockexchange.com/
http://www.newyorkstockexchange.com/
http://www.moodys.com/
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Chapter 20 Major SectionsChapter 20 Major Sections

Section 1, The Global Control System and Performance  Section 1, The Global Control System and Performance  
EvaluationEvaluation

Section 2, International TaxationSection 2, International Taxation

Section 3, Transfer Pricing and Tax PlanningSection 3, Transfer Pricing and Tax Planning



Opening Case 20:Opening Case 20:
Offshore Workers Increase IBMOffshore Workers Increase IBM’’s Profitss Profits



GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

1.1. Every control system establishes a Every control system establishes a 
standard of performance and standard of performance and 
compares actual performance with compares actual performance with 
the standard.the standard.

2. 2. Inflation and exchange rate Inflation and exchange rate 
fluctuations affect company fluctuations affect company 
performance.performance.



GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

3. Performance evaluation3. Performance evaluation

a. a. Performance evaluation is a central feature Performance evaluation is a central feature 
of an effective management of an effective management information information 
system. system. 

c. c. Performance criteria consist of financial Performance criteria consist of financial 
criteria (i.e., return on criteria (i.e., return on investment and investment and 
profits) and nonprofits) and non-- financial criteria (i.e., financial criteria (i.e., 
market share and sales growth).market share and sales growth).



GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4. Organizational structure4. Organizational structure

a.   The advantages of a centralized financial a.   The advantages of a centralized financial 
function includes close control of financial function includes close control of financial 
issues at headquarters, attention of top issues at headquarters, attention of top 
management to key issues, and an management to key issues, and an 
emphasis on parent company goals. emphasis on parent company goals. 

b.b. A decentralized financial function may A decentralized financial function may 
reduce data collection costs, enjoy reduce data collection costs, enjoy 
flexibility, and exploit many opportunities flexibility, and exploit many opportunities 
in foreign countries.in foreign countries.



GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

c.c. The ultimate choice of a particular The ultimate choice of a particular 
organization structure depends on several  organization structure depends on several  
key decision variables: key decision variables: 

1.1.transfer pricing and performance evaluationtransfer pricing and performance evaluation
2.2.tax planningtax planning
3.3.exchange exposure managementexchange exposure management
4.4.acquisition of fundsacquisition of funds
5.5.positioning of fundspositioning of funds



GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.  Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) of 19775.  Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) of 1977

a.  FCPA makes it a criminal offense for US a.  FCPA makes it a criminal offense for US 
companies to corruptly influence companies to corruptly influence 
foreign officials or to make payments to foreign officials or to make payments to 
any any person when they have person when they have ““reasons to reasons to 
knowknow”” that part of these payments will go that part of these payments will go 
to a foreign official.to a foreign official.

b.b. FCPA consists of two separate sections, FCPA consists of two separate sections, 
antibribery and accounting.antibribery and accounting.

c.c. Penalties for violations include $2 million Penalties for violations include $2 million 
for corporations and $100,000 and/or five for corporations and $100,000 and/or five 
years in jail for individuals.years in jail for individuals.



INTERNATIONAL TAXATIONINTERNATIONAL TAXATION

1.1. Types of taxes:Types of taxes:

a. a. Income and capital gains taxesIncome and capital gains taxes
b.b. Value added taxesValue added taxes
c.c. TariffsTariffs
d.d. Withholding taxesWithholding taxes



INTERNATIONAL TAXATIONINTERNATIONAL TAXATION

2. Key issues in international taxation2. Key issues in international taxation

a. Tax moralitya. Tax morality
b. Tax burdensb. Tax burdens
c. Tax neutralityc. Tax neutrality
d. Tax treatiesd. Tax treaties
e. Tax creditse. Tax credits



INTERNATIONAL TAXATIONINTERNATIONAL TAXATION

3. Tax incentives for foreign investment3. Tax incentives for foreign investment
a.a. Many countries offer tax incentives to Many countries offer tax incentives to 

attract foreign capital and knowattract foreign capital and know--how tohow to
their countries.their countries.

b.b. The four types of tax incentive programs    The four types of tax incentive programs    
are:are:

(1) government concessions(1) government concessions
(2) tax havens(2) tax havens
(3) foreign trade zones(3) foreign trade zones
(4) other tax incentives(4) other tax incentives



TRANSFER PRICING AND TAX TRANSFER PRICING AND TAX 
PLANNINGPLANNING

1.1. Transfer prices are prices of goods and Transfer prices are prices of goods and 
services sold between parent services sold between parent 
companies and subsidiaries. MNCs can companies and subsidiaries. MNCs can 
manipulate transfer prices to increase manipulate transfer prices to increase 
their overall profits.their overall profits.



TRANSFER PRICING AND TAX TRANSFER PRICING AND TAX 
PLANNINGPLANNING

2.2. Transfer pricing objectives:Transfer pricing objectives:

a. Income tax minimizationa. Income tax minimization
b. Import duty minimizationb. Import duty minimization
c. Avoidance of financial problemsc. Avoidance of financial problems
d. Adjustment for currency fluctuationsd. Adjustment for currency fluctuations



INTERNET EXERCISESINTERNET EXERCISES

Use site Use site 
<<http://http://www.prctaxman.com.cn/asian.htmwww.prctaxman.com.cn/asian.htm
> to study and compare the tax systems > to study and compare the tax systems 
of the two Asian countries of your choice.of the two Asian countries of your choice.

Visit site <Visit site <http://http://www.tpmba.comwww.tpmba.com> to list > to list 
the objectives of the Transfer Pricing the objectives of the Transfer Pricing 
Management Benchmarking Association Management Benchmarking Association 
(TPMBA).(TPMBA).

http://www.prctaxman.com.cn/asian.htm
http://www.tpmba.com/
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